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 Verification is the process of determining the quality of forecast information.  
Office and personal forecast verifications are significantly lacking throughout the 
National Weather Service for many reasons.  The primary reasons are that verification is 
time consuming, tedious, and monotonous.  This research attempted to ease that process 
by creating new computer procedures to automate the verification process.  The new 
procedures were tested using two years of forecasting data from November 2007 to 
November 2009 from the Omaha/Valley Weather Forecasting Office to serve as a 
framework for future verifications.  Point Forecast Matrices (PFM) produced by the 
National Weather Service twice daily and the GFS (Global Forecasting System) served as 
the forecasting data for this research.  The analysis of the forecast data can provide 
valuable feedback to the Omaha/Valley Weather Forecasting Office.  The GFS was very 
competitive against the PFM in terms of accuracy, but the PFM were an improvement for 
most forecasting situations. 
 More difficult forecasting situations, such as snow cover and temperatures near 
climatic temperature records, received additional scrutiny.  Snow cover forecasts were 
divided into non-freezing and freezing day forecasts.  The division revealed the PFM to 
 be more accurate for freezing days and the GFS to be more accurate for non-freezing 
days.  Analysis of near climatic temperature records showed that the GFS handled 
warmer than normal temperatures well and the PFM were better at handling cooler than 
normal temperatures.  In addition to analyzing accuracy, forecast consistency was also 
studied.  The Forecast Convergence Score, a statistic which measures how often and how 
much a forecast changes from forecast to forecast, was used to measure forecast 
consistency.  PFM Forecast Convergence Scores are a vast improvement over GFS 
Forecast Convergence Scores for all forecasting situations.  When consistency is 
combined with accuracy, the use of PFM proves to be the most trusted forecasting system 
over the entire forecasting database.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
 The vision of the National Weather Service (NWS)
1
 is to "work together to 
provide the best weather, water, and climate information in the world by producing and 
delivering information", such as forecasts, "that the public can trust" (NWS Strategic 
Plan, 3 January 2005).  In order for the public to trust a forecast, it needs to be both 
accurate and consistent (Murphy 1993).  Accuracy is important as the public will not trust 
a forecast record that has proven to be ―relatively‖ inaccurate over a period of time, 
especially if the forecast period is only a few days in length.  A consistent forecast, 
covering approximately seven days, is a forecast sequence that does not have large 
swings (flip flops) from one forecast to the next and has maximum convergence towards 
an end result.  Consistency is just as important as accuracy as the public will not trust a 
forecast that flip flops and changes on a day to day basis (Lashley et al. 2008).  Accuracy 
and consistency of forecasts can be assessed through the process of verification. 
 Verification is the process of determining the quality of forecast information.  
Brier and Allen (1951) identified three reasons for verification; economic, administrative, 
and scientific.  No matter the reason for verification, a verification procedure should 
provide feedback to the forecaster and be informative.  The feedback provided can 
indicate strengths or weaknesses in a forecast.  Unfortunately, office and personal 
forecast verifications are significantly lacking throughout the NWS.  The primary reasons 
for the lack of verification procedures are that they are time consuming, tedious, and 
monotonous.  Forecasters are usually relegated to manually entering data to produce the 
verification statistics that they want to analyze.  
                                                 
1
 A list of acronyms can be found in Appendix A. 
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One option available to forecasters is provided by the NWS Performance 
Management Branch and is located online (https://verification.nws.noaa.gov/).  This 
verification system enables NWS Weather Forecasting Offices (WFOs) to verify the 
accuracy of their Point Forecast Matrices (PFM) and evaluate their performance.  The 
verification system provides an enormous amount of statistical detail for 
maximum/minimum temperatures and probability of precipitation (PoP) forecasts.  Some 
of the statistical details include root mean square error, percent improvement of human 
forecast over guidance forecasts, and Brier scores.  However, for as much statistical detail 
that the NWS Performance Management Branch‘s verification system provides, an NWS 
office can only verify its forecasts for a minimum of a monthly period, rather than daily.  
To be able to analyze trends, consistency, and why errors occurred, forecasters need to be 
able to verify forecasts on a daily basis.  
The first objective of this research is to develop an improved daily verification 
system for NWS PFM for the purpose of verifying accuracy and consistency.  The newly 
developed daily verification system will create a database of forecasts that will allow for 
analysis of data on a daily, monthly, or yearly time scale.  The creation of this database 
will eliminate the need for a forecaster to manually enter forecast or observation data and 
allow for forecasters to more easily perform personal verification.   Once the database is 
created, several different methodologies can be implemented to search the database to 
retrieve the forecasting information necessary for verification.  The second objective of 
this research is to verify PFM forecasts from an NWS WFO to show how the new 
verification system can be used and possibly serve as a template for other WFOs to 
follow.   
3 
 
Specifically, verification analyses will be performed on PFM from the 
Valley/Omaha, Nebraska WFO for all 21 PFM locations in their County Warning Area 
(CWA).  Day 1 through Day 7 forecasts and each forecasting period (two periods a day) 
will be analyzed for each PFM over two years from November 2007 through November 
2009.  For comparison, Global Forecast System (GFS) Model Output Statistics (MOS) 
forecasts will be analyzed using the same methodology.  The parameters which will be 
verified for accuracy and consistency are maximum/minimum temperature and 
probability of precipitation.  The intent of this research is not to score and evaluate how 
individual forecasters perform.  This project will have no knowledge of an individual's 
performance.  The purpose is to analyze the accuracy and consistency of daily NWS 
Point Forecast Matrices to identify strengths and weaknesses of the forecasts.  
Knowledge derived through the analysis of these strengths and weaknesses will help a 
WFO produce more accurate forecasts. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
2.1: History of Verification 
Brier and Allen (1951) identified economic, administrative, and scientific reasons 
for verification.  The verification study undertaken by this research encompasses the 
scientific category.  Even though it falls under the scientific classification, the results of 
this study will help forecasters to improve their forecasts and in turn be beneficial to all 
three categories of verification.  In order for a scientific verification study to be 
beneficial, an appropriate objective approach must be taken that can be independently 
replicated. 
 A general framework for forecast verification was described in the landmark 
paper by Murphy and Winkler (1987).  A solid approach to forecast verification is made 
possible with that general framework by utilizing joint distributions.  The joint 
distributions describe the statistical characteristics between forecasts and their 
observations and their fundamental relationships.  Until that paper was published, an 
insightful approach to diagnostic verification had been lacking.   Although Murphy and 
Winkler laid out a new framework, they did not apply it to samples of real forecasts and 
observations.  Their general framework was put to a test by Murphy et al. (1989) 
(hereafter referred to as M89) on a sample of NWS maximum temperature forecasts for 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.  M89 describes three classes of diagnostic verification which 
are the basic distributions themselves, summary measures of these distributions, and 
traditional performance measures and their decompositions.  The basic distributions, 
which demonstrate the relationship between observations and forecasts, can provide 
valuable information about forecasting performance.  A joint distribution represented via 
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a bivariate histogram shows the relationship between forecasts and observations.  Points 
that lie far from the perfect forecast line
2
 in the x-y plane correspond to forecasts with 
large errors.  Points close to the 45° line represent forecasts with small errors.  These 
errors can also be represented numerically in the form of a contingency table.  Additional 
information from the basic distributions can be acquired through summary measures such 
as the mean, standard deviation, or quartiles to measure the central tendency and 
variability.  Finally, bias that may exist between the forecasts and their corresponding 
observations can be determined by making use of performance measures such as the 
mean (algebraic) error, mean square error, or skill score.  Important to the diagnostic 
approach of forecast verification is the graphical display of the results.  Graphically 
displaying the resulting parameters can greatly help the interpretation of the results 
obtained from verification studies. 
 M89 analyzed objective and subjective forecasts from April 1980 through March 
1986 for Minneapolis, Minnesota.  Objective forecasts were produced from the MOS and 
subjective forecasts constituted the official NWS forecasts.  Although more data were 
available to the authors, they focused on presenting results on 24 hour lead time winter 
and summer season maximum temperature forecasts.  Insightful results about strengths 
and weaknesses of the objective and subjective forecasting systems were obtained from 
their analysis.  Those results were helpful to forecasters and modelers as they revealed 
weaknesses and strengths that existed in the forecasts.  The results themselves will not be 
discussed in this study as they are not as significant to this study as much as the 
methodology that was employed to obtain those results. 
                                                 
2
 This is a 45° line in the x-y plane that intersects the origin.  The x and y axes also need to have equal step 
sizes. 
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 Verification results obtained using the Murphy and Winkler general framework 
produce a great amount of statistical parameters.  As M89 showed, the general 
framework alone can reveal strengths and weaknesses in a forecasting system.  To further 
integrate the general framework with a meteorological component, Murphy (1995) 
extended the framework to demonstrate how forecast quality changes in association with 
different weather regimes
3
.  Not only can different weather regimes be studied, but 
climatically rare events can also be stratified and analyzed. Questions can then be 
answered as to whether forecasts are more or less reliable during certain weather regimes 
or climatically rare events. 
 
2.2: Current Practice of Verification 
 The best verification system currently available to forecasters is provided by the 
National Weather Service Performance Management Branch and can be found online 
(https://verification.nws.noaa.gov/).  BOIVerify is also a verification system available to 
NWS forecasters.  It is a gridded verification system and can only verify forecasts going 
back two weeks unless archiving is performed.  BOIVerify would not be suitable for use 
in a long term study (D. Nietfeld, NWS, 2010, personal communication).  Many 
statistical measures suggested by Allan Murphy in many of his publications already cited 
earlier (Murphy and Winkler 1987, Murphy et al. 1989) are calculated on the NWS 
Performance Management Branch's online system.  The online verification system also 
has the capability of producing numerous statistics on maximum/minimum temperatures 
                                                 
3
 Weather regimes can be as simple as westerly or easterly flow.  They can also cover more eventful 
conditions such as heat waves, severe weather, or long duration precipitation. 
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and 12 hour PoP forecasts.  Even graphics of the statistics can be produced to help 
forecasters visually interpret the results.   
The online verification system provided by the NWS Performance Management 
was used by Ruth et al. (2009) to verify MOS forecasts.  Local WFO forecasts from the 
National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD) (human forecasts) were compared against 
corresponding MOS forecasts at about 1200 CONUS (conterminous United States) 
locations on a monthly basis.  The study analyzed how accurate the MOS forecasts have 
become in recent years.  MOS forecasts were legitimized as competitive forecasts against 
the NDFD by Dallavalle and Dagostaro (2004) who acknowledged that the MOS 
forecasts have become increasingly accurate in the digital age.  Since there were a vast 
number of stations, the 1200 stations were grouped into three CONUS regions: West, 
Central, and East.  Once broken down into regions, results were obtained showing the 
percentage of WFOs and the number of months during the year that the NDFD exhibited 
improvement over the MOS.  Although, the study showed evidence that the MOS have 
become more accurate in recent years, the NDFD forecasts generally made improvements 
over MOS for both temperature and 12 hour PoPs, specifically in the 1-3 day range.  
Forecast consistency of the two forecasting systems was also tested.  Lashley et al. (2008) 
argue that consistency and continuity from forecast to forecast are as important as 
forecast accuracy in regard to forecast quality.  A lack of consistency between successive 
forecasts (specifically PoP forecasts) implies uncertainty and could lead to a lack of 
confidence by users of the forecasts.  Although a consistency measure (e.g. Forecast 
Convergence Score
4
) is not yet available using the online verification system provided by 
the NWS Performance Management, Ruth et al. incorporated it into their verification 
                                                 
4
 The Forecast Convergence Score is discussed further in Chapter 3. 
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study.  A large percentage of WFOs showed improvement over the MOS in both 
temperature and PoP forecasts.  This result was not a surprise as most WFOs take into 
consideration the previous forecast when making the next forecast.  Conversely, model 
forecasts do not take into consideration previous forecasts (beyond the initialization 
analysis) from the previous model runs and have been known to exhibit large swings and 
"flip flop" as a result.   
As stated previously, Ruth et al. performed such a large scale verification study 
dividing the 1200 stations into 3 regions.  A study of such magnitude provided little 
insight concerning individual WFO performance, but was not the intent of the authors.  
Verification needs to be performed at a smaller scale and on a daily basis to be 
informative to individual forecasters.  There is little in the literature on individual WFO 
performance.  Stephenson and Jolliffe (2003, p. 201) stated that, ―the subject of forecast 
verification could benefit enormously from a wider more open access to previous 
forecasts and observations.‖   It is the belief of those authors that with such information 
made freely available it would enable third parties to analyze past forecast performance 
and provide feedback for future forecasting improvement. 
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Chapter 3: Data, Statistical Procedures, and Methodology 
3.1: Data and Statistical Procedures 
The County Warning Area (CWA) of the National Weather Service (NWS) 
Weather Forecasting Office (WFO) in Valley/Omaha, NE was used as the study area 
(Figure 3.1).  The Valley/Omaha CWA is located in Eastern Nebraska and Southwest 
Iowa.  Within the CWA, there are 21 PFM sites which are as follows: Albion, *Beatrice, 
Blair, *Clarinda, *Columbus, *Council Bluffs, *Falls City, *Fremont, *Harlan, *Lincoln, 
*Millard, Nebraska City, *Norfolk, *Offutt Air Force Base, *Omaha, Plattsmouth, *Red 
Oak, *Shenandoah, Tekamah, Wayne.  Cities with an asterisk indicate locations where an 
extended range GFS MOS forecast is also produced. 
 The forecasts that were used for verification were Point Forecast Matrices 
(Figure 3.2).  PFM forecasts are released twice a day from NWS offices at 04:00 and 
16:00 local time (LT)
5
.  The morning PFM have 13 forecast periods and the afternoon 
PFM have 14 forecast periods.  Each forecasting period is 12 hours long.  A PFM header 
identifies the forecasting office and the issuance date and time.  The Forecast Date and 
Time Group and numerous forecast parameters are the core of the PFM.  The forecast 
times are listed in both UTC and local time and increment by 3 hours through the first 3 
days.  Beyond 3 days, the increment becomes 6 hours.  The forecast parameters include 
but are not limited to: MAX/MIN (temperature), dewpoint, wind direction, wind speed, 
clouds, and 12 hour PoP.  For this research, only MAX/MIN and 12 hour PoP forecasts 
were analyzed.  The 12 hour PoP forecasts cover two time frames.  Those time frames are 
from 06:00 to 18:00 LT and from 18:00 to 06:00 LT the next day.   
                                                 
5
 Whether it is standard time or daylight savings time, the PFM are always released at 4:00 and 16:00 LT.  
Because of that fact, the UTC time of the forecast release will vary.   
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 Model forecasting data were also of interest for this research and the extended 
range GFS MOS MEX (hereafter GFS MOS) forecasts were used.  The GFS MOS 
(Figure 3.3) were chosen as its forecasts were easily accessible and forecasted out 7 days.  
Having the same forecasting length as the PFM made it easier to make comparisons 
between the PFM and GFS MOS.  Similar to the PFM, the GFS MOS are released twice 
a day.  The GFS MOS are released for 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC.  The GFS MOS are 
headed by a 4 letter code indicating the location and by the issuance date and time.  
Below the header is the forecast hour (FHR), which is incremented by 12 hours.  The 
forecast parameters in the GFS MOS include but are not limited to: X/N (maximum and 
minimum temperature), dewpoint, wind speed, and 12 hour PoP.  For this research, only 
X/N and 12 hour PoP forecasts were analyzed.  The GFS MOS use the same time frames 
for 12 hour PoP forecasts. 
For the comparison of the PFM and GFS MOS forecasts, the morning (04:00 LT) 
PFM were compared against the 0000 UTC cycle of the GFS MOS and the afternoon 
PFM were compared against the 1200 UTC cycle of the GFS MOS.  This is slightly 
counter intuitive as the morning PFM are valid at 04:00 LT and would actually be closer 
in release time to the 1200 UTC cycle of the GFS MOS.  However, the forecasters only 
have the 0000 UTC cycle of the GFS MOS available to them when making their forecasts 
for the morning PFM.  The same is true for the afternoon PFM which are closest in time 
to the 1200 UTC cycle of the GFS MOS.  Again though, when making their afternoon 
PFM which are valid at 16:00 LT, the forecasters only have the 1200 UTC cycle of the 
GFS MOS available to them. 
11 
 
Two sources were used for the observation data.  Maximum and minimum 
temperature data were acquired from Regional Maximum/Minimum Temperature and 
Precipitation (RTP) tables which are quality controlled and released by NWS WFOs and 
contain temperature and precipitation data for the PFM sites located throughout their 
CWA.  The NWS issues forecasts in English units (°F and inches) and no conversion was 
made in the present study as the results would be most useful if they were kept in the 
same units.  There is one obvious drawback to using the RTP tables.  The RTP tables 
used for this study are released approximately at 19:00 LT.  The maximum temperature 
values are values reported over the previous 12 hours (approximately 07:00 to 19:00 LT) 
and the minimum temperature values are values reported over the previous 19 hours 
(approximately 00:00 to 19:00 LT).  This can cause problems if the overnight minimum 
temperature occurred before 00:00 LT or if the maximum temperature occurs before 
07:00 LT.  Forecasters generally forecast for overnight minimum temperatures between 
18:00 and 06:00 LT and maximum temperatures between 06:00 and 18:00 LT.  During 
normal diurnal cycles, the RTP tables will report the accurate minimum and maximum 
temperatures.  On rare occasions, frontal passages will disrupt the normal diurnal cycle 
and the RTP tables may not be the best source for maximum and minimum temperatures. 
Precipitation data were acquired from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC).  
The RTP tables do provide precipitation data over the previous 24 hours.  However, in 
order to verify 12 hour PoPs, the exact hour of when the precipitation occurred needs to 
be known.  The NCDC archive has hourly precipitation data available from the official 
reporting station for most PFM sites in the Omaha/Valley CWA
6
.  The precipitation data 
were grouped into 3 categories in order to verify 12 hour PoPs. The first two categories 
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 Precipitation data were not available for Valley, NE. 
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ranged from 18:00 to 0:00 LT on the day before (0000 to 0600 Z on the current day) and 
from 00:00 to 06:00 LT (0600 to 1200 Z) on the current day.  Those two categories were 
used to verify 12 hour PoPs from 18:00 to 06:00 LT (0000 to 1200 Z).  The third 
category ranged from 06:00 to 18:00 LT (1200 to 0000 Z) to verify PoPs during the same 
time period.  In order for an event be considered a precipitation event, more than 0.01 
inches of liquid precipitation had to be reported at a station.  A trace of precipitation is 
not considered a precipitation event. 
 Verification of forecasts is significantly lacking in operational meteorology.  The 
most likely reason for the lack of verification efforts is that it is too time consuming to 
enter data manually.  With that in mind, several decoders were created in this study to 
help automate the analysis of PFM and GFS MOS forecasts.  The decoders automate the 
process of reading in the forecasts and the observations, thus eliminating the need to 
manually enter those data and saving an enormous amount of time.   
The forecast decoder creates new files in which important forecast information 
such as location, forecast date, forecast time, verification date, verification time, and the 
forecasts from both the PFM and GFS MOS are combined with observations into one 
easy to read file.  In addition to storing forecast and observation information, two 
statistics are calculated using the forecast decoder.  The mean error (ME) is calculated by 
simply subtracting the observation temperature (O) from the forecast temperature (X):   
 E = (X – O)    (3.1) 
The ME serves as a simple way of measuring a bias.  A ME that is negative indicates a 
forecast that was too cold and a ME that is positive indicates a forecast that was too 
warm. 
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A statistic that was utilized extensively in this study was the mean absolute error 
(MAE).  The MAE is calculated by taking the absolute value of the mean error.  The 
MAE is not calculated in any of the decoders as it is easily calculated with other 
programs (Microsoft Excel or Access).  The MAE is considered more helpful than the 
mean error.  The ME is prone to the cancelation of errors.  If three forecasts produce 
errors of -8, +4, and +4, then the ME would be 0.  A ME of 0 reveals nothing in that 
situation.  However, the MAE would equal 5.33 which might reveal something of interest 
to a forecaster. 
The second statistic calculated in the forecast decoder is the Brier Score (Brier 
1950).  The Brier Score can be computed by: 
 B = (F – E)2  (3.2)  
where F is a probabilistic forecast for precipitation and E is a value equal to 1 if 
precipitation occurred or 0 if precipitation did not occur.  Brier Scores range from a 
perfect score of 0 to 1 indicating no skill (Brier 1950). 
Using maximum/minimum temperatures, 12 hour PoP, and observations, many 
other statistics can be computed by employing an additional decoder.  A statistics decoder 
was created to calculate and store additional statistics (Figure 3.4).  These statistics are 3 
day mean absolute error, 7 day average Brier Score, Forecast Convergence Scores (FCS), 
New Score, period average MAE, 24 hour temperature swing, and departure from 
climatic record maximum/minimum temperatures. 
The Forecast Convergence Score (Ruth et al. 2009) is a measure of consistency of 
forecasts over a length of time, usually about seven days.  The FCS is calculated by: 
 
43
21
TT
TT
FCS


  (3.3) 
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where T1 is equal to the number of forecasts (F2 through FN) that changed insignificantly 
(no more than the significant threshold) from the previous forecast Fi-1 or moved closer to 
the next forecast Fi+1.  When i = n, the observation is used for Fi+1:   
 











n
i
1ii1ii
1ii
above of neither if 0
FFFF if 1
thresholdFF if 1
T
2
1  (3.3.1) 
T2 is the magnitude of change between the first and last forecasts divided by the 
significant threshold:  
 T2 = |FN – F1| / threshold  (3.3.2) 
T3 is the number of possible forecast changes: 
 T3 = n – 1 (3.3.3) 
T4 is the sum of changes between forecasts scaled by the significant threshold:   
 


n
i
ii thresholdFFT
2
1 /4  (3.3.4) 
The T1 and T3 terms account for the number of swings in forecast period and the T2 and 
T4 terms account for the magnitude of the swings.  The FCS score can range from 0 to 1.  
A score of 1 indicates that the forecast had very few swings and maximum convergence.  
A score of 0 indicates that the forecast had many sizeable swings and little or no 
convergence.  One drawback to the FCS is that it is only a measure of consistency with 
no regard for accuracy.   
In an attempt to incorporate accuracy into the FCS, a new statistical procedure 
which derives a "New Score" was adopted (Lashley et al. 2008).  The FCS and Brier 
Score were combined in a similar manner as POD (Probability of Detection) and FAR 
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(False Alarm Ratio) to create a CSI (Critical Success Index).  The New Score is 
calculated by: 
 
1
1
1
1
1



FCSBS
NewScore  (3.4) 
 
where BS is equal to the 7 day average Brier Score and FCS is the Forecast Convergence 
Score.  The New Score ranges from 0 to 1.  A score of 0 is the worst possible forecast.  A 
score of 1 is the best forecast and would indicate a forecast that has small swings and has 
maximum convergence towards an accurate result.  
The final parameters calculated by the statistics decoder are the temperature 
observation departures from the climatic temperature records.  The departures are 
calculated from the highest maximum and lowest maximum temperature
7
.  Highest 
minimum and lowest minimum temperature departures are also calculated.  Climatic 
record maximum/minimum temperatures were acquired from xmACIS (http://xmacis.rcc-
acis.org/) which is managed by the NOAA Regional Climatic Centers.  The observed 
temperatures were compared against the record highest and lowest maximum/minimum 
temperatures to produce the departure from the climatic record.  Most of the record 
temperature data acquired from xmACIS were from Cooperative Observer Program 
(COOP) stations instead of the official PFM station.  Although the COOP stations and 
PFM stations are located in the same city, they have their own separate records.  
Comparing observations obtained at the PFM site to the COOP station records would 
produce many false records.  Only three locations were found to be suitable for use in this 
                                                 
7
 Highest maximum temperature can be thought of as the warmest high temperature and the lowest 
maximum temperature can be thought of as coolest high temperature. 
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study.  Lincoln, Norfolk, and Omaha have had observations taken at the official PFM 
location for over 60 years.  In general, the other PFM locations have only had 
observations recorded for less than 30 years.  The short recording period of the other 
locations is not of significant enough length to use in a study in which the goal is to 
analyze climatically rare events. 
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Figure 3.1 Map of the Omaha/Valley CWA.  PFM locations are identified by diamonds. 
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Figure 3.2 An example PFM released by the Omaha/Valley WFO.  This study utilized the 
Location, Date/Time, MAX/MIN temps, and PoP 12HR lines as highlighted. 
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Figure 3.3 An example of a GFS MOS forecast.  This study utilized the Location, 
Date/Time, X/N and P12 lines as highlighted. 
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3.2: Methodology 
The primary methodology employed in this study was adapted from Wilk 2005 
and Wilk 2007.  Gregory Wilk, currently (June 2010) a NWS senior meteorologist at the 
Corpus Christi WFO, produced several statistics which his office felt were essential to 
evaluating forecast performance.  Most of the statistics were evaluated over the first five 
periods of a forecast.  The public is most concerned with these short range forecasts and 
believes them to be the most accurate (Morss et al. 2008).  Short range forecasts should 
face additional scrutiny as the public has a high amount of confidence in them.  The 
statistics Wilk produced for these short range forecasts were mean absolute error, Brier 
Score, and the percent improvement of human forecasts over model forecasts.  Short 
range forecasts were also filtered to evaluate performance based on big differences 
between human and model forecasts and large 24-hour temperature swings.  Weather 
ranging from normal to changing rapidly was evaluated to give a broad view of the 
performance of the Corpus Christi WFO.  The same statistics were produced for extended 
range (Day 7) forecasts.  They received less scrutiny which could have been appropriate 
as the public has very low confidence in those forecasts (Morss et al 2008).  Evaluation 
of the extended range should still be performed as forecasters may learn of errors and 
improve upon them, thereby earning the public‘s confidence. 
The Omaha/Valley WFO was interested in the type of statistics that Wilk‘s 
methodology produced, but wanted to extend them to specific weather events.  That 
office also wanted to verify forecasts during snow events and events when climate 
records were reached or nearly reached (record maximum and minimum temperatures).  
Some limited verification had been performed and revealed those events to be 
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troublesome for the Omaha/Valley WFO.  It was possible that those individual events 
were just unusually complex. To determine if those types of events were truly difficult in 
which to forecast, two years worth of snow and climate record data needed to be verified. 
In addition to snow and climate record data, the Omaha/Valley WFO was also 
interested in the verification of forecast performance at border locations versus interior 
locations.  Border locations are locations that lie at the edge of a CWA.  It is a NWS 
requirement that the borders of adjacent CWAs must be within a 5°F threshold.  PoP 
forecasts need to be within a 20% threshold of each other.  This requirement means that if 
the Omaha/Valley WFO has a difference in opinion about a particular forecast with 1 of 
its 6 neighbors, it must negotiate and find some middle ground.  This could cause higher 
errors in border locations if a WFO is forced to change a forecast because of a distinct 
disagreement.  Mean absolute error, Brier Score, and the percent improvement over the 
GFS were produced to evaluate the performance of border versus interior locations to 
investigate this potential problem. 
Before any analysis could be performed, the RTP problem needed to be 
addressed.  As discussed earlier, using RTPs to obtain temperature data could produce 
inaccurate results when the normal diurnal cycle is disrupted.  In this study, a few 
instances of that disruption were observed.  The PFM mean absolute error was sorted 
from largest to smallest for Period 1 forecasts.  Many errors above 20°F were noted.  
Those errors were investigated and it was found that the disruption of the diurnal cycle 
was to blame for those errors.  The most common problem was a cold front that passed 
through the Omaha/Valley CWA after 06:00 LT resulting in a low temperature that 
occurred well after 06:00 LT.  Because forecasters forecast a low temperature to occur 
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between 18:00 and 06:00 LT, this will produce inaccurate results.  Three options were 
considered for those dates in which the diurnal cycle was significantly affected.  First, the 
forecasts and the observations could be left alone as it would be difficult to identify every 
instance in which the diurnal cycle was affected.  Second, the temperature observations 
could be adjusted to report the appropriate temperature.  Lastly, the forecasts that verified 
on those dates could be removed.  The third option was considered operationally best as it 
would eliminate erroneous results and was easier than adjusting the observations.  Due to 
having approximately 750 days of forecasting data available, removing a few dates would 
not significantly reduce the size of the forecast database. 
As a result of the analysis of PFM mean absolute error during the study period, 
eight dates were removed from the database.  The reason for the removal of those dates 
was meteorologically similar.  A cold front swept through the CWA resulting in the 
minimum temperature occurring after 06:00 LT.  As a result, incorrect temperatures were 
used to compare to the overnight forecasted minimum temperatures resulting in large 
mean absolute errors. 
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Chapter 4: Results  
4.1: Comparison to NWS Performance Management Branch 
Before any analysis could be performed on the database, the data created by the 
new verification system needed to pass a quality control standard.  The database needed 
to be compared against another database to validate that the new verification system was 
working correctly.  Results obtained from the new verification system were compared to 
results obtained from the NWS Performance Management Branch's online verification 
system.  The NWS Performance Management Branch is considered as possessing the 
leading expertise in forecast verification.  Results obtained from their system are 
considered to be the gold standard against which other verification systems should be 
compared.  Any comparison should reveal whether the new verification system is reading 
in the correct forecasts and observations.  If the correct data are being read in, then an 
accurate verification study can be performed. 
 Period 1 12 hour PoP, mean errors, and mean absolute errors were compared 
between the new verification system and the NWS Performance Management Branch's 
online system for each month of 2008.  The same comparison was made for Period 5 
forecasts for each month of 2009.  Before the comparison was performed, it was known 
that the two systems would not match perfectly for a couple of reasons.  First, for 
unknown reasons, not every forecast is captured by either system.  Without having the 
exact same set of forecasts, the comparisons will never match perfectly.  Secondly, the 
NWS Performance Management Branch uses a more intricate method to capture the 
correct overnight minimum and daytime maximum temperatures.  As stated earlier, the 
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new verification system uses RTP tables to capture temperatures which can be inaccurate.  
The best that could be hoped for was that the comparisons would be relatively close. 
 The 12 hour PoP forecast comparisons were the closest to matching exactly 
(Figure 4.1).  The 12 hour PoP forecasts were averaged on a monthly time scale for 5 
locations
8
 to produce an average PoP forecast for a given month.  It is logical that 12 hour 
PoP forecasts were the closest to matching as it was only a comparison of forecasts, and 
not observations.  In 2008, all but 4 months matched exactly with the largest difference 
being 2%.  In 2009, all but 3 months matched exactly with the largest difference being 
1%.   
 Large differences were noted when comparing the monthly mean and mean 
absolute errors (Figures 4.2 and 4.3).  The largest mean error difference (0.53°F) 
occurred in December 2008.  This was not surprising as December 2008 had numerous 
snow events in the Omaha/Valley CWA which had a strong effect on temperatures 
(discussed in Section 4.6).  The largest differences occurred in the cool season months 
(October – March).  During these months, strong cold fronts are more common and are 
more likely to disrupt the normal diurnal cycle.  The largest difference in mean absolute 
error (0.22°F) occurred in January 2009.  Again, the largest differences generally 
occurred in the cool season months. 
 The earlier discussed mean and mean absolute errors were averaged for 15 
locations in the CWA.  In an effort to show some of the differences at single locations, 
the same statistics were calculated for Norfolk, Lincoln, and Omaha (Figure 4.4).  Large 
differences again were noted in the mean and mean absolute errors.  The larger 
                                                 
8
 The National Weather Service Performance Management Division's online system can only verify 
precipitation forecasts at Omaha, Norfolk, Lincoln, Tekamah, and Falls City within the Omaha/Valley 
CWA. 
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differences for both of those statistics occurred in the cool season.  The largest mean error 
difference occurred at Lincoln in February 2008 and was 0.85°F.  The largest mean 
absolute error difference was 0.51°F and occurred at Lincoln in January 2009. 
 In summary, the 12 hour PoP forecasts matched very closely.  There is little doubt 
that if the two systems possessed exactly the same data
9
, they would have matched 
perfectly.  The mean and mean absolute errors were reasonably close.  The combination 
of how observations are obtained and not having the exact same data lead to differences 
in the two systems.  With the new system comparing favorably to the NWS Performance 
Management Branch's online system, it should be considered legitimate to use in a 
verification study.  Even though the NWS Performance Management Branch‘s online 
system is considered the gold standard, it was not quite suitable for this study as it can 
only produce statistics for monthly intervals.  The new system was designed with the 
capability of evaluating forecasts for intervals as short as a day or intervals that span over 
an entire database. 
                                                 
9
 The amount of data differs between the two systems, meaning they do not have the exact same data.  
Additionally, when they did have the same amount, it was usually short of a full month worth of forecasts 
meaning they were most likely missing data at some point during the month.  It is impossible to tell which 
days were missing. 
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Figure 4.1 Mean 12 hour PoP forecasts for Period 1 forecasts in 2008 (top) and for Period 
5 forecasts in 2009 (bottom). 
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Figure 4.2 Absolute mean error differences for Period 1 forecasts during 2008 (above) 
and Period 5 forecasts during 2009 (below).  The differences are between NWS 
Performance Management Branch's online verification and the new system. 
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Figure 4.3 Absolute MAE differences for Period 1 forecasts during 2008 (above) and 
Period 5 forecasts during 2009 (below).  The differences are between NWS Performance 
Management Branch's online verification and the new system. 
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4.2: Short Range Temperature Forecast Evaluation 
 To get a general idea of performance of the Omaha/Valley WFO, temperature and 
precipitation statistics were produced for the entire forecasting database used for this 
study.  Statistics were calculated for both PFM and GFS forecasts and the percent 
improvement that the PFM exhibited over the GFS.  The percent improvement is 
calculated by: 
 100*
GFS
PFMGFS
PFM
MAE
MAEMAE
IMP

  (4.1) 
where MAEGFS is the mean absolute error for the GFS and MAEPFM is the mean absolute 
error for the PFM.  A positive IMPPFM indicates an improvement over the GFS.  
Equation 4.1 would need to be adjusted slightly to calculate the exact GFS improvement 
over the PFM.  
 When calculating mean absolute errors and Brier Scores, the best score is a 0.  
When using statistics where the best score is a 1, equation 4.1 needs to be modified 
slightly:  
 100*
GFS
GFSPFM
PFM
FCS
FCSFCS
IMP

   (4.2) 
The equation is modified by replacing MAEGFS and MAEPFM with FCSGFS and FCSPFM 
and switching their positions in the equation.  This allows for IMPPFM to be positive when 
the PFM are an improvement and negative when the GFS is an improvement. 
 The average MAE and the percent improvement were calculated over the entire 
forecast database and were broken down into yearly and seasonal comparisons for the 
first five periods (Figures 4.5 and 4.6).  The PFM showed an overall improvement over 
the GFS by 7.73%.  The smallest improvement came in the summer (4.49%) where in 
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eastern Nebraska and western Iowa the weather is not as variable as other seasons.  When 
broken down into individual locations and seasons, the PFM improved upon the GFS in 
112 out of 128 (87.5%) opportunities (Figure 4.7).  Eight locations showed an 
improvement during every season with the other locations having no more than 3 seasons 
that had negative improvements.  The locations that had 3 seasons with negative 
improvement (Council Bluffs, Harlan, and Red Oak) had 3 of the 4 smallest overall 
improvements over the GFS (Table 4.1). 
 To further investigate the temperature forecast improvements of the PFM over the 
GFS for the first five periods, forecasts were separated by times when the PFM and GFS 
differed by 4°F or more and when there was a 24 hour temperature swing of 10°F or 
greater.  When the PFM and the GFS differed by 4°F or more, both mean absolute errors 
and the percent improvement of the PFM over the GFS increased (Figures 4.8 and 4.9).  
The mean absolute errors increased for both the PFM and GFS which indicated that 
uncertainty negatively affected the accuracy of both forecasts.  However, the PFM 
percent improvement also increased which revealed that the PFM were better at adjusting 
to these situations.  The maximum improvement was 9.34% which occurred both in 
spring and fall forecasts (Figure 4.6).  The minimum improvement (when |PFM-GFS| 
≥4°F) was 10.26% (Figure 4.9).  The smallest improvement when the |PFM-GFS| was 
≥4°F was greater than the maximum improvement for all forecasts (Figure 4.6).  Two 
locations whose data were questionable were Nebraska City and Harlan (Figure 4.10).  
For summer forecasts, Nebraska City had a PFM mean absolute error of 4.35°F and 
Harlan had a mean absolute error of 4.39°F.  Those mean absolute errors were well above 
the 3.50°F average error for all locations.  When Nebraska City and Harlan are removed, 
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the average mean absolute error decreases to 3.31°F and the percent improvement 
increases to 18.27%.  Those two locations will be investigated later in this study.  All in 
all, the overall improvement for all forecasts for the entire forecast period increased from 
7.73% up 18.57% indicating that the PFM did a superb job of detecting when the GFS 
was erroneous.   
 When the 24 hour temperature swing was ≥10°F, there was again an increase in 
the mean absolute errors for both PFM and GFS compared to standard forecasts 
(Figure 4.11).  There was also a slight increase in the overall percent improvement from 
7.73% to 9.82% (Figure 4.12).  Every season except for summer saw an increase in 
percent improvement over the GFS compared to standard conditions.  In the summer, the 
PFM had a negative improvement over the GFS of -0.78%
10
.  When broken down into a 
location by location seasonal breakdown, the PFM improved upon the GFS in 117 out of 
128 (91.4%) opportunities (Figure 4.13).  Of the 11 times in which there was negative 
improvement, 9 of them occurred in the summer.  Overall, the PFM improved upon the 
GFS for 24 hour temperature swings ≥10°F, but it did not maintain that improvement 
during the summer. 
 All in all, from November 2007 – November 2009 the PFM made a 7.73% 
improvement over the GFS and every location had a positive improvement.  When 
conditions became more difficult in which to forecast, the PFM improvement over the 
GFS increased.  The forecasters exhibited great skill in recognizing when the GFS was 
producing erroneous forecasts and made large improvements over it.  When the weather 
                                                 
10
 A negative percentage indicates that the GFS was an improvement.  In this example, the PFM were a       
-15.00% improvement over the GFS.  However, the GFS is not simply a 15.00% improvement over the 
PFM.  Equation 4.1 needs to be adjusted slightly to calculate the GFS improvement over the PFM. 
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was going to be changing greatly over the next 24 hours, the forecasters were able to 
diagnose the situation correctly and make improvements over the GFS. 
Nebraska City and Harlan have proven troublesome to forecast in the summer 
which was revealed even in their mean errors.  In the summer of 2008, Nebraska City and 
Harlan had PFM (GFS) mean errors of 1.63°F (0.10°F) and 2.11°F (0.27°F) compared to 
an average of 0.55°F (0.04°F) for the entire CWA.  Those were 2 of the 3 highest mean 
errors for the PFM.  In the summer of 2009, the mean errors increased to 2.66°F (1.84°F) 
and 4.07°F (2.77°F) respectively compared to an average of 1.49°F (1.35°F).  For two 
consecutive summers, the PFM were consistently too warm in its forecast for those two 
locations.  Box plots were created for 6 locations to show the temperature fluctuations 
across southeastern Nebraska and southwestern Iowa.  Those locations were Nebraska 
City, Falls City, Shenandoah, Clarinda, Red Oak, and Harlan.  It would be reasonable to 
expect that the temperatures in that area would not differ by a great amount.  PFM 
maximum and minimum temperature forecasts for Nebraska City and Falls City, which 
are separated by approximately 89 kilometers
11
, are fairly close to each other (Figures 
4.14-4.17).  Harlan, which is approximately 90 kilometers north of Red Oak, was on 
average forecasted to be slightly cooler than the 3 other Iowa locations. 
Box plots of the observed maximum and minimum temperatures revealed large 
disparities between the 6 locations (Figures 4.18-4.21).  Nebraska City and Harlan had 
observed maximum temperatures that were considerably lower than the surrounding 
locations.  The minimum temperatures were also lower at Nebraska City and Harlan but 
not to the same extreme that the maximum temperatures were.  As a comparison, median, 
1
st
 and 3
rd
 quartiles of observed temperatures were produced for Lincoln to Beatrice (≈ 40 
                                                 
11
 Distances discussed in the next couple of paragraphs are from north to south. 
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miles), and for Norfolk to Columbus (≈ 80 kilometers) (Table 4.2).  Most of the 1st 
quartile, median, and 3
rd
 quartiles are within a 1 or 2° F of each other.  There was one 
instance in Table 4.2 where there was a 4°F separation (3
rd
 quartile in 2008 for Beatrice 
and Lincoln).  When examining the box plots of observed temperatures, it is evident that 
the quartiles and medians of observed maximum temperatures for Nebraska City 
compared to Falls City and Harlan compared to Red Oak are separated by 3° or 4°F 
(Figures 4.18-4.21).  It‘s not surprising that locations separated by 64 to 80 kilometers 
have a 1° or 2°F separation.  A 3° to 4°F separation was not expected by the forecasters 
and it is evident in the mean errors of PFM forecasted temperatures at Harlan and 
Nebraska City.  
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Figure 4.5 Mean absolute errors averaged out over the 25 months of data for the first five 
periods for locations that receive both a PFM and GFS forecast. 
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Figure 4.6 The percent improvement of the PFM over the GFS for MAEs averaged out 
over the 25 months of data for the first five periods for locations that receive both a PFM 
and GFS forecast. 
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Figure 4.8 Mean absolute errors averaged out over the 25 months of data for the first five 
periods for locations that receive both a PFM and GFS when the |PFM-GFS| was ≥4°F. 
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Figure 4.9 The percent improvement of the PFM over the GFS for MAEs averaged out 
over the 25 months of data for the first five periods for locations that receive both a PFM 
and GFS when the |PFM-GFS| was ≥4°F. 
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Figure 4.11 MAEs averaged out over the 25 months of data for the first five periods for 
locations that receive both a PFM and GFS when the 24 hour temperature swing was 
≥10°F. 
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Figure 4.12 The percent improvement of the PFM over the GFS for MAEs averaged out 
over the 25 months of data for the first five periods for locations that receive both a PFM 
and GFS when the 24 hour temperature swing was ≥10°F. 
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Table 4.1 PFM and GFS Mean Absolute Errors and the Percent Improvement of the PFM 
over the GFS from November 2007 – November 2009 for the first five periods. 
Location PFM MAE GFS MAE % Imp 
Shenandoah (KSDA) 3.25 3.72 12.63 
Omaha (KOMA) 3.09 3.49 11.46 
Norfolk (KOFK) 3.26 3.68 11.41 
Falls City (KFNB) 3.27 3.67 10.90 
Offutt (KOFF) 3.60 3.98 9.55 
Clarinda (KICL) 3.38 3.72 9.14 
Nebraska City (KAFK) 3.21 3.53 9.07 
Average 3.34 3.62 7.73 
Fremont (KFET) 3.37 3.64 7.42 
Tekamah (KTQE) 3.44 3.71 7.28 
Beatrice (KBIE) 3.26 3.51 7.12 
Lincoln (KLNK) 3.43 3.67 6.54 
Millard (KMLE) 3.20 3.40 5.88 
Red Oak (KRDK) 3.29 3.46 4.91 
Columbus (KOLU) 3.50 3.68 4.89 
Harlan (KHNR) 3.57 3.67 2.72 
Council Bluffs (KCBF) 3.30 3.39 2.65 
Valley (KOAX) 3.18   
Albion (KBVN) 3.49   
Wayne (KLCG) 3.56   
Blair (KBTA) 3.25   
Plattsmouth (KPMV) 3.15   
 
Table 4.2 1
st
 Quartile, Median, and 3
rd
 Quartile numbers for maximum and minimum 
temperatures for Lincoln, Beatrice, Norfolk, and Columbus for the summers of 2008 and 
2009. 
 Maximum Temperatures 
 2008 2009 
Location 1st Q Median 3rd Q 1st Q Median 3rd Q 
Lincoln 84.00 87.00 90.00 78.00 84.00 88.00 
Beatrice 82.00 86.00 89.25 77.00 82.00 88.00 
Norfolk 83.00 86.50 92.00 76.75 82.00 86.00 
Columbus 82.00 85.00 90.00 75.00 82.00 84.50 
 
 Minimum Temperatures 
 2008 2009 
Location 1st Q Median 3rd Q 1st Q Median 3rd Q 
Lincoln 60.00 64.00 70.00 57.00 63.00 67.00 
Beatrice 59.00 63.00 68.00 59.00 63.00 66.50 
Norfolk 56.00 62.00 66.00 53.75 59.00 65.00 
Columbus 57.00 63.00 66.00 55.00 61.00 64.00 
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4.3: Short Range PoP Forecast Evaluation 
Brier Score statistics and the percent improvement of the PFM over the GFS for 
the first five forecast periods were computed to analyze how well the two forecasting 
systems handled precipitation for short range forecasts (Figures 4.22 and 4.23).  For this 
initial analysis, only days when at least 0.01 inches of precipitation were observed were 
considered.  The percent improvement can be calculated in a similar fashion to equation 
4.1 by replacing the mean absolute error with the Brier Score.  Overall, the PFM showed 
a small (1.87%) improvement over the GFS.  The PFM showed a large improvement over 
the GFS in the winter at 19.14%.  This strength is also indicated by the fact that all 16 
locations had a positive improvement during both winter seasons used in this study 
(Figure 4.24).  The weakest season for the PFM was the spring where it exhibited            
a -7.49% improvement.  For spring forecasts, the PFM only improved upon the GFS in 5 
out of 32 (15.6%) opportunities.  The results also showed that the summer of 2009 may 
have been a weakness for the PFM.  The performance of the PFM actually remained quite 
similar between the summers of 2008 and 2009.  The Brier Score for the PFM for the 
summer of 2008 was 0.438 and 0.442 for 2009.  The GFS improved greatly from a Brier 
Score of 0.470 in 2008 to a score of 0.397 in 2009.  For PoP forecasts in the first five 
periods, the PFM forecasts improved greatly upon GFS forecasts during the winter yet 
failed to make the same improvements for the other seasons.   
The above analysis was performed again however with instances of no observed 
precipitation.  Over the entire data set, the PFM experienced a -15.00% improvement 
upon the GFS (Figure 4.25).  The PFM were an improvement in the spring, summer, and 
fall.  Winter appeared to be problematic for PFM forecasts in which no precipitation was 
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observed.  During the winter, the PFM had a -100% improvement over the GFS.  This 
problem was investigated by isolating PFM forecasts which had a PoP of 100% and no 
precipitation was recorded.  There were a total of 79 such cases.  It was found that 
precipitation fell during nearly every case in which there was a PoP of 100%.  In many 
cases the reporting station actually reported snowfall but it never reported a total amount.  
In other cases, the snowfall registered as a trace of precipitation which does not verify as 
a precipitation event.  There were a couple cases where precipitation was observed that 
day but not during the appropriate 12 hour time frame to verify the PoP forecast.  Those 
are examples of cases where the timing of the snowfall was slightly off.  Lack of 
instrumentation capability caused a major problem in the verification of winter 
precipitation.  The GFS, for these events in which the PFM had a PoP of 100%, had an 
average PoP forecast of 71%.  When comparing Brier Scores the PFM had a score of 1 
and the GFS had a score of 0.53.  That resulted in nearly a -100% improvement of the 
PFM over the GFS.  This analysis was expanded to include PFM PoP forecasts of 80% 
and above.  That may be slightly aggressive as it most likely did not precipitate during 
every one of these events.  Reliability PoP statistics during the warm season (Apr – Sep) 
showed that 80% PFM PoP forecasts resulted in precipitation approximately 80% of the 
time.  In all likelihood, the reliability statistics would be close to the same during the cool 
season.  During the winter, when the PFM PoP forecast was 80% and greater, it should be 
expected that precipitation should occur at least 80% of the time.  When analyzing events 
at 80% and above, there were 480 forecasts in which precipitation was ―not observed.‖  
The average PFM PoP forecast was 86% and the average GFS PoP forecast was 56%.  
This resulted in Brier Scores of 0.75 for the PFM and 0.35 for the GFS.  That resulted in 
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a -115% improvement of the PFM over the GFS.  The PFM forecasts clearly suffered 
from the lack of capability of the observation stations not properly reporting snowfall as 
precipitation.  Winter PoP forecast statistics should not be taken exactly at face value.  
Technically speaking, the events should not verify as precipitation events because 
measureable liquid precipitation was not reported.  The people of Nebraska and Iowa 
would certainly verify those PoP forecasts as valid precipitation events when they have to 
remove a couple of inches of snow from their sidewalks and driveways.  When winter 
forecasts are removed, the PFM were a 6.25% improvement over the GFS.   
 The PFM and GFS PoP forecasts were filtered to only include forecasts when the 
PFM and GFS differed by 20% or more and at least 0.01 inches of precipitation was 
observed (Figures 4.26 and 4.27).  Without the 20% filter, the percent improvement of 
the PFM over the GFS was 1.78%.  With the filter, the improvement of the PFM are 
nearly non-existent at only 0.68%.  The PFM still had a positive improvement for winters 
and falls, and negative improvements in springs and summers.  The positive and negative 
improvements both increased in their respective directions (positive was more positive, 
and negative was more negative) compared to the non-filtered results.  The winter 
experienced the largest increase.  It increased from a positive improvement of 19.14% to 
59.19%.  Summer experienced a decrease in improvement from -3.28% to -20.07%.  
Averaging the two seasons that exist in the dataset with each other and interpreting those 
results can be risky.  For most locations (all but Falls City) in the summer of 2008, the 
PFM improved upon the GFS and in the summer of 2009 the opposite was true.  It was 
difficult to assess whether the PFM failed to improve upon the GFS in summers.  
However, the data are fairly consistent for winters, falls, and springs, during 2008 and 
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2009.  Across the board the PFM improved upon the GFS for both winters and falls.  For 
the both springs, the GFS was an improvement upon the PFM.  As with the non-filtered 
results, the summers again proved to be a tale of two stories.  What was obvious was that 
the PFM experienced a large improvement upon the GFS in winters.  When the results 
were analyzed without the 20% filter, the PFM were an improvement in the winter.  
When the filter was applied, the PFM were an even greater improvement showing that it 
was quite successful at detecting winter precipitation compared to the GFS. 
 The 20% filter was also applied to forecasts where no precipitation was observed.  
The same pattern that was apparent in non-filtered, non precipitation events enhanced.  
The PFM forecasts experienced a -245.11% improvement over the GFS in winters.  The 
PFM had a larger improvement over the GFS with the 20% filter in spring, summer, and 
fall than without the 20% filter.  Again, after removing the winter forecasts, the PFM 
were an overall improvement over the GFS.  With the 20% filter for dry forecasts, the 
PFM forecasts experienced an improvement over the GFS, just as occurred with wet 
forecasts. 
 Precipitation forecasts proved to be a strength for the GFS during the summer of 
2009.  Yet, when forecasting during the summer of 2008, its Brier Score did not improve 
upon the PFM (when precipitation was observed).  In the summer of 2008, there were 
474 precipitation events.  An event was considered a precipitation event if precipitation 
fell during the 12 hour PoP time frames (meaning there is a possibility of 2 events a day).  
In the summer of 2009, there was a significant increase to 666 precipitation events.  With 
a better Brier Score (when precipitation was observed) during the summer of 2009, the 
GFS handled the increase in precipitation far better than the PFM did.  There was only a 
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small sample size (2 seasons), but it appears that the GFS had a wet bias during the 
summer.  This was even evident by Brier Scores when precipitation was not observed.  In 
the summer of 2008, the PFM were a -5.74% improvement over the GFS.  In 2009, the 
PFM experienced a 20.69% improvement for dry forecasts.  The GFS performed better in 
the summer when it was wet and worse when it was dry. 
 In addition to there being more precipitation events during the summer of 2009, 
the temperature exhibited a significant change.  The summer of 2008 had an average 
temperature
12
 of 74.21°F and the summer of 2009 had an average temperature of 
71.02°F.  Most likely, the 3.19°F drop in temperature was due to the increase in 
precipitation events.  Increased precipitation would likely mean more cloud cover and 
possibly more frontal passages.  The PFM did not handle the increase in precipitation as 
well as the GFS, but it did make a better adjustment to the decrease in temperature. 
 
                                                 
12
 The average temperature was calculated by averaging the RTP maximum and minimum temperatures at 
all 21 PFM locations.  This is not the appropriate method to calculate average temperature but it still does 
show that the summer of 2009 was far cooler than the summer of 2008.  The appropriate calculation would 
be to average the hourly temperature observations.  However, that was not possible to do with the new 
verification system. 
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Figure 4.22 Brier Scores when at least 0.01 inches of precipitation was observed 
averaged out over the 25 months of data for locations that receive both a PFM and GFS 
forecast. 
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Figure 4.23 The percent improvement of PFM over the GFS for Brier Scores when at 
least 0.01 inches of precipitation was observed averaged out over the 25 months of data 
for locations that receive both a PFM and GFS forecast. 
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Figure 4.25 The percent improvement of PFM Brier Scores over GFS Brier Scores when 
precipitation was not observed. 
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Figure 4.26 PFM and GFS Brier Scores when at least 0.01 inches of precipitation was 
observed and the |PFM-GFS| ≥20%. 
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Figure 4.27 The percent improvement of PFM Brier Scores over GFS Brier Scores when 
at least 0.01 inches of precipitation was observed and the |PFM-GFS| ≥20%. 
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4.4: Extended Range Forecast Evaluation 
 It is a well known fact that longer range forecasts tend to be less accurate than 
short range forecasts (Lashley et al. 2008).  Mean absolute errors, Brier Scores and FCSs 
were computed for each Day 7 forecast (Periods 13 and 14) for each site in this study.  
Mean absolute errors were only calculated by using Day 7 forecasts.  There were no 
averages calculated over the entire length of the forecast.  Both the Brier Score and FCS 
took into consideration the entire series of a specific forecast starting from the Period 14 
(or 13) forecast up to the Period 1 forecast.  For the FCS, this fact is obvious as that is in 
the nature of the FCS.  The 7 Day Brier Score was calculated by averaging the Brier 
Score over the entire series of a forecast for each period until the observation occurred.  
By computing both the Brier Score and the FCS, a comparison can be made with regard 
to how each forecast verified through accuracy and consistency.  For PoP forecasts, the 
―NewScore‖ was also calculated to determine whether or not it serves as a parameter that 
successfully takes into consideration both accuracy and consistency.   
 Day 7 mean absolute errors (Figure 4.28) had a similar pattern as mean absolute 
errors calculated over the first five periods.  The winter experienced the largest PFM 
average mean absolute error (7.63°F) while the summer experienced the smallest average 
error (4.77°F).  In every season, the PFM had an improvement upon the GFS.  The mean 
errors for the PFM and GFS on average were always positive (too warm).  The PFM were 
at least 0.97°F cooler than the GFS in every season except summers.  In the two 
summers, the PFM were 0.71°F warmer than the GFS.  Overall, the PFM demonstrated 
only a 6.81% improvement upon the GFS in regard to mean absolute error.  The PFM 
displayed a slight advantage over the GFS in forecasting temperature from 7 days out, but 
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it improved upon the GFS greatly in consistency.  Temperature Forecast Convergence 
Scores revealed that the PFM had nearly a 40% improvement over the GFS (Figure 4.29).  
The PFM were very successful in eliminating large swings (swings >3°F) and converging 
towards a correct result.  One cannot assume that by using the FCS alone, the correct 
results were reached.  Based on the short term analysis of mean absolute temperature 
errors, the PFM were slightly more accurate the GFS.  The PFM were consistent in not 
making numerous large changes to their forecasts across all seasons.  The lowest PFM 
temperature FCS score was 0.80 which occurred during winter and the maximum score of 
0.85 occurred during summer (Figure 4.30).  The GFS temperature FCS showed a little 
more variability with a score of 0.55 during winter and 0.62 during summer.  The PFM 
exhibited a slight advantage over the GFS at the Day 7 range in terms of mean absolute 
error.  At times when the GFS had an improvement, the PFM showed through its FCS 
scores that it could make reasonable changes to reach an accurate result. 
 Extended range PFM and GFS PoP forecasts were similar in their accuracy, but 
the PFM made a large improvement over the GFS with regard to consistency.  The 
overall PFM 7 Day Brier Score was a -1.79% improvement over the GFS (Figure 4.31).  
The winter was the worst season in terms of percent improvement for the PFM where it 
made a -10.67% improvement over the GFS.  In the summer and fall, the PFM and GFS 
were equivalent with Brier Scores equal to each other.  In the spring, the PFM were only 
a -0.87% improvement.  The GFS is an improvement upon the PFM in the winter
13
, but 
the two forecast systems are nearly equal to each other during the other 3 seasons.  In 
terms of consistency, as with temperature forecasts, the PFM were again an improvement 
                                                 
13
 Winter precipitation (e.g. snow) was not always reported as a precipitation event as discussed in Section 
4.3.  This was proven to be a major disadvantage to the PFM resulting in a ―better‖ performance by the 
GFS. 
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upon the GFS.  Overall, the PFM PoP FCS was 0.92 resulting in an 11.03% improvement 
over the GFS which had a score of 0.83 (Figure 4.32).  During the seasons, that percent 
improvement ranged from 8.16% (winter) to 11.49% (fall).  The PFM and GFS held 
roughly the same accuracy over 7 day forecasts yet the PFM were approximately 11% 
more consistent than the GFS. 
 When combing results from both temperature and precipitation forecasts, in terms 
of accuracy, the PFM and GFS were essentially equal to each other in the extended range.  
In terms of consistency, the PFM were an improvement upon the GFS for both 
temperature and PoP forecasts.  The added value of consistency and continuity combined 
with the accuracy of the PFM forecast made it the better, more trusted forecast.  The 
slight improvements that the GFS made in the winter forecasts in terms of accuracy could 
not make up for its inconsistencies.   
 Up to this point, consistency and accuracy have been compared by manual means.  
A statistical procedure was created to combine both accuracy and consistency called the 
"NewScore" (refer to Section 3.1 for NewScore calculation).  The NewScore results were 
similar to the FCS results.  The PFM NewScore was an improvement upon the GFS in 
every season.  The PFM (GFS) NewScores ranged from 0.78 (0.70) during the summer to 
0.86 (0.80) during the winter (Figure 4.33).  The NewScore seemed to appropriately 
consider both accuracy and consistency.  The PFM Brier Score was a -1.79% 
improvement over the GFS.  The PFM PoP FCS was 11.03% improvement over the GFS.  
When they were combined into the NewScore, the PFM NewScore was a 9.47% 
improvement over the GFS (Figure 4.34).  Taking into consideration the PFM‘s slightly 
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less accurate Brier Score and much more accurate FCS, the NewScore does seem viable 
as a statistic to measure forecast quality. 
As with the FCS, there was not a lot of range in the NewScore values.  FCS and 
NewScore values do not vary much when calculated on a seasonal time scale.  It would 
seem that the FCS and NewScore might be better suited by being calculated on a shorter 
time scale.  Calculating them on a shorter time scale would produce more variable results 
which could be used to identify when the PFM were inconsistent.  Inconsistent forecasts 
would reveal weather patterns or events that cause uncertainty for human forecasters.    
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Figure 4.28 Average Mean Absolute Temperature errors from November 2007 – 
November 2009 for Day 7 forecasts. 
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Figure 4.29 The improvement of the PFM Temperature FCS over the GFS Temperature 
FCS for Day 7 forecasts. 
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Figure 4.30 The PFM Temperature FCS and GFS Temperature FCS for Day 7 forecasts. 
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Figure 4.31 PFM and GFS Brier Scores averaged out over 7 days for the same 
verification date. 
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Figure 4.32 PFM and GFS PoP average Forecast Convergence Scores for Day 7 
forecasts. 
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Figure 4.33 PFM and GFS Average NewScores for Day 7 forecasts. 
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Figure 4.34 Percent Improvement of the PFM over the GFS for NewScores for Day 7 
forecasts. 
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4.5: Climatic Temperature Records 
Temperature record setting events are rare and of increasing interest.  There are 
generally large economic impacts associated with these types, for example, during the 
summer season, there will be an increase in electrical demand for record maximum 
temperatures.  Likewise, in the winter, record minimum temperatures will lead to a higher 
demand for heating resources.  Improving accuracy in these climatically rare events will 
allow decision makers to make adjustments in advance to ensure there will be enough 
resources to handle the event.  Forecasters rarely make a forecast in which they expect a 
record to be broken.  For Period 1 PFM forecasts, of the 49 records that were broken 
during the study period for Lincoln, Omaha, and Norfolk
14
, only 9 of those records were 
forecasted to fall.  For Period 5 forecasts, that number is reduced to only 2.  The GFS 
forecasted 11 of the 49 records to fall during Period 1 forecasts and 7 of the 49 to fall 
during Period 5 forecasts.  It was very rare that temperature records are forecast to fall in 
an extended range forecast (Days 4-7) by the PFM.  Of interest however, is how well the 
PFM and GFS performed during near record events with respect to mean and mean 
absolute errors. 
The top 5
th
 percentile of events near the climate temperature record was analyzed.  
The top 5
th
 percentile equated to any day that the observed temperature was within 5°F of 
the record (5°F was empirically derived for the Omaha/Valley CWA).  To start the 
analysis, baseline mean error and mean absolute errors were determined.  Those errors 
are determined by averaging the mean errors and mean absolute errors for the entire data 
set at the 3 locations, Lincoln, Omaha, and Norfolk.  The baselines serve as a standard for 
                                                 
14
 Only Lincoln, Omaha, Norfolk were considered for this analysis of climate records for reasons stated in 
Section 3.2. 
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which to compare against when analyzing the top 5
th
 percentile of events.  As expected, 
when record temperatures are approached, there is a drop off in the forecast accuracy.  
The PFM and GFS both underestimated (forecast was too cold) record highs and 
overestimated (forecast was too warm) record lows (Table 4.3) during Period 1 forecasts.  
The GFS exhibited the biggest change in normal performance.  The GFS mean error is 
3.66°F cooler than normal for maximum temperature forecasts.  Meanwhile, its mean 
absolute error is unaffected.  Because the normal GFS mean error is 1.57°F, there is a 
good chance the GFS will underforecast near record maximum temperature events more 
than normal events.  Interestingly, the PFM near record mean absolute error for minimum 
temperatures is the same for normal lows.  However, the PFM mean error for the same 
events is 2.24°F warmer than normal.  This is a good indication that during near record 
minimum temperature events, the PFM are likely to be too warm. 
Both the PFM and GFS experienced the same trends for both maximum and 
minimum temperatures.  For near record maximum temperature events, the GFS and 
PFM performed almost equally.  There did seem to be some separation when forecasting 
for record minimum temperature events.  The PFM performed more than 1°F better than 
the GFS when forecasting for minimum temperature events. 
  As these types of events can have a significant impact on society, it would be 
important to examine how well they were forecasted from a couple of days out.  Period 5 
forecasts were analyzed in the same manner as Period 1 forecasts.  Similar to Period 1 
forecasts, both the PFM and GFS overforecasted near record minimum temperatures and 
underforecasted near record maximum temperatures (Table 4.4).  However, for Period 5 
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forecasts, the GFS performed slightly better than the PFM for maximum and minimum 
temperatures in regard to both mean and mean absolute errors. 
The top 5
th
 percentile of near record temperature events was proven to be more 
difficult in which to forecast.  The GFS seemed to perform slightly better when 
forecasting for these events a few periods out.  When the event approached, the PFM 
improved drastically for near record minimum temperatures and is slightly better than the 
GFS for near record maximum temperatures.  This would indicate that forecasters might 
want to give more consideration to the GFS forecast when formulating the extended 
range portion of their PFM forecast.  Perhaps there is a problem with that train of 
thought.  The GFS is noted for often flip flopping.  An analysis of the temperature FCS 
could show how consistent the GFS was when forecasting these events. 
The FCS can be used to measure the consistency between forecasts.  The FCS is 
typically used to measure the consistency of a forecast over 7 days (13 or 14 periods).  
An analysis of the FCS provided details on the consistency of temperature forecasts 
during the top 5
th
 percentile of near record temperature events.  Again, a baseline was set 
by computing the FCS over the entire data set for all events.  The temperature FCS for 
PFM (GFS) minimum and maximum temperatures are 0.83 (0.63) and 0.80 (0.56) 
respectively.  A low GFS temperature FCS indicated that its forecasts were inconsistent 
with many large swings.  The temperature FCS improved slightly for both the PFM and 
GFS for the top 5
th
 percentile of near record temperature events.  The PFM (GFS) 
improved 0.04 (0.05) for minimum temperatures and 0.07 (0.03) for maximum 
temperatures.  The slight improvement in the FCS indicated that both systems picked up 
the event early and were able to increase their consistency. 
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Although the GFS seemed to outperform the PFM in the extended range for near 
record temperature events, the temperature FCS revealed that the GFS is too inconsistent 
for forecasters to trust.  The PFM and GFS could both be improved for forecasting these 
types of events.  The PFM had good consistency but lacked accuracy in the extended 
range.  The GFS lacked consistency but showed a slight improvement in accuracy in the 
extended range. 
In addition to analyzing the top 5
th
 percentile of events, the bottom 5
th
 percentile 
of events also was evaluated.  The bottom 5
th
 percentile ranged from -46°F to -69°F from 
the climatic temperature record.  These events can be thought of as temperatures that 
would be near record maximum minimum (a warm overnight low) and minimum 
maximum (a cool daytime high) temperatures.  In comparison to the top 5
th
 percentile, 
the PFM forecasts for the bottom 5
th
 percentile had a smaller bias from the normal bias, 
but a larger mean absolute error for Period 1 forecasts (Table 4.5).  The mean error was 
also opposite when compared to the top 5
th
 percentile of events.  Both the PFM and GFS 
underforecasted minimum temperatures and overforecasted maximum temperatures when 
the top 5
th
 percentile did the opposite.  The only mean absolute error that was better in the 
bottom 5
th
 percentile than the top 5
th
 percentile was for minimum temperatures forecasted 
by the GFS.  The GFS showed a warmer bias than the PFM for these events.  That fact 
would aid the GFS in forecasting overnight low temperatures that were warmer than 
normal.  A similar pattern existed in the Period 5 forecasts (Table 4.6).  The PFM and 
GFS had smaller mean errors for minimum and maximum temperatures.  However, the 
PFM and GFS had smaller mean absolute errors when compared to the top 5
th
 percentile 
of events for minimum temperatures.  The mean absolute error was larger in the bottom 
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5
th
 percentile for both the PFM and GFS for maximum temperatures.  The GFS 
performed particularly poorly for maximum temperatures.  Again, this should not be 
surprising.  The GFS exhibited a warm bias and cooler than normal highs proved to be 
difficult for the GFS to forecast accurately. 
In terms of the mean absolute error, Period 1 forecasts handled the top 5
th
 
percentile better than the bottom 5
th
 percentile.  For Period 5 forecasts, the PFM and GFS 
handled the bottom 5
th
 percentile of minimum temperatures better than the top 5
th
 
percentile.  Maximum temperatures were handled better in the top 5
th
 percentile than the 
bottom 5
th
 percentile during Period 5 forecasts.  The GFS seemed well suited to handle 
events in which the temperature would be warmer than expected.  Nonetheless, the GFS 
did not show great consistency forecasting for these events and choosing when to trust 
the GFS forecast would be difficult to decide.  The PFM generally handled cooler 
temperature events slightly better than the GFS.  All in all, the top and bottom 5
th
 
percentile of near record temperature events proved to be difficult for both the PFM and 
GFS to forecast.   
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Table 4.3 PFM and GFS Mean Error and Mean Absolute Errors for Period 1 Forecasts 
during the top 5
th
 percentile of near climate temperatures record events.  The low column 
represents performance during minimum temperature events in the top 5
th
 percentile.  The 
high column represents maximum temperature during the same events.  Normal lows and 
highs are the standard errors for all minimum/maximum temperature events. 
Period 1 Forecasts 
 Normal Normal Difference from Difference from 
 Lows Highs Lows Highs Normal Lows Normal Highs 
PFM ME 2.24 -2.46 0.20 0.05 2.04 -2.51 
GFS ME 2.55 -2.09 0.74 1.57 1.81 -3.66 
PFM MAE 2.90  3.00 2.90 2.43 0.00  0.57 
GFS MAE 4.05  3.07 3.27 3.07 0.78  0.00 
 
Table 4.4 Same as Table 4.3 except Period 5 forecasts are used. 
Period 5 Forecasts 
 Normal Normal Difference from Difference from 
 Lows Highs Lows Highs Normal Lows Normal Highs 
PFM ME 5.71 -5.42 0.72 -0.27 4.99 -5.15 
GFS ME 4.76 -4.93 1.04  1.26 3.72 -6.19 
PFM MAE 5.92  5.61 3.68  3.98 2.24  1.63 
GFS MAE 5.44  5.34 4.23  4.23 1.21  1.11 
 
Table 4.5 Same as Table 4.3 except these are results for the bottom 5
th
 percentile of 
temperatures near climate temperature records 
      Normal Normal Difference from Difference from 
95th Lows Highs Lows Highs Normal Lows Normal Highs 
PFM ME -1.57 1.67 0.20 0.05 -1.77 1.62 
GFS ME -2.01 2.62 0.74 1.57 -2.75 1.05 
PFM MAE  3.06 4.04 2.90 2.43  0.16 1.61 
GFS MAE  3.48 4.48 3.27 3.07  0.21 1.41 
 
Table 4.6 Same as Table 4.5 except for Period 5 forecasts. 
    Normal Normal Difference from Difference from 
95th Lows Highs Lows Highs Normal Lows Normal Highs 
PFM ME -3.93 4.93 0.72 -0.27 -4.65 5.20 
GFS ME -3.65 5.88 1.04  1.26 -4.69 4.62 
PFM MAE  4.35 5.70 3.68  3.98  0.67 1.72 
GFS MAE  4.35 6.56 4.23  4.23  0.12 2.33 
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4.6: Snow Cover 
Snow cover has been shown to have a drastic effect on surface temperatures.  
Mote (2008) demonstrated that daily maximum (minimum) temperatures can be 
depressed on the average of 10.1°F (6.7°F) for snow depths greater than 10 cm (3.9 in).  
This depression of temperatures was noted for causing a forecast bias in model forecasts 
(Dewey 1977, Wojcik and Wilks 1992).  An analysis was performed on snow cover 
forecasts to show what bias existed in GFS forecasts and to analyze how well the PFM 
adjusted to the snow cover.   
Snow cover data were acquired from the National Operational Hydrological 
Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC) via snow maps that were produced through their 
national snow analysis.  ―The snow analyses are based on modeled snow pack 
characteristics that are updated daily using all operationally available ground, airborne, 
and satellite observations of snow water equivalent, snow depth, and snow cover" 
(http://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/help/).  Forecasts were considered snow cover forecasts if 
the Omaha/Valley CWA had at least 50% snow coverage
15
.  From November 2007 
through November 2009, there were approximately 145 days where the CWA had at least 
50% snow coverage.  Mean error and mean absolute error statistics were produced from 
temperature forecasts and analyzed for each Period 1 through 14.  The 145 days of snow 
cover produced approximately 6090 forecasts for Periods 1 through 13 to analyze.  As 
Period 14 was only forecasted once a day (16:00 LT PFM), there were only 3024 
forecasts to study for that forecast period.  
It is well known that temperature forecasts are usually too warm during times of 
snow cover.  If that effect was not properly accounted for, temperature forecasts would be 
                                                 
15
 Snow depth was not taken into consideration for this study.  Spatial snow coverage was the only concern. 
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expected to be too warm.  Initial results from the snow cover PFM temperature forecasts, 
particularly from Periods 1 – 4, were surprising when their mean errors are near 0°F 
(Table 4.7).  With a mean absolute error near 0, that is a good indication that temperature 
forecasts are under forecasted (too cold) as often as they are overforecasted (too warm).  
The GFS forecasts in the first 4 periods have mean errors of 1.94, 1.65, 1.56, and 1.62 
indicating a general over estimation of temperatures.   PFM and GFS Periods 5 – 14 both 
indicated a general overestimation of temperature forecasts which would be expected.   
The GFS forecasts exhibited the same pattern as the PFM forecasts and became highly 
inaccurate in the later periods (Table 4.8).   
As the above results proved to be unexpected, the snow cover forecasts were 
divided into temperature observations ≥ 33°F (melting days) and temperature 
observations ≤ 31°F (non-melting days).  Mote (2008) noted that melting snow had a 
large effect on air temperature depression due to a latent heat release.  The latent heat 
release by the melting snow is available to warm the overlying air.  Additionally, snow 
that has covered the ground for an extended amount of time has collected soot or dust, 
thus lowering the albedo of the snow and warming the overlying air.  The division led to 
approximately 105 of the 145 snow cover days to be classified as non-melting days and 
the other 40 days to be classified as melting days   Results obtained from the non-melting 
days analysis were more of what is expected from temperature forecasts during snow 
cover days.  PFM temperature forecasts from Periods 1 – 4 showed a mean error of 0.51, 
0.61, 0.66, and 0.98 which indicated an overestimation of temperature forecasts (Table 
4.9).  The overestimation that the GFS exhibited during all snow cover events became 
even greater during non-melting days.  The mean error and mean absolute error for both 
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the PFM and GFS forecasts became increasingly more erroneous further out in the 
forecast. 
Melting days had a complete opposite trend from non-melting days for both the 
PFM and GFS forecasts.  Mean errors for both the PFM and GFS forecasts are negative 
(too cold) except for Period 1 for the GFS (Table 4.10).  However, the mean error is 
smaller for Period 1 GFS forecasts during non-melting days compared to all snow cover 
events.  The mean error and mean absolute error for both the PFM and GFS did not 
decrease in accuracy as quickly or as great in magnitude for melting days compared to 
the non-melting days (Figure 4.35).  The PFM mean error ranged from -1.30°F during 
Period 1 to -3.27°F during Period 14 for melting days.  The PFM mean absolute error 
ranged from 2.96°F to 6.93°F for melting days.  During non-melting days, the mean error 
ranged from 0.51°F to 7.59°F and the mean absolute error ranges from 3.61°F to 8.67°F.  
The GFS exhibited the same characteristics as the PFM forecast as in it had a smaller 
range for melting days compared to non-melting days.  Melting days proved to be the 
only strong point for GFS temperature forecasts in terms of snow cover forecasts.  The 
GFS and PFM had similar mean absolute errors for melting day forecasts, but the GFS 
had a mean error closer to zero indicating its forecast is likely to be less biased. 
Being able to accurately forecast whether it will snow or not would be of great aid 
to forecasters.  Analysis of short range PoP forecasts demonstrated that the PFM were an 
improvement over the GFS in detecting winter precipitation (Figure 4.22).  The PFM 
Brier Score itself was unimpressive but it was not exactly accurate because quite a few 
winter precipitation events were not detected.  Accurately forecasting snow to fall, even 
in the first period, would aid forecasters as snow cover usually has lasting effects which 
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affect forecasts past the first period.  If a forecaster were confident as to the chance of 
snow, then the temperature forecasts should be properly adjusted to reflect that.  The 
same can be stated about the removal of snow.  Melting snow and non-melting snow have 
shown to have quite an impact on surface temperatures. 
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Figure 4.35 The PFM and GFS mean error and mean absolute error for snow cover for 
snow cover forecasts made on non-melting days (above) and melting days (below). 
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Table 4.7 Period 1-4 temperature forecasts errors (°F) during snow cover. 
 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 
PFM Mean Error  0.03 -0.05 0.00 0.07 
GFS Mean Error  1.94  1.65 1.56 1.62 
PFM Mean Absolute Error  3.44  3.73 4.04 4.41 
GFS Mean Absolute Error 3.86  4.12 4.42 4.72 
 
Table 4.8 Same as Table 7 except for Periods 5- 14. 
   Per. 5 Per. 6 Per. 7 Per. 8 Per. 9 Per. 10 Per. 11 Per. 12 Per. 13 Per. 14 
0.34 0.41 0.56 0.60 0.85 1.18 1.62 1.94 2.32 2.44 
1.93 2.06 2.33 1.99 2.06 2.61 2.75 3.06 3.27 5.36 
4.83 5.32 5.53 5.79 6.02 6.28 6.79 7.27 7.63 7.85 
5.15 5.68 6.02 6.35 6.71 6.83 6.95 7.64 7.93 9.34 
 
Table 4.9 – Same as Table 4.7 except for observed temperatures ≤ 31°F  
 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 
PFM Mean Error 0.51 0.61 0.66 0.98 
GFS Mean Error 2.50 2.35 2.29 2.53 
PFM Mean Absolute Error 3.61 3.77 4.13 4.52 
GFS Mean Absolute Error 4.10 4.30 4.56 4.90 
 
Table 4.10 – Same as Table 4.7 except for observed temperatures ≥ 33°F  
 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 
PFM Mean Error -1.30 -1.92 -1.85 -2.45 
GFS Mean Error  0.37 -0.34 -0.47 -0.95 
PFM Mean Absolute Error  2.96  3.60  3.77  4.12 
GFS Mean Absolute Error  3.18  3.60  4.04  4.22 
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4.7: Border Versus Interior Locations (Temperatures) 
 The 21 PFM locations in the Omaha/Valley WFO CWA were divided into two 
groups (border and interior) to investigate whether border locations had higher errors than 
interior locations.  A location is considered a border location if it is within 30 miles of 
another WFO‘s CWA (Figure 4.36).  The borders of the CWAs could be troublesome 
because the forecasts from adjacent WFOs must be within a 5°F temperature (20% PoP) 
threshold of each other.  Mean errors, mean absolute errors, and Brier Scores were 
analyzed for both of these groups for both the PFM and GFS.  The GFS should not show 
a distinct pattern as it does not know of the CWA borders. 
 Over the entire database, for short range forecasts (Days 1-3), the interior 
locations had a lower PFM MAE than the border locations (Table 4.11).  The interior 
locations had a minimal percent improvement over the border locations ranging from 
1.40% for Day 1 forecasts to 2.53% for Day 3.  The PFM mean errors showed that the 
border location temperature forecasts were on average too warm.  In the short range, the 
border locations have at least a 0.49°F mean absolute error increase compared to interior 
locations.  The interior locations are slightly better for PFM temperature forecasts.  When 
the forecasts are separated into individual years, the interior locations are still a slight 
improvement over the border locations for PFM mean absolute errors (Tables 4.12 and 
4.13).  The border locations again have much higher mean errors indicating that the 
temperature forecasts for those locations are on average too warm.  Interestingly, the GFS 
MAE for the interior locations is lower than at the border locations in the short range for 
2008.  Yet, in 2009, the GFS MAE is lower for border locations. 
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 Next, the statistics were broken down into individual seasons (Tables 4.14-4.17).  
In 24 opportunities (4 seasons * 2 years * 3 Forecast Days), the PFM MAE is lower for 
interior locations 15 times (62.5%).  The PFM MAE at the interior locations failed to 
consistently better the MAE at the border locations for both winters and falls.  During the 
winters, the interior PFM MAE is better 3 out of 6 times.  For both springs, the interior 
PFM MAE was only an improvement 1 out of 6 times.  For both summers and falls, the 
PFM MAE was an improvement in 11 out of 12 opportunities.  The GFS MAE had the 
opposite trend.  The GFS performed better at the border locations in winter and spring, 
and performed worse for summer and fall.  The PFM mean error is consistently higher in 
every opportunity at the border locations compared to the interior locations. 
 The same calculations were made for extended range forecasts (Days 4-7) 
(Tables 4.18-4.24).  For the overall and yearly breakdowns, the PFM MAEs are lower at 
the interior locations than the border locations in every instance.  The GFS MAE is also 
lower at the interior locations for every instance except 2.  As with the short range 
forecasts, the PFM mean error is higher at the border locations.  In the seasonal 
breakdown, the PFM MAE is an improvement at the interior locations in 25 out of 32 
opportunities at.  The PFM MAE is lower for every Day 4-7 forecast in winters, 
summers, and falls.  The PFM MAE struggled again in the spring at interior locations 
being an improvement over border locations in only 1 out of 8 opportunities.  The GFS 
MAE is lower in for Day 4-7 forecasts in 22 out of 32 opportunities.  It did not make 
improvements at the interior locations in the springs as the PFM did. 
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Figure 4.36 Map of the Omaha/Valley CWA.  Interior locations are identified by 
diamonds.  Border locations are identified by stars. 
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Table 4.11 Mean Errors, Mean Absolute Errors, and Briers Scores for both the PFM and 
GFS over the entire database for Day 1-3 forecasts.   
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.55 0.06  0.59 -0.01  0.73 0.10 
GFS ME 1.33 0.96  1.21 0.72  1.38 0.87 
PFM MAE 2.90 2.86  3.40 3.34  3.96 3.86 
GFS MAE 3.20 3.27  3.67 3.66  4.14 4.09 
PFM BS 0.09 0.10  0.09 0.09  0.10 0.10 
GFS BS 0.09 0.09  0.09 0.10  0.10 0.10 
 
Table 4.12 Same as Table 4.11 except only for the year 2008. 
2008 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.39 -0.09  0.38 -0.20  0.60 -0.03 
GFS ME 1.02  0.66  0.89  0.44  1.11  0.68 
PFM MAE 2.84  2.84  3.34  3.29  3.93  3.82 
GFS MAE 3.04  3.17  3.54  3.60  4.01  4.02 
PFM BS 0.09  0.10  0.10  0.10  0.10  0.10 
GFS BS 0.09  0.09  0.09  0.10  0.10  0.10 
 
Table 4.13 Same as Table 4.11 except only for the year 2009. 
2009 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.71 0.17  0.83 0.17  0.97 0.25 
GFS ME 1.42 1.06  1.38 0.87  1.51 0.95 
PFM MAE 2.92 2.82  3.41 3.32  3.93 3.79 
GFS MAE 3.26 3.25  3.72 3.64  4.19 4.09 
PFM BS 0.09 0.09  0.10 0.10  0.10 0.10 
GFS BS 0.09 0.09  0.10 0.10  0.11 0.11 
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Table 4.14 Same as Table 4.11 except only for Winters. 
Winter '07 - '08  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME -0.27 -0.62  -0.39 -0.72  -0.22 -0.50 
GFS ME  1.55  0.81   1.32  0.63   1.40  0.75 
PFM MAE  3.28  3.28   3.96  3.90   4.79  4.72 
GFS MAE  3.46  3.63   4.11  4.14   4.71  4.69 
PFM BS  0.11  0.11   0.09  0.09   0.08  0.08 
GFS BS  0.09  0.09   0.08  0.08   0.07  0.09 
 
Winter '08 - '09  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME -0.01 -0.11  0.18 0.05  -0.09 -0.24 
GFS ME  1.67  1.72  1.72 1.51   1.61  1.23 
PFM MAE  3.12  3.09  3.92 3.97   4.50  4.62 
GFS MAE  3.61  3.71  4.39 4.31   5.09  5.09 
PFM BS  0.08  0.08  0.07 0.07   0.06  0.07 
GFS BS  0.06  0.07  0.05 0.07   0.05  0.07 
 
 
Table 4.15 Same as Table 4.11 except only for Springs 
Spring 2008  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.46 0.05  0.51 0.10  0.67 0.30 
GFS ME 1.00 0.98  1.06 1.02  1.30 1.34 
PFM MAE 3.05 3.07  3.57 3.56  4.24 4.27 
GFS MAE 3.34 3.40  3.76 3.83  4.46 4.56 
PFM BS 0.09 0.09  0.10 0.10  0.11 0.11 
GFS BS 0.09 0.08  0.10 0.09  0.11 0.11 
 
Spring 2009  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.16 -0.29  0.25 -0.36  0.39 -0.41 
GFS ME 1.04  0.73  1.09 0.59  1.13  0.55 
PFM MAE 2.95  2.98  3.48 3.58  4.11  4.24 
GFS MAE 3.42  3.50  3.94 4.00  4.45  4.48 
PFM BS 0.09  0.09  0.09 0.09  0.10  0.10 
GFS BS 0.09  0.09  0.09 0.09  0.11  0.10 
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Table 4.16 Same as Table 4.11 except only for Summers. 
Summer 2008  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 1.05  0.10  1.17  0.06  1.45  0.26 
GFS ME 0.45 -0.02  0.28 -0.25  0.33 -0.16 
PFM MAE 2.56  2.61  2.86  2.78  3.19  2.93 
GFS MAE 2.73  2.90  3.07  3.12  3.06  3.04 
PFM BS 0.12  0.11  0.13  0.11  0.13  0.11 
GFS BS 0.12  0.12  0.13  0.12  0.13  0.12 
 
Summer 2009  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 1.96 1.04  2.00 1.03  2.43 1.41 
GFS ME 1.71 1.16  1.61 0.99  1.88 1.47 
PFM MAE 3.16 2.92  3.39 3.10  3.77 3.34 
GFS MAE 3.12 3.05  3.34 3.22  3.67 3.58 
PFM BS 0.13 0.13  0.14 0.14  0.15 0.15 
GFS BS 0.13 0.13  0.14 0.14  0.16 0.15 
 
Table 4.17 Same as Table 4.11 except only for Falls. 
Fall 2008  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.41 0.17  0.21 -0.31  0.51 -0.09 
GFS ME 1.40 0.95  0.97  0.35  1.61  0.95 
PFM MAE 2.50 2.42  2.96  2.88  3.60  3.42 
GFS MAE 2.83 2.85  3.17  3.20  3.65  3.59 
PFM BS 0.08 0.10  0.08  0.10  0.10  0.12 
GFS BS 0.08 0.11  0.08  0.11  0.09  0.12 
 
Fall 2009  
 
Day 1 
Forecasts  
Day 2 
Forecasts  
Day 3 
Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.53 -0.05  0.74 -0.06  0.79 0.02 
GFS ME 1.41  0.91  1.25  0.60  1.45 0.66 
PFM MAE 2.55  2.46  3.04  2.87  3.54 3.29 
GFS MAE 2.94  2.92  3.44  3.38  3.90 3.66 
PFM BS 0.08  0.08  0.08  0.08  0.09 0.09 
GFS BS 0.09  0.09  0.09  0.09  0.10 0.10 
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Table 4.18 Mean Errors, Mean Absolute Errors, and Briers Scores for both the PFM and 
GFS over the entire database for Day 4-7 forecasts.   
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 1.00 0.34  1.07 0.40  1.34 0.70  1.48 0.88 
GFS ME 1.41 0.92  1.39 0.94  1.65 1.15  1.97 1.56 
PFM MAE 4.67 4.51  5.30 5.11  5.92 5.78  6.47 6.33 
GFS MAE 4.79 4.76  5.38 5.31  6.03 5.90  6.64 6.61 
PFM BS 0.11 0.11  0.11 0.11  0.12 0.12  0.12 0.12 
GFS BS 0.11 0.12  0.11 0.13  0.12 0.13  0.13 0.13 
 
Table 4.19 Same as Table 4.17 except only for year 2008. 
2008 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.95 0.27  1.07 0.40  1.42 0.80  1.60 1.05 
GFS ME 1.34 0.93  1.39 1.01  1.69 1.27  1.93 1.64 
PFM MAE 4.70 4.57  5.31 5.16  5.92 5.81  6.48 6.36 
GFS MAE 4.73 4.74  5.39 5.35  6.07 5.96  6.69 6.69 
PFM BS 0.11 0.11  0.11 0.11  0.12 0.12  0.12 0.12 
GFS BS 0.11 0.12  0.12 0.13  0.12 0.13  0.13 0.13 
 
Table 4.20 Same as Table 4.18 except only for the year 2009. 
2009 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 1.21 0.49  1.27 0.52  1.42 0.68  1.43 0.68 
GFS ME 1.40 0.85  1.29 0.81  1.58 1.01  1.95 1.46 
PFM MAE 4.63 4.43  5.24 4.99  5.84 5.64  6.39 6.20 
GFS MAE 4.76 4.73  5.62 5.26  5.89 5.77  6.50 6.46 
PFM BS 0.11 0.11  0.12 0.12  0.13 0.12  0.13 0.13 
GFS BS 0.11 0.12  0.12 0.13  0.130 0.13  0.13 0.14 
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Table 4.21 Same as Table 4.18 except only for Winters. 
Winter '07 - '08  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.22 0.00  0.54 0.18  1.16 0.80  1.79 1.54 
GFS ME 1.60 1.11  1.82 1.43  2.35 1.95  2.94 2.54 
PFM MAE 5.37 5.25  5.93 5.75  6.72 6.53  7.47 7.33 
GFS MAE 5.56 5.38  6.15 6.01  6.75 6.52  7.42 7.16 
PFM BS 0.08 0.09  0.08 0.09  0.08 0.09  0.08 0.08 
GFS BS 0.08 0.09  0.09 0.10  0.08 0.09  0.08 0.10 
 
Winter '08 - '09  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME -0.66 -0.78  -0.90 -0.94  -0.53 -0.58  -0.28 -0.26 
GFS ME  0.77  0.58   0.30  0.53   0.28  0.27   0.86  0.78 
PFM MAE  5.31  5.28   6.04  5.93   7.02  6.89   7.81  7.70 
GFS MAE  6.06  6.08   7.04  6.94   7.36  7.27   8.45  8.42 
PFM BS  0.06  0.07   0.06  0.07   0.06  0.07   0.06  0.07 
GFS BS  0.06  0.07   0.06  0.08   0.06  0.08   0.06  0.08 
 
Table 4.22 Same as Table 4.18 except only for Springs. 
Spring 2008  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
Location Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 1.24 0.85  1.46 1.04  1.68 1.38  1.80 1.56 
GFS ME 1.62 1.62  1.62 1.70  2.10 2.21  2.71 2.95 
PFM MAE 5.21 5.29  6.18 6.28  7.02 7.12  7.45 7.57 
GFS MAE 5.12 5.24  5.89 5.96  7.02 7.03  7.68 7.95 
PFM BS 0.13 0.13  0.13 0.13  0.14 0.13  0.14 0.13 
GFS BS 0.12 0.12  0.13 0.14  0.14 0.14  0.15 0.15 
 
Spring 2009  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
Location Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior  Border Interior 
PFM ME 0.77 -0.01  0.89 0.09  0.81 0.06  0.49 -0.23 
GFS ME 1.03  0.35  1.09 0.50  1.53 0.88  1.79  1.22 
PFM MAE 4.88  4.92  5.53 5.52  6.09 6.13  7.07  7.14 
GFS MAE 5.00  5.09  5.43 5.50  6.35 6.45  7.17  7.25 
PFM BS 0.11  0.11  0.12 0.11  0.12 0.11  0.13  0.11 
GFS BS 0.12  0.11  0.12 0.12  0.13 0.12  0.14  0.13 
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Table 4.23 Same as Table 4.18 except only for Summers. 
Summer 2008  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner 
PFM ME 1.81  0.61  1.97 0.87  2.27 1.21  2.34 1.35 
GFS ME 0.55 -0.14  0.84 0.04  1.17 0.19  1.09 0.46 
PFM MAE 3.55  3.18  3.88 3.49  4.21 3.93  4.39 4.07 
GFS MAE 3.36  3.40  3.61 3.51  4.13 3.96  4.28 4.18 
PFM BS 0.14  0.11  0.14 0.11  0.14 0.12  0.15 0.12 
GFS BS 0.14  0.12  0.14 0.13  0.15 0.14  0.15 0.13 
 
Summer 2009  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner 
PFM ME 3.09 2.00  3.50 2.40  3.83 2.76  3.85 2.79 
GFS ME 2.15 1.49  2.16 1.45  2.58 1.80  3.13 2.54 
PFM MAE 4.31 3.78  4.91 4.30  5.19 4.64  5.51 5.00 
GFS MAE 3.95 3.77  4.32 4.16  4.78 4.59  5.39 5.23 
PFM BS 0.16 0.15  0.18 0.17  0.18 0.17  0.19 0.18 
GFS BS 0.16 0.16  0.17 0.17  0.18 0.18  0.18 0.18 
 
Table 4.24 Same as Table 4.18 except only for Falls. 
Fall 2008  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner 
PFM ME 0.69 -0.07  0.64 -0.07  0.85 0.18  0.96 0.30 
GFS ME 1.72  1.13  1.52  0.94  1.45 0.88  1.43 0.95 
PFM MAE 4.60  4.44  5.24  5.05  5.74 5.58  6.27 5.99 
GFS MAE 4.62  4.55  5.49  5.37  6.17 5.96  6.68 6.57 
PFM BS 0.11  0.13  0.12  0.14  0.13 0.15  0.14 0.16 
GFS BS 0.11  0.14  0.13  0.16  0.13 0.17  0.14 0.17 
 
Fall 2009  
 Day 4 Forecasts  Day 5 Forecasts  Day 6 Forecasts  Day 7 Forecasts 
 Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner  Outer Inner 
PFM ME 0.97 0.16  0.81 -0.12  1.04 0.07  1.17 0.13 
GFS ME 1.69 1.12  1.60  0.95  1.93 1.29  2.08 1.42 
PFM MAE 4.26 4.04  4.78  4.58  5.46 5.35  5.77 5.65 
GFS MAE 4.54 4.53  5.08  5.06  5.68 5.46  6.05 6.05 
PFM BS 0.10 0.11  0.11  0.12  0.13 0.13  0.13 0.13 
GFS BS 0.11 0.12  0.12  0.13  0.13 0.15  0.13 0.15 
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4.8: Border Versus Interior Locations (PoPs) 
On a yearly time frame, there does not appear to be any distinct pattern indicating 
better performance at the border or interior locations according to their Brier Scores.  The 
interior locations had a lower PFM Brier Score in only 1 out of 6 opportunities 
(Tables 4.12-4.13).  There were fives ties so the border locations were never an 
improvement over the interior locations.  The GFS Brier Score was lower at border 
locations 1 out of 6 opportunities with 5 ties.  When broken down into seasons, the PFM 
interior Brier Scores are only lower than the border Brier Scores 7 times out of 24 
(29.2%) opportunities (Tables 4.14-4.17).  The PFM did have lower Brier Scores in 3 of 
6 opportunities (other 3 occasions were ties) for Day 1-3 forecast during summers for 
interior locations.  For extended range forecasts (Days 4-7) on a yearly time scale, the 
PFM Brier Scores are lower at the interior locations in only 1 out of 8 opportunities with 
the other occasions being ties (Tables 4.18-4.19).  For the extended range seasonal 
breakdown, the PFM Brier Score was only an improvement at the interior locations in 13 
out of 32 opportunities (Tables 4.20-4.24) with 7 ties.  The PFM performed much better 
at the interior locations improving upon the border locations in every instance during the 
two summers.  On average, the interior locations were approximately a 10% 
improvement during the two summers.  For falls, the PFM were approximately 8% better 
at border locations than interior locations.  Those were the only two seasons (summer and 
fall) that had much separation between the Brier Scores.  Additionally, the PFM was an 
improvement at border locations in 7 out of 8 opportunities, but the separation was within 
a hundredth in each of those 7 opportunities. 
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There does not seem to be a distinct pattern when comparing the interior locations 
against the border locations for PFM PoP forecasts.  Seasonally, the border locations are 
forecasted better in falls and the interior locations are better in summers.  The other two 
seasons there is too small of separation to declare one better than the other.  The GFS is 
easily better at border locations during falls.  In the other seasons, it did not have much of 
a pattern either.  More seasons do need to be studied to determine whether there is a 
seasonal advantage for one set of locations over the other.  When analyzing the yearly 
comparisons, the separation of Brier Scores is not large with many Brier Scores being 
equivalent to each other.  PFM PoP forecasts do not differ a great deal from border 
locations to interior locations. 
 It seems there may be validity to the fact that PFM did perform worse at border 
locations for temperature forecasts.  When looking at the yearly breakdown, the interior 
locations always had a lower PFM MAE.  It could be true that those specific points are 
just troublesome for the Omaha/Valley WFO.  A point approach may not be the 
appropriate method to tackle the border versus interior dilemma.  The points that were 
used as border locations ranged from just a couple of miles from the border up to 30 
miles away.  A gridded verification approach would be the best way to investigate this 
problem.  With a gridded verification, the distance to the CWA border could be 
controlled and a more effective study could be performed.  With what was available 
though, it appears that border locations could be troublesome.  It would be interesting to 
have this type of analysis performed at other WFOs to learn whether this pattern of 
―distance-decay function‖ typically exists.  
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Chapter 5: Future Work 
5.1: Programming Issues 
Very little has been stated about the new verification programs that were written 
to complete this study.  As with most studies, the first attempt at doing something 
ultimately is not the best way to do it.  Needless to say, after some review, the programs 
written for this study could use improvement in some areas.  The first change would be to 
separate the precipitation data into 2 categories.  Currently there are 3 categories which 
made the verification of precipitation data more difficult than it should have been.  The 
second improvement that should be made would be to use METARs for maximum and 
minimum temperature observations instead of the RTP reports.  If the NWS were to 
change the reporting of RTPs to only report the daytime maximum temperatures and 
minimum overnight temperature, then this change would not be necessary.  It would be 
this author's opinion that implementing a change of using METARs would occur faster 
than the NWS changing a directive or a policy.  The final change would be to create a 
script to help automate the placing of PFM, RTP, and GFS MOS files into the correct 
directory so that the entire verification process can be automated.  The automation of the 
entire process should encourage more WFO verification.  If the data were to 
automatically be put in the correct directory for verification, then there should be no 
reason for why verification was not performed. 
 
5.2: Operational Considerations 
Another researcher could easily go back over the 25 months of data that were 
analyzed and perform another insightful verification.  At times in this study, statistics 
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were averaged over five periods.  It may be possible that another researcher could find 
something interesting by dividing up the first five periods and study them individually.  
When temperature forecasts were averaged out, both maximum and minimum 
temperatures were averaged into one parameter.  Dividing the forecasts into maximum 
and minimum forecasts could be useful too.  Finally, in Section 4.4 it was learned that the 
FCS and NewScore were not very useful when averaged out over a year or a season.  
Those two metrics could provide some interesting results if a climatology were to be 
established from forecasts when the GFS PoP FCS and NewScore were better than the 
PFM PoP FCS and NewScore.  A rough analysis revealed that the GFS PoP FCS was an 
improvement over the PFM 15% of the time.  Patterns and events could be studied to 
show when the PFM are most inconsistent and improvements could be made in that area.  
Furthermore, if another researcher were really motivated, he or she could use another 
model or forecasting system besides the GFS.  That would require editing of the 
programs written for this research, but the opportunity is available.  The new verification 
system provided 416,199 individual forecasts to be analyzed.  There are many, many 
different ways that those forecasts could have been verified.  Anybody with a new idea or 
method can now perform that verification more easily than they could have in the past. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions  
 This study was able to reveal some strengths and weaknesses in both forecasting 
systems and even some troublesome locations.  A verification system has been written to 
automate the processing of forecasting data and observations.  A major roadblock to 
verification has been eliminated and hopefully will allow other WFOs to perform their 
own verification studies to reveal any forecast bias that may detract from the accuracy of 
weather forecasts at differing temporal and spatial scales.   
As far as verification is concerned, this study did not cover every aspect possible.  
Murphy (1993) listed 10 aspects in which to measure forecast accuracy.  They were bias, 
association, accuracy, skill, reliability, resolution, sharpness, discrimination 1, 
discrimination 2, and uncertainty.  This study only utilized three of those aspects (bias, 
accuracy, and skill).  To derive a complete view of forecast performance, it would be best 
if 7 of the other aspects received some attention.  Something even as simple as analyzing 
maximum and minimum temperatures separately might be helpful. 
 The verification that was performed provided considerable insight into forecasts 
for the Omaha/Valley WFO.  The PFM proved to be the better forecast over the two-year 
period of study.  It was an improvement over the GFS for short range and long range 
temperature forecasts.  Not only were the PFM forecasts more accurate, but they were far 
more consistent.  When conditions became increasingly more difficult in which to 
forecast, the PFM made better adjustments and was an improvement over the GFS.  This 
study also revealed that Nebraska City and Harlan are locations that the PFM tends to 
overforecast temperatures for, particularly during summers.   
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The PFM also slightly outperformed the GFS for PoP forecasts in short range 
forecasts when precipitation was observed.  When precipitation was not observed, the 
GFS appeared to be slightly better.  However, when winter forecasts were removed from 
the analysis of non-precipitation events, the PFM were an improvement due to snowfall 
not always registering as precipitation with the observation stations.  When the PFM and 
GFS had large discrepancies, the PFM‘s advantage over the GFS was nearly non-existent. 
Additional analysis could provide some insight as to why the PFM‘s advantage 
disappears in those situations.  In the extended range, the accuracy of PoP forecasts was 
nearly equal for both the PFM and GFS.  The PFM were still the better forecast as it was 
a more consistent than the GFS.  
The analysis of near record temperature events revealed that the PFM and GFS 
forecasts had lower accuracy for those types of events.  The GFS was more accurate than 
the PFM for extended range forecasts but its temperature FCS revealed that the GFS was 
too inconsistent to completely trust.  The PFM performed better than the GFS as the near 
record event approached.  The GFS‘ strength was forecasting temperatures that were 
warmer than normal and the PFM‘s strength was forecasting temperatures that were 
cooler than normal. 
Temperatures forecasted during snow cover also proved difficult for both the 
PFM and GFS.  The original analysis of snow forecasts did not reveal anything 
unexpected.  There was an overall overestimation of temperatures for both the PFM and 
GFS for snow forecasts.  When the forecasts were split into melting and non-melting 
days, some additional details were learned.  Melting days showed that the PFM and GFS 
underestimated temperatures.  Non-melting days showed that the PFM and GFS 
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overestimated temperatures.  If a forecaster takes into account whether the 32°F threshold 
will be met, temperature forecasts can be improved. 
The border versus interior location did not reveal a lot of information.  The 
analysis hinted that the border locations may be troublesome for PFM temperature 
forecasts.  Studying border location temperature forecasts at other WFOs might reveal 
whether this phenomenon is true or not.  As for PoP forecasts, there appeared to be little 
truth the ―distance-decay function.‖  There were some seasonal patterns that existed but 
more seasons need to be analyzed to give it any merit.  
Although the PFM were overall the better forecast, the GFS was shown to be very 
competitive against it.  There were even instances where the GFS MOS outperformed the 
PFM.  Using the programs and the database created for this research, additional studies 
can be undertaken to help forecasters understand how a forecasting system performs 
under specific situations leading them to make more informed decisions. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Acronyms  
 
AFD – Area Forecast Discussion 
CONUS – Conterminous United States 
COOP - Cooperative Observer Program  
CWA – County Warning Area 
FCS – Forecast Convergence Score 
GFS – Global Forecast System 
LT – Local Time 
ME – Mean Error 
MAE – Mean Absolute Error 
MOS –Model Output Statistics 
NOAA – National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NCDC – National Climatic Data Center 
NDFD – National Digital Forecast Database 
NOHRSC – National Operational Hydrological Remote Sensing Center 
NWS – National Weather Service 
PFM – Point Forecast Matrix 
POP – Probability of Precipitation during a 12 hour period 
RTP – Regional Maximum/Minimum Temperature and Precipitation  
WFO – Weather Forecasting Office 
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Appendix B: GFS MOS MEX Description 
 
Description of the GFS MOS MEX Alphanumeric Message 
 
The extended-range GFS-Based MOS MEX guidance is generated from the 0000 and 
1200 UTC cycles of NCEP's Global Forecast System (GFS) Model. This guidance is 
valid for stations in the United States, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.  Forecast 
elements are valid from 24 to 192 hours in advance. 
 
 
Sample Message 
KDCA   GFSX MOS GUIDANCE   9/19/2002  0000 UTC 
FHR  24| 36  48| 60  72| 84  96|108 120|132 144|156 168|180 192 
THU  19| FRI 20| SAT 21| SUN 22| MON 23| TUE 24| WED 25| THU 26 CLIMO 
X/N  81| 66  82| 68  84| 68  80| 63  76| 59  75| 59  75| 59  75 60 77 
TMP  74| 67  75| 69  75| 69  72| 64  68| 61  68| 61  68| 61  68 
DPT  64| 64  67| 67  70| 67  66| 59  57| 54  56| 55  54| 55  56 
CLD  PC| CL  PC| PC  OV| OV  OV| OV  OV| CL  OV| CL  CL| CL  PC 
WND  10| 10  11| 10  13|  9  12| 12  14|  9  13| 11  13| 10  12 
P12   7|  3   7| 11  27| 42  48| 44  24| 26  18| 22  14| 26  23 17 17 
P24    |      7|     28|     55|     44|     37|     25|     34    24 
Q12   0|  0   0|  0   0|  3   5|  4   0|  3   0|  0    | 
Q24    |      0|      0|      4|      3|      4|       | 
T12   0|  0   0|  5  12| 18  20| 20   4|  5   5|  5   6|  8   6 
T24    |  0    |  5    | 24    | 30    | 10    |  9    | 12 
PZP   0|  0   0|  0   0|  0   2|  0   0|  0   2|  0   1|  1   2 
PSN   0|  0   0|  0   0|  0   1|  0   0|  0   1|  0   1|  0   0 
PRS   0|  0   0|  0   0|  0   0|  0   0|  0   2|  1   0|  1   1 
TYP   R|  R   R|  R   R|  R   R|  R   R|  R   R|  R   R|  R   R 
SNW    |      0|      0|      0|      0|      0|       | 
 
 FHR = Forecast hour, i.e. how many hours from the model run time  
 X/N = daytime max/nighttime min temperatures  
 TMP = temperature valid at that hour  
 DPT = dewpoint valid at that hour  
 CLD = mean total sky cover over the 12-hr period ending at that time  
 WND = maximum sustained surface wind (WND) during a 12-h period  
 P12 = 12-hr probability of precipitation (PoP) ending at that time  
 P24 = 24-hr PoP ending at that time  
 Q12 = 12-hr quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF) ending at that time  
 Q24 = 24-hr QPF ending at that time  
 T12 = 12-hr probability of thunderstorm ending at that time  
 T24 = 24-hr probability of thunderstorm for the 1200-1200 UTC time period 
ending at that time  
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 PZP = conditional probability of freezing pcp occurring for the 12-hr period 
ending at that time  
 PSN = conditional probability of snow occurring for the 12-hr period ending at 
that time  
 PRS = conditional probability of rain/snow mix occurring for the 12-hr period 
ending at that time  
 TYP = conditional precipitation type for the 12-hr period ending at that time  
 SNW = snow fall categorical forecasts during a 24-h period ending at the 
indicated time.  
 CLIMO = for information on climatology, please click here.  
Definitions of Categorical Elements 
 
MEX QPF Categories 
 
 
MEX Snow Fall Amount Categories 
 
 
MEX Cloud (CLD) Categories 
 
 
MEX Precipitation Type (TYP) Categories 
 
 
Source: http://www.nws.noaa.gov/tdl/synop/mexcard.php 
Accessed: July 28, 2010 
0  no precipitation 
1  0.01 to 0.09 inches 
2 0.10 to 0.24 inches 
3 0.25 to 0.49 inches 
4 0.50 to 0.99 inches 
5 1.00 to 1.99 inches 
6 2.00 inches or greater 
0  no snow or a trace expected 
1  > a trace to < 2 inches  
2  2 to < 4 inches  
4  4 to < 6 inches  
6  6 to < 8 inches  
8  >= 8 inches  
CL  mostly clear                    
PC  partly cloudy 
OV mostly cloudy 
S pure snow or snow grains 
Z  
freezing rain/drizzle, ice pellets, 
or  
anything mixed with freezing 
precip 
RS rain/drizzle and snow mixed 
R pure rain/drizzle 
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Appendix C: PFM User’s Guide 
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Source: www.wrh.noaa.gov/mso/PFM.pdf 
Accessed: July 28, 2010 
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Appendix D: How to Use the New Verification System 
This is a guide to demonstrate how to use the new verification system that was developed 
for Paul Fajman‘s Master‘s thesis.  For the best results, the following steps should be 
followed exactly.  If you have any questions, feel free to e-mail Paul at 
pfajman1@huskers.unl.edu. 
 
Step Zero – Starting Off 
If you are reading this, hopefully you have received a zip file from Paul Fajman that 
contains the programs for the verification system.  Perl will need to be installed if it has 
not been installed.  If Perl is not installed, it is included in the zip file.  Double click, 
Active Perl to install Perl.  After Perl has been installed, the unzipped file needs to be 
placed in the Perl folder.  Preferably, Perl was installed in the C drive.  If it was not, then 
a slight modification will need to be made to the programs.  All instances of C:\ in the 
programs will need to be replaced with the directory letter in which Perl has been 
installed.  
 
Step One – Organization 
Before any outside data acquisition is performed, the PFM, GFS, and RTP data you want 
to process should be in their appropriate directories.  PFM files should be placed in the 
PFM folder, GFS files should be placed in the Models folder, and RTP data should be 
placed in the RTP folder.  If the data are not in the correct location, the verification 
system will not be able to process them.   
 
Step One – Precipitation Data 
Enter the following web address into Internet Explorer: (Note: It is best to use Internet 
Explorer because it is easier to download the text file that the site produces than it is with 
Firefox) http://gis.ncdc.noaa.gov/website/ims-cdo/ish/viewer.htm 
Once at the web address, there will be a drop down menu on the right side of the browser 
asking you to select a product, select: Surface Data, Hourly Global.  After you select your 
product, you will be shown a global map covered with dots (probably orange).  These 
dots represent station locations in which you can retrieve data.  Next, zoom in by 
selecting the Zoom In button and drawing a square around your location of interest.  
When you are zoomed in, you can begin to retrieve data by clicking the Identify Location 
button and clicking on the dots (again, probably orange).  After you have clicked a 
location, a table will appear towards the bottom of the map.  The table will show you the 
name, latitude and longitude, and the beginning and ending date of records for your 
location.  To retrieve the data, click the word Data which should appear under the Station 
ID column.  Next you will be taken to a new tab (or new window) that will ask you to 
select your data range.  Select your date range then make sure to click the Select Only 
Obs. on the Hour button.  Click continue.  Next, you will see an overview of your data.  
Make sure everything is correct and make sure to click the Inventory Review button.  
You will also be asked to enter your e-mail address.  (Note: You do not have to retrieve 
the data through your e-mail.  If you wait 2-3 minutes, your data should be made 
available) Click Submit Request.  You will again be taken to a new window.  Find the 
line that starts with NOTICE! and click the link that is made available to you.  On the 
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next screen, you will see about 5 links to your data.  After you have waited a couple of 
minutes, click the 2
nd
 link which should end with "dat.txt".  If you click the link and get a 
page that says Not Found, you did not wait long enough.  Finally, find the Page drop 
down menu on your Internet Explorer toolbar (should be located in the upper right hand 
corner).  Select Save As and save your file in the following format: precip_Location.txt 
(where Location is the name of the city).  Do not use spaces.  If the city has a space in its 
name, then substitute it with an underscore.  The precipitation data should be saved in the 
Precip folder.  Repeat the above steps for all locations you wish to retrieve precipitation 
data for. 
 
Step Two – Climate Record Data 
Enter the following web address into the address bar in the browser of your choice: 
http://xmacis.rcc-acis.org/???/ where ??? is the three letter code of the WFO in which you 
are interested in receiving data.  For example, for the Omaha/Valley WFO you would use 
OAX.  When you have entered the web address, you will see in the top left hand corner a 
drop down menu that will allow you to select a routine.  You will want to select Calendar 
Day Extremes.  You will be able to select your station, variable, start year, end year, and 
the highest or lowest values.  For each station you will need to create four text files.  You 
will want to save max temperature highest and lowest values and min temperature highest 
and lowest values.  Select your station using the drop down menu.  Make sure Max 
Temperatures and Highest values are both selected and hit submit.  A table of values will 
show up on the right side of the browser.  Highlight and copy those numbers starting at 
the line that starts with Day.  Do not copy the location lines located above that line.  
When you have copied the table, open Notepad (or any other text editor of your choice 
such as Wordpad or Microsoft Word) and paste the table.  Next, save the table into the 
Records directory which is located in the PFM folder using the following format: 
location.max.high.txt.  Do not use any spaces in the name of the location.  If there is a 
space in the location name, use an underscore.  You have just saved the record highest 
maximum temperatures for the location you choose.  Go back to your browser and 
change High/Low to lowest values.  Copy and paste the table into a text editor and save it 
as: location.max.low.txt.  You have just saved the record maximum lowest temperature 
values.  Next you will acquire the minimum temperature records.  Change Variable to 
Min Temperature and High/Low to lowest values.  Copy and paste the table into a text 
editor and save it as: location.min.low.txt.  You have just saved the record minimum 
temperature lowest values.  For the final table, make sure Min Temperature is still 
selected and change High/Low to lowest values.  Copy and paste the table into a text 
editor and save it as: location.min.high.txt.  You have just saved the record minimum 
temperature highest values.  These steps will need to be repeated for every location you 
wish to acquire record temperature data for. 
 
Step Three – Running the System 
When all of the data has been placed in the correct directories and Perl is installed, the 
processing can begin.  This is done by simply double clicking the file called 
verification.bat located in the PFM folder.  The verification.bat file will prompt the user 
and let them know what file it is processing.  If any errors occur, you will know with 
which files they occurred with.  At the very end of the program, verification.bat runs the 
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last decoder which combines all of the output into one file called allinone.txt.  Because of 
the method with which the program was written, verification.bat will need to delete 
allinone.txt (if it exists) before it creates a new file called allinone.txt.  If it is your first 
time running verification.bat or allinone.txt was deleted, you will see a message that says 
allinone.txt does not exist.  That will not create any problems.  After the allinone.txt file 
has been created and verification.bat has ended, allinone.txt can then be loaded into 
Microsoft Access or an SQL program of your choice. 
 
Step Four – Microsoft Access 2003 
To import allinone.txt into Access, select under the File menu, Get External Data and 
then select Import.  In the new window that appears, change Files of Type to Text Files.  
When you have loaded allinone.txt into Access, the Import Text Wizard window will 
appear.  In that window, push the Advanced button.  The File Format should be delimited 
and the delimiter should be a space.  Under Field Information, you will be able to name 
the columns and select the data type.  Listed here will be the recommended column 
names and data types.  These can be changed at the user‘s discretion.  
 
Default Name New Name Data Type Indexed Skip 
Field1 Location Text No No 
Field2 Forecast_Date Data/Time No No 
Field3 Forecast_m/a Text No No 
Field4 Verification_Date Date/Time No No 
Field5 Verification_m/a Text No No 
Field6 Period Long Integer No No 
Field7 Days Text No Yes 
Field8 Day Long Integer No No 
Field9 PFM_Temp Long Integer No No 
Field10 PFM_POP Long Integer No No 
Field11 OBS_Temp Long Integer No No 
Field12 18-24_Precip Long Integer No No 
Field13 0-6_Precip Long Integer No No 
Field14 6-18_Precip Long Integer No No 
Field15 PFM_Diff Long Integer No No 
Field16 GFS_Temp Long Integer No No 
Field17 GFS_POP Long Integer No No 
Field18 GFS_Diff Long Integer No No 
Field19 PFM_Brier Double No No 
Field20 GFS_Brier Double No No 
Field21 PFM_3day_MAE Double No No 
Field22 GFS_3day_MAE Double No No 
Field23 PFM_7day_Brier Double No No 
Field24 GFS_7day_Brier Double No No 
Field25 PFM_FCS Double No No 
Field26 GFS_FCS Double No No 
Field27 PFM_NewScore Double No No 
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Field28 GFS_NewScore Double No No 
Field29 PFM_Temp_FCS Double No No 
Field30 GFS_Temp_FCS Double No No 
Field31 PFM_Avg_Per Double No No 
Field32 GFS_Avg_Per Double No No 
Field33 24_Temp_Swing Long Integer No No 
Field34 Record_Dif Double No No 
Field35 Record_Diff Double No No 
 
After you‘ve completed the renaming, you can save everything you have changed under 
Specs.  It is a long process so it is recommended that you do save it under Specs.  When 
you import data later, you can click Specs and select the import method you wish to use 
and click open and the naming process will automatically be completed by Access.  
When you are finished with the advanced import text wizard, click okay.  Then click, 
next, next, next.  At this point, you can select to import into a new table or an existing 
table.  If you are updating your database, then you should select in an existing table and 
select the appropriate table.  When you have decided, click next, next, and next.  Finally, 
you will be able to give your table a name and click finish.  When you hit finish, it will 
load your table into Access.  You will receive an error message when the import is 
complete.  This is due to the fact that ‗M‘s were used when data were missing.  Access 
cannot handle the ‗M‘s when it is expecting a number so it calls it an error and keeps 
track of those errors in a separate table.  You may delete that table if you wish.  You have 
now loaded your data into Access and can now query it. 
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Appendix E: Programs 
 
Program: precipitation.plx 
 
#! perl -w 
# precipitation.plx 
# This program reads in surface reports from NCDC and prints out the date and 
time 
# in three groups: (6 pm to 12 am, 12 am to 6 am, 6 am to 6 pm) 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# precip_*.txt files are read in. 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n";   #  This line is used to 
print the filename that was read in 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!;    #  This open line 
allows for files to be opened one at a time. 
 
 
my $prec; my @prec;  
my $date; my @date; my $date1; my $date2; my $time; 
my $date11; my $date22 = 0; 
my $year; my $month; my $day; 
 
my $mor = 0; my $aft = 0; my $nig = 0; my $count = 1; 
my $utc = 6; 
 
$date2 = 0; 
 
open FH, "> prec.@ARGV" or die $!; 
while (<FILE>) { 
 # This if statement is searching for number codes given to 
locations in the OAX CWA. 
 #if (/725515/ or /720405/ or /725479/ or /725565/ or /725497/ or 
/725533/ or /725564/ or /722097/ or /720308/ or /725541/ or /723441/ or /725540/ 
or /722291/ or /725494/ or /725467/ or /725527/ or /722241/ or /725500/ or 
/725560/ or /725510/){ 
# If the file has only the header at the top of the file that starts with USAF, then 
# there is no need to search for the location IDs. 
 if (/USAF/){} 
 else { 
  $prec = $_; 
  @prec = split(' ', $prec); 
  # This if statement checks to see whether any precip 
occured in the past hour 
  if ($prec[23] ne '*****' and $prec[23] ne '0.00T' 
and $prec[23] ne '0.00T*****') { 
   $date = $prec[2]; 
   @date = split (//, $date); 
 
   $time = 
$date[8].$date[9].$date[10].$date[11]; 
   $date1 = 
$date[0].$date[1].$date[2].$date[3].$date[4].$date[5].$date[6].$date[7]; 
   $year = 
$date[0].$date[1].$date[2].$date[3]; 
   $month = $date[4].$date[5]; 
   $day = $date[6].$date[7]; 
 
   $date11 = "$year/$month/$day"; 
 
   if ($date1 ge 20070311 and $date1 le 
20071104) { $utc = 5;} 
   elsif ($date1 ge 20080309 and 
$date1 le 20081102) { $utc = 5;} 
   elsif ($date1 ge 20090308 and 
$date1 le 20091101) { $utc = 5;} 
   elsif ($date1 ge 20100314 and 
$date1 le 20101107) { $utc = 5;} 
   elsif ($date1 ge 20110313 and 
$date1 le 20111106) { $utc = 5;} 
   elsif ($date1 ge 20120311 and 
$date1 le 20121104) { $utc = 5;} 
   else { $utc = 6;} 
    
   if ($date1 ne $date2) { 
    if ($mor == 1 or $aft 
== 1 or $nig == 1){ 
     print 
FH "$date22 $mor $aft $nig\n"; 
     $mor = 
0; $aft = 0; $nig = 0; $count = 1; 
    } 
    if ($mor == 0 and $aft 
== 0 and $nig == 0){ 
     use 
Switch; 
     switch 
($utc) { 
     
 case 5 { 
     
  if ($time <= 500) { $mor = 1;} 
     
  if ($time > 500 and $time <= 1700){ $aft = 1;} 
     
  if ($time > 1700) {$nig = 1;} 
     
  $mor = 0; $aft = 0; $nig = 0; 
     
 } 
     
 case 6 { 
     
  if ($time <= 600) { $mor = 1;} 
     
  if ($time > 600 and $time <= 1800){ $aft = 1;} 
     
  if ($time > 1800) {$nig = 1;} 
     
  $mor = 0; $aft = 0; $nig = 0; 
     
 } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   if ($count == 1) { 
    use Switch; 
    switch ($utc) { 
     case 5 
{ 
     
 if ($time <= 500) { $mor = 1;} 
     
 if ($time > 500 and $time <= 1700){ $aft = 1;} 
     
 if ($time > 1700) {$nig = 1;} 
     } 
     case 6 
{ 
     
 if ($time <= 600) { $mor = 1;} 
     
 if ($time > 600 and $time <= 1800){ $aft = 1;} 
     
 if ($time > 1800) {$nig = 1;} 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   $date2 = $date1; 
   $date22 = $date11; 
  } 
 } 
} 
# Notice that in the while loop that date2 is printed.  Date2 is the previous day and 
its precip. 
# To print the last day, a print statement has to occur outside the loop to print the 
final occurence 
# of precip during the year. 
print FH "$date11 $mor $aft $nig\n"; 
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Program: official_rtp.plx 
 
#! perl -w 
# official_rtp.plx 
# This program reads in RTPOAX*.txt files and outputs max and min temperature 
data 
# which is read later by the pfm_am and pfm_pm scripts. 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# The RTP files are opened 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n";  #  This line is used to print the 
filename that was read in. 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!;    #  This open line 
allows for files to be opened one at a time. 
 
 
# Nebraska Locations 
my $bvn; my @bvn; my @bvn_temps; 
my $bie; my @bie; my @bie_temps; 
my $bta; my @bta; my @bta_temps; 
my $olu; my @olu; my @olu_temps; 
my $fnb; my @fnb; my @fnb_temps; 
my $fet; my @fet; my @fet_temps; 
my $lnk; my @lnk; my @lnk_temps; 
my $afk; my @afk; my @afk_temps; 
my $ofk; my @ofk; my @ofk_temps; 
my $off; my @off; my @off_temps; 
my $oma; my @oma; my @oma_temps; 
my $mle; my @mle; my @mle_temps; 
my $pmv; my @pmv; my @pmv_temps; 
my $tqe; my @tqe; my @tqe_temps; 
my $oax; my @oax; my @oax_temps; 
my $lcg; my @lcg; my @lcg_temps; 
 
# Iowa Locations 
my $icl; my @icl; my @icl_temps; 
my $cbf; my @cbf; my @cbf_temps; 
my $hnr; my @hnr; my @hnr_temps; 
my $rdk; my @rdk; my @rdk_temps; 
my $sda; my @sda; my @sda_temps; 
 
my $cdate; my @cdate; 
 
while (<FILE>) { 
 # The line from the file is read in. 
 # print "$_"; 
 
 if (/BVN  :  ALBION/) { 
  $bvn = $_; @bvn = split(' ', $bvn); @bvn = 
splice(@bvn, 5); 
 } 
 if (/BIE  :  BEATRICE/) { 
  $bie = $_; @bie = split(' ', $bie); @bie = 
splice(@bie, 5); 
 } 
 if (/BLAIR AIRPORT/) { 
  $bta = $_; @bta = split(' ', $bta); @bta = 
splice(@bta, 5); 
 } 
 if (/LU  :  COLUMBUS/) { 
  $olu = $_; @olu = split(' ', $olu); @olu = 
splice(@olu, 5); 
 } 
 if (/FNB  :  FALLS CITY/) { 
  $fnb = $_; @fnb = split(' ', $fnb); @fnb = 
splice(@fnb, 6); 
 } 
 if (/FET  :  FREMONT/) { 
  $fet = $_; @fet = split(' ', $fet); @fet = splice(@fet, 
5); 
 } 
 if (/LNK  :  LINCOLN/) { 
  $lnk = $_; @lnk = split(' ', $lnk); @lnk = 
splice(@lnk, 5); 
 } 
 if (/AFK  :  NEBRASKA CITY ARPT/) { 
  $afk = $_; @afk = split(' ', $afk); @afk = 
splice(@afk, 5); 
 } 
 if (/OFK  :  NORFOLK/) { 
  $ofk = $_; @ofk = split(' ', $ofk); @ofk = 
splice(@ofk, 5); 
 } 
 if (/OFF  :  OFFUTT AFB/) { 
  $off = $_; @off = split(' ', $off); @off = 
splice(@off, 5); 
 } 
 if (/MA  :  OMAHA/) { 
  $oma = $_; @oma = split(' ', $oma); @oma = 
splice(@oma, 4); 
 } 
 if (/MLE  :  OMAHA/) { 
  $mle = $_; @mle = split(' ', $mle); @mle = 
splice(@mle, 4); 
 } 
 if (/PMV  :  PLATTSMOUTH/) { 
  $pmv = $_; @pmv = split(' ', $pmv); @pmv = 
splice(@pmv, 5); 
 } 
 if (/TQE  :  TEKAMAH/) { 
  $tqe = $_; @tqe = split(' ', $tqe); @tqe = 
splice(@tqe, 5); 
 } 
 if (/OAX  :  VALLEY/) { 
  $oax = $_; @oax = split(' ', $oax); @oax = 
splice(@oax, 5); 
 } 
 if (/LCG  :  WAYNE/) { 
  $lcg = $_; @lcg = split(' ', $lcg); @lcg = 
splice(@lcg, 4); 
 } 
 
 
 if (/ICL  :  CLARINDA/) { 
  $icl = $_; @icl = split(' ', $icl); @icl = splice(@icl, 
5); 
 } 
 if (/CBF  :  COUNCIL BLUFFS/) { 
  $cbf = $_; @cbf = split(' ', $cbf); @cbf = 
splice(@cbf, 5); 
 } 
 if (/HNR  :  HARLAN/) { 
  $hnr = $_; @hnr = split(' ', $hnr); @hnr = 
splice(@hnr, 5); 
 } 
 if (/RDK  :  RED OAK/) { 
  $rdk = $_; @rdk = split(' ', $rdk); @rdk = 
splice(@rdk, 6); 
 } 
 if (/SDA  :  SHENANDOAH/) { 
  $sda = $_; @sda = split(' ', $sda); @sda = 
splice(@sda, 5); 
 } 
 if (/(A|P)M C(S|D)T/) { 
  $cdate = $_; 
  @cdate = split(' ', $cdate); 
 } 
} 
 
# These variables are declared for the purpose of naming 
# a file that will be used to database observations 
my $year; my $month; my $day; my $obs_date; my $validdate; 
my $j; my @mm = qw(min max); 
 
# Special Exceptions 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2012...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2012';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2011...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2011';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2010...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2010';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2009...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2009';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2008...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2008';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2007...COR...'){ $cdate[6] = '2007';} 
 if ($cdate[6] eq '2007...COR'){ $cdate[6] = '2007';} 
 
# The year is set 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2012){ $year = '12';} 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2011){ $year = '11';} 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2010){ $year = '10';} 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2009){ $year = '09';} 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2008){ $year = '08';} 
 if ($cdate[6] == 2007){ $year = '07';} 
 
# The month is set  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JAN'){ $month = '01';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'FEB'){ $month = '02';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAR'){ $month = '03';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'APR'){ $month = '04';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAY'){ $month = '05';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUN'){ $month = '06';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUL'){ $month = '07';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'AUG'){ $month = '08';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'SEP'){ $month = '09';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'OCT'){ $month = '10';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'NOV'){ $month = '11';} 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'DEC'){ $month = '12';} 
# The day is set 
 if ($cdate[5] == 1){ $day = '01';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 2){ $day = '02';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 3){ $day = '03';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 4){ $day = '04';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 5){ $day = '05';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 6){ $day = '06';} 
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 if ($cdate[5] == 7){ $day = '07';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 8){ $day = '08';} 
 if ($cdate[5] == 9){ $day = '09';} 
 if ($cdate[5] >= 10){ $day = $cdate[5];} 
 
$obs_date = $year.$month.$day; 
$validdate = $cdate[6].$month.$day; 
 
 @oma_temps = ($oma[2], $oma[0]); 
 @lnk_temps = ($lnk[2], $lnk[0]); 
 @ofk_temps = ($ofk[2], $ofk[0]); 
 @oax_temps = ($oax[2], $oax[0]); 
 @mle_temps = ($mle[2], $mle[0]); 
 @off_temps = ($off[2], $off[0]); 
 @olu_temps = ($olu[2], $olu[0]); 
 @bvn_temps = ($bvn[2], $bvn[0]); 
 @lcg_temps = ($lcg[2], $lcg[0]); 
 @fet_temps = ($fet[2], $fet[0]); 
 @tqe_temps = ($tqe[2], $tqe[0]); 
 @bta_temps = ($bta[2], $bta[0]); 
 @bie_temps = ($bie[2], $bie[0]); 
 @pmv_temps = ($pmv[2], $pmv[0]); 
 @afk_temps = ($afk[2], $afk[0]); 
 @fnb_temps = ($fnb[2], $fnb[0]); 
 
 @cbf_temps = ($cbf[2], $cbf[0]); 
 @hnr_temps = ($hnr[2], $hnr[0]); 
 @rdk_temps = ($rdk[2], $rdk[0]); 
 @sda_temps = ($sda[2], $sda[0]); 
 @icl_temps = ($icl[2], $icl[0]); 
 
# A file is opened and named after the observation date. 
# The city, valid date, and temperature is plotted. 
 open FH, "> rtp$obs_date.txt" or die $!; 
 
 for ($j=0; $j<2; $j++) {  
  print FH "OMAHA $mm[$j] $oma_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "LINCOLN $mm[$j] $lnk_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "NORFOLK $mm[$j] $ofk_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "VALLEY $mm[$j] $oax_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "MILLARD $mm[$j] $mle_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "OFFUTT $mm[$j] $off_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "COLUMBUS $mm[$j] 
$olu_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "ALBION $mm[$j] $bvn_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "WAYNE $mm[$j] $lcg_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "FREMONT $mm[$j] $fet_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "TEKAMAH $mm[$j] $tqe_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "BLAIR $mm[$j] $bta_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "BEATRICE $mm[$j] $bie_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "PLATTSMOUTH $mm[$j] 
$pmv_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "NEBRASKA_CITY $mm[$j] 
$afk_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "FALLS_CITY $mm[$j] 
$fnb_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "COUNCIL_BLUFFS $mm[$j] 
$cbf_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "HARLAN $mm[$j] $hnr_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "RED_OAK $mm[$j] $rdk_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "SHENANDOAH $mm[$j] 
$sda_temps[$j]\n"; 
  print FH "CLARINDA $mm[$j] $icl_temps[$j]\n"; 
 } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program: official_gfs.plx 
 
#! perl -w 
# official_rtp.plx 
# This program reads in GFS MEX files and outputs max and min temperatures 
data 
# to be read in by the pfm_am and pfm_pm scripts. 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# The *.mex files are opened 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n";   #  This line is used to 
print the filename that was read in. 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!;    #  This open line 
allows for files to be opened one at a time. 
 
 
# The initilization of several variables and arrays to store data 
my $place; 
my $key; my $value; my $case; 
 
my $temp1; my @temp1; my @ttemp1; 
my $temp2; my @temp2; my @ttemp2; 
my $temp3; my @temp3; my @ttemp3; 
my $temp4; my @temp4; my @ttemp4; 
my $temp5; my @temp5; my @ttemp5; 
my $temp6; my @temp6; my @ttemp6; 
my $temp7; my @temp7; my @ttemp7; 
my $temp8; my @temp8; my @ttemp8; 
my $temp9; my @temp9; my @ttemp9; 
my $temp10; my @temp10; my @ttemp10; 
my $temp11; my @temp11; my @ttemp11; 
my $temp12; my @temp12; my @ttemp12; 
my $temp13; my @temp13; my @ttemp13; 
my $temp14; my @temp14; my @ttemp14; 
my $temp15; my @temp15; my @ttemp15; 
my $temp16; my @temp16; my @ttemp16; 
 
my $pop1; my @pop1; my @ppop1; 
my $pop2; my @pop2; my @ppop2; 
my $pop3; my @pop3; my @ppop3; 
my $pop4; my @pop4; my @ppop4; 
my $pop5; my @pop5; my @ppop5; 
my $pop6; my @pop6; my @ppop6; 
my $pop7; my @pop7; my @ppop7; 
my $pop8; my @pop8; my @ppop8; 
my $pop9; my @pop9; my @ppop9; 
my $pop10; my @pop10; my @ppop10; 
my $pop11; my @pop11; my @ppop11; 
my $pop12; my @pop12; my @ppop12; 
my $pop13; my @pop13; my @ppop13; 
my $pop14; my @pop14; my @ppop14; 
my $pop15; my @pop15; my @ppop15; 
my $pop16; my @pop16; my @ppop16; 
 
my $cdate; my @cdate; my $arraydate; 
 
# -------LOCATIONS ARE DECLARED---------------------------------------------- 
my %locations = ("1", "KOMA", 
     "2", "KLNK", 
   "3", "KOFK", 
   "4", "KMLE", 
   "5", "KOFF", 
   "6", "KCBF", 
   "7", "KOLU", 
   "8", "KFET", 
   "9", "KTQE", 
  "10", "KBIE", 
  "11", "KAFK", 
  "12", "KFNB", 
  "13", "KHNR", 
  "14", "KRDK", 
  "15", "KSDA", 
  "16", "KICL", 
); 
 
# The file is read in one line at a time. 
while (<FILE>) { 
 # Search parameters are defined to fill in variables. 
 while (($key, $value) = each(%locations)){ 
  $place = $value; 
 if (/$place/) { 
  $case = $key 
  } 
 } 
 
# ---------------TEMPERATURE IS READ IN-------------------------------------------
-- 
 if (/X\/N/ or /N\/X/) { 
 use Switch; 
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  switch ($case) { 
   case 1 { 
   $temp1 = $_; 
   @temp1 = split(' ', $temp1); 
   shift(@temp1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $temp2 = $_; 
   @temp2 = split(' ', $temp2); 
   shift(@temp2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $temp3 = $_; 
   @temp3 = split(' ', $temp3); 
   shift(@temp3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $temp4 = $_; 
   @temp4 = split(' ', $temp4); 
   shift(@temp4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $temp5 = $_; 
   @temp5 = split(' ', $temp5); 
   shift(@temp5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $temp6 = $_; 
   @temp6 = split(' ', $temp6); 
   shift(@temp6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
   $temp7 = $_; 
   @temp7 = split(' ', $temp7); 
   shift(@temp7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $temp8 = $_; 
   @temp8 = split(' ', $temp8); 
   shift(@temp8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $temp9 = $_; 
   @temp9 = split(' ', $temp9); 
   shift(@temp9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $temp10 = $_; 
   @temp10 = split(' ', $temp10); 
   shift(@temp10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $temp11 = $_; 
   @temp11 = split(' ', $temp11); 
   shift(@temp11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $temp12 = $_; 
   @temp12 = split(' ', $temp12); 
   shift(@temp12); 
   } 
   case 13 { 
   $temp13 = $_; 
   @temp13 = split(' ', $temp13); 
   shift(@temp13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $temp14 = $_; 
   @temp14 = split(' ', $temp14); 
   shift(@temp14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $temp15 = $_; 
   @temp15 = split(' ', $temp15); 
   shift(@temp15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $temp16 = $_; 
   @temp16 = split(' ', $temp16); 
   shift(@temp16); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 if (/P12/) { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($case) { 
   case 1 { 
   $pop1 = $_; 
   @pop1 = split(' ', $pop1); 
   shift(@pop1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $pop2 = $_; 
   @pop2 = split(' ', $pop2); 
   shift(@pop2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $pop3 = $_; 
   @pop3 = split(' ', $pop3); 
   shift(@pop3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $pop4 = $_; 
   @pop4 = split(' ', $pop4); 
   shift(@pop4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $pop5 = $_; 
   @pop5 = split(' ', $pop5); 
   shift(@pop5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $pop6 = $_; 
   @pop6 = split(' ', $pop6); 
   shift(@pop6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
   $pop7 = $_; 
   @pop7 = split(' ', $pop7); 
   shift(@pop7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $pop8 = $_; 
   @pop8 = split(' ', $pop8); 
   shift(@pop8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $pop9 = $_; 
   @pop9 = split(' ', $pop9); 
   shift(@pop9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $pop10 = $_; 
   @pop10 = split(' ', $pop10); 
   shift(@pop10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $pop11 = $_; 
   @pop11 = split(' ', $pop11); 
   shift(@pop11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $pop12 = $_; 
   @pop12 = split(' ', $pop12); 
   shift(@pop12); 
   } 
   case 13 { 
   $pop13 = $_; 
   @pop13 = split(' ', $pop13); 
   shift(@pop13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $pop14 = $_; 
   @pop14 = split(' ', $pop14); 
   shift(@pop14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $pop15 = $_; 
   @pop15 = split(' ', $pop15); 
   shift(@pop15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $pop16 = $_; 
   @pop16 = split(' ', $pop16); 
   shift(@pop16); 
   } 
  }  
 } 
 if (/UTC/) { 
  $cdate = $_; 
  @cdate = split(' ', $cdate); 
 }  
} 
 
my $verify_date; my $ma; 
my $day; my $month; my $year; my $time; 
my $org_day; my $org_month; my $org_year; 
 
$day = substr("@ARGV", 4, 2); 
$year = substr("@ARGV", 0, 2); 
$month = substr("@ARGV", 2, 2); 
$time = $cdate[5]; 
 
if ($time eq "0000") {$ma = '10';} 
else{$ma = '22';} 
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$org_day = $day; $org_month = $month; $org_year = $year; 
my $dday = $org_day; 
my $validdate; 
 
$verify_date = $year.$month.$day; 
my $j = 0; my $k = 0; my $m = 0; my $n = 0; 
 
my @ver_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","MILLARD","OFFUTT","COUNCIL_B
LUFFS","COLUMBUS","FREMONT","TEKAMAH","BEATRICE","NEBRAS
KA_CITY","FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CL
ARINDA"); 
 
@pop1 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop1); 
@pop2 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop2); 
@pop3 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop3); 
@pop4 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop4); 
@pop5 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop5); 
@pop6 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop6); 
@pop7 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop7); 
@pop8 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop8); 
@pop9 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop9); 
@pop10 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop10); 
@pop11 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop11); 
@pop12 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop12); 
@pop13 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop13); 
@pop14 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop14); 
@pop15 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop15); 
@pop16 = remove_vertical_bars(@pop16); 
 
@temp1 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp1); 
@temp2 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp2); 
@temp3 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp3); 
@temp4 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp4); 
@temp5 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp5); 
@temp6 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp6); 
@temp7 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp7); 
@temp8 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp8); 
@temp9 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp9); 
@temp10 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp10); 
@temp11 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp11); 
@temp12 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp12); 
@temp13 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp13); 
@temp14 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp14); 
@temp15 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp15); 
@temp16 = remove_vertical_bars(@temp16); 
 
if ($ma eq 10) { 
 pop(@temp1); pop(@temp1); pop(@temp1); pop(@temp1); 
 pop(@temp2); pop(@temp2); pop(@temp2); pop(@temp2); 
 pop(@temp3); pop(@temp3); pop(@temp3); pop(@temp3); 
 pop(@temp4); pop(@temp4); pop(@temp4); pop(@temp4); 
 pop(@temp5); pop(@temp5); pop(@temp5); pop(@temp5); 
 pop(@temp6); pop(@temp6); pop(@temp6); pop(@temp6); 
 pop(@temp7); pop(@temp7); pop(@temp7); pop(@temp7); 
 pop(@temp8); pop(@temp8); pop(@temp8); pop(@temp8); 
 pop(@temp9); pop(@temp9); pop(@temp9); pop(@temp9); 
 pop(@temp10); pop(@temp10); pop(@temp10); pop(@temp10); 
 pop(@temp11); pop(@temp11); pop(@temp11); pop(@temp11); 
 pop(@temp12); pop(@temp12); pop(@temp12); pop(@temp12); 
 pop(@temp13); pop(@temp13); pop(@temp13); pop(@temp13); 
 pop(@temp14); pop(@temp14); pop(@temp14); pop(@temp14); 
 pop(@temp15); pop(@temp15); pop(@temp15); pop(@temp15); 
 pop(@temp16); pop(@temp16); pop(@temp16); pop(@temp16); 
 pop(@pop1); pop(@pop1); pop(@pop1); pop(@pop1); 
 pop(@pop2); pop(@pop2); 
 pop(@pop3); pop(@pop3); 
 pop(@pop4); pop(@pop4); 
 pop(@pop5); pop(@pop5); 
 pop(@pop6); pop(@pop6); 
 pop(@pop7); pop(@pop7); 
 pop(@pop8); pop(@pop8); 
 pop(@pop9); pop(@pop9); 
 pop(@pop10); pop(@pop10); 
 pop(@pop11); pop(@pop11); 
 pop(@pop12); pop(@pop12); 
 pop(@pop13); pop(@pop13); 
 pop(@pop14); pop(@pop14); 
 pop(@pop15); pop(@pop15); 
 pop(@pop16); pop(@pop16); 
} 
else { 
 pop(@temp1); pop(@temp1); pop(@temp1); 
 pop(@temp2); pop(@temp2); pop(@temp2); 
 pop(@temp3); pop(@temp3); pop(@temp3); 
 pop(@temp4); pop(@temp4); pop(@temp4); 
 pop(@temp5); pop(@temp5); pop(@temp5); 
 pop(@temp6); pop(@temp6); pop(@temp6); 
 pop(@temp7); pop(@temp7); pop(@temp7); 
 pop(@temp8); pop(@temp8); pop(@temp8); 
 pop(@temp9); pop(@temp9); pop(@temp9); 
 pop(@temp10); pop(@temp10); pop(@temp10); 
 pop(@temp11); pop(@temp11); pop(@temp11); 
 pop(@temp12); pop(@temp12); pop(@temp12); 
 pop(@temp13); pop(@temp13); pop(@temp13); 
 pop(@temp14); pop(@temp14); pop(@temp14); 
 pop(@temp15); pop(@temp15); pop(@temp15); 
 pop(@temp16); pop(@temp16); pop(@temp16); 
 pop(@pop1); pop(@pop1); pop(@pop1); 
 pop(@pop2); 
 pop(@pop3); 
 pop(@pop4); 
 pop(@pop5); 
 pop(@pop6); 
 pop(@pop7); 
 pop(@pop8); 
 pop(@pop9); 
 pop(@pop10); 
 pop(@pop11); 
 pop(@pop12); 
 pop(@pop13); 
 pop(@pop14); 
 pop(@pop15); 
 pop(@pop16); 
} 
 
my @ver_temps = (@temp1, @temp2, @temp3, @temp4, @temp5, @temp6, 
@temp7, @temp8, @temp9, @temp10, @temp11, @temp12, @temp13, 
@temp14, @temp15, @temp16); 
 
my @ver_pops = (@pop1, @pop2, @pop3, @pop4, @pop5, @pop6, @pop7, 
@pop8, @pop9, @pop10, @pop11, @pop12, @pop13, @pop14, @pop15, 
@pop16); 
 
my $new_temps; my @new_temps; my $new_pops; my @new_pops; 
my @file; my $line_count = 0; 
my $line1; my @line1; 
 
my $p = 0; 
while(<@ver_temps>){ 
 $new_temps = $_; 
 $new_temps =~ tr/|//d; 
 $new_temps[$p] = $new_temps; 
 $p++; 
} 
$p = 0; 
while(<@ver_pops>){ 
 $new_pops = $_; 
 $new_pops =~ tr/|//d; 
 $new_pops[$p] = $new_pops; 
 $p++; 
} 
 
my $a; my $b; my $c; my $d; 
 
$c = ($#new_temps + 1) / ($#ver_locations + 1); 
 
open FH, "> gfs.@ARGV.new" or die $!; 
 
# This loops prints out the GFS data to a file 
for ($a = 0; $a<$#ver_locations+1; $a++) { 
 for ($b = 0; $b<$c; $b++){ 
  $d = ($a * ($c)) + $b; 
  print FH "$ver_locations[$a] $new_temps[$d] 
$new_pops[$d]\n"; 
 } 
} 
# This subroutine removes the vertical bars used by the MEX text files 
sub remove_vertical_bars { 
 my $e = 0; 
 my @line2 = @_; 
 while (<@line2>){ 
  my $line3 = $_; 
  $line3 =~ tr/|//d; 
  $line2[$e] = "$line3 "; 
  $e++; 
 } 
 return @line2; 
} 
# End of subroutine 
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Program: pfm_am.plx 
 
#! perl 
# pfm_am.plx 
# This program reads in PFM*.10 text files (morning forecasts), processed model 
data, 
# and observations.  In the end, this program outputs pfm.*10.txt files. 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# The PFM*10.txt file is opened 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n"; 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!; 
 
# The initilization of several variables and arrays to store data 
my $place; 
my $key; my $value; my $case; 
my $cdate; my @cdate; 
 
# -------LOCATIONS ARE DECLARED---------------------------------------------- 
# To customize this for another office, change these locations to that offices 
# PFM sites.  Simply follow the pattern to add more locations if needed. 
my %locations = ("1", "OMAHA-DOUGLAS", 
  "2", "LINCOLN-LANCASTER", 
  "3", "NORFOLK-MADISON", 
  "4", "VALLEY-DOUGLAS", 
  "5", "MILLARD-DOUGLAS", 
  "6", "OFFUTT-SARPY", 
  "7", "COUNCIL", 
  "8", "COLUMBUS-PLATTE", 
  "9", "ALBION-BOONE", 
  "10", "WAYNE-WAYNE", 
  "11", "FREMONT-DODGE", 
  "12", "TEKAMAH-BURT", 
  "13", "BLAIR-WASHINGTON", 
  "14", "BEATRICE-GAGE", 
  "15", "PLATTSMOUTH-CASS", 
  "16", "NEBRASKA CITY-OTOE", 
  "17", "FALLS CITY-RICHARDSON", 
  "18", "HARLAN-SHELBY", 
  "19", "RED OAK-MONTGOMERY", 
  "20", "SHENANDOAH-FREMONT", 
  "21", "CLARINDA-PAGE" 
); 
 
# These arrays store temperature data for the 21 PFM sites. 
# If an office has more than 21 sites, then more arrays need to be added. 
my $temp1; my @temp1; my @ttemp1; 
my $temp2; my @temp2; my @ttemp2; 
my $temp3; my @temp3; my @ttemp3; 
my $temp4; my @temp4; my @ttemp4; 
my $temp5; my @temp5; my @ttemp5; 
my $temp6; my @temp6; my @ttemp6; 
my $temp7; my @temp7; my @ttemp7; 
my $temp8; my @temp8; my @ttemp8; 
my $temp9; my @temp9; my @ttemp9; 
my $temp10; my @temp10; my @ttemp10; 
my $temp11; my @temp11; my @ttemp11; 
my $temp12; my @temp12; my @ttemp12; 
my $temp13; my @temp13; my @ttemp13; 
my $temp14; my @temp14; my @ttemp14; 
my $temp15; my @temp15; my @ttemp15; 
my $temp16; my @temp16; my @ttemp16; 
my $temp17; my @temp17; my @ttemp17; 
my $temp18; my @temp18; my @ttemp18; 
my $temp19; my @temp19; my @ttemp19; 
my $temp20; my @temp20; my @ttemp20; 
my $temp21; my @temp21; my @ttemp21; 
# These arrays store POPs data for the 21 PFM sites. 
# If an office has more than 21 sites, then more arrays need to be added. 
my $pop1; my @pop1; my @ppop1; 
my $pop2; my @pop2; my @ppop2; 
my $pop3; my @pop3; my @ppop3; 
my $pop4; my @pop4; my @ppop4; 
my $pop5; my @pop5; my @ppop5; 
my $pop6; my @pop6; my @ppop6; 
my $pop7; my @pop7; my @ppop7; 
my $pop8; my @pop8; my @ppop8; 
my $pop9; my @pop9; my @ppop9; 
my $pop10; my @pop10; my @ppop10; 
my $pop11; my @pop11; my @ppop11; 
my $pop12; my @pop12; my @ppop12; 
my $pop13; my @pop13; my @ppop13; 
my $pop14; my @pop14; my @ppop14; 
my $pop15; my @pop15; my @ppop15; 
my $pop16; my @pop16; my @ppop16; 
my $pop17; my @pop17; my @ppop17; 
my $pop18; my @pop18; my @ppop18; 
my $pop19; my @pop19; my @ppop19; 
my $pop20; my @pop20; my @ppop20; 
my $pop21; my @pop21; my @ppop21; 
 
# The file is read in one line at a time. 
while (<FILE>) { 
 # Search parameters are defined to fill in variables. 
 while (($key, $value) = each(%locations)){ 
  $place = $value; 
 if (/$place/) { 
  $case = $key 
  } 
 } 
 
# ---------------TEMPERATURE IS READ IN---------------------------------------- 
 
 if (/MAX/) { 
  if (/HEAT/ or /CHILL/) { } 
  else { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($case) { 
# These case numbers correspond to the my %locations hash. 
# These case fill in the temperature arrays. 
# If an office has more than 21 locations, then more cases will need to be added. 
   case 1 { 
   $temp1 = $_; 
   @temp1 = split(' ', $temp1); 
   shift(@temp1); 
   @ttemp1 = (@ttemp1, @temp1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $temp2 = $_; 
   @temp2 = split(' ', $temp2); 
   shift(@temp2); 
   @ttemp2 = (@ttemp2, @temp2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $temp3 = $_; 
   @temp3 = split(' ', $temp3); 
   shift(@temp3); 
   @ttemp3 = (@ttemp3, @temp3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $temp4 = $_; 
   @temp4 = split(' ', $temp4); 
   shift(@temp4); 
   @ttemp4 = (@ttemp4, @temp4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $temp5 = $_; 
   @temp5 = split(' ', $temp5); 
   shift(@temp5); 
   @ttemp5 = (@ttemp5, @temp5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $temp6 = $_; 
   @temp6 = split(' ', $temp6); 
   shift(@temp6); 
   @ttemp6 = (@ttemp6, @temp6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
   $temp7 = $_; 
   @temp7 = split(' ', $temp7); 
   shift(@temp7); 
   @ttemp7 = (@ttemp7, @temp7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $temp8 = $_; 
   @temp8 = split(' ', $temp8); 
   shift(@temp8); 
   @ttemp8 = (@ttemp8, @temp8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $temp9 = $_; 
   @temp9 = split(' ', $temp9); 
   shift(@temp9); 
   @ttemp9 = (@ttemp9, @temp9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $temp10 = $_; 
   @temp10 = split(' ', $temp10); 
   shift(@temp10); 
   @ttemp10 = (@ttemp10, @temp10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $temp11 = $_; 
   @temp11 = split(' ', $temp11); 
   shift(@temp11); 
   @ttemp11 = (@ttemp11, @temp11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $temp12 = $_; 
   @temp12 = split(' ', $temp12); 
   shift(@temp12); 
   @ttemp12 = (@ttemp12, @temp12); 
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   } 
   case 13 { 
   $temp13 = $_; 
   @temp13 = split(' ', $temp13); 
   shift(@temp13); 
   @ttemp13 = (@ttemp13, @temp13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $temp14 = $_; 
   @temp14 = split(' ', $temp14); 
   shift(@temp14); 
   @ttemp14 = (@ttemp14, @temp14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $temp15 = $_; 
   @temp15 = split(' ', $temp15); 
   shift(@temp15); 
   @ttemp15 = (@ttemp15, @temp15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $temp16 = $_; 
   @temp16 = split(' ', $temp16); 
   shift(@temp16); 
   @ttemp16 = (@ttemp16, @temp16); 
   } 
   case 17 { 
   $temp17 = $_; 
   @temp17 = split(' ', $temp17); 
   shift(@temp17); 
   @ttemp17 = (@ttemp17, @temp17); 
   } 
   case 18 { 
   $temp18 = $_; 
   @temp18 = split(' ', $temp18); 
   shift(@temp18); 
   @ttemp18 = (@ttemp18, @temp18); 
   } 
   case 19 { 
   $temp19 = $_; 
   @temp19 = split(' ', $temp19); 
   shift(@temp19); 
   @ttemp19 = (@ttemp19, @temp19); 
   } 
   case 20 { 
   $temp20 = $_; 
   @temp20 = split(' ', $temp20); 
   shift(@temp20); 
   @ttemp20 = (@ttemp20, @temp20); 
   } 
   case 21 { 
   $temp21 = $_; 
   @temp21 = split(' ', $temp21); 
   shift(@temp21); 
   @ttemp21 = (@ttemp21, @temp21); 
   } 
  } 
  }  
 } 
 if (/POP 12HR/) { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($case) { 
# These case numbers correspond to the my %locations hash. 
# This case loops fill in the POPs arrays. 
# If an office has more than 21 locations, then more cases will need to be added. 
   case 1 { 
   $pop1 = $_; 
   @pop1 = split(' ', $pop1); 
   shift(@pop1); shift(@pop1); 
   @ppop1 = (@ppop1, @pop1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $pop2 = $_; 
   @pop2 = split(' ', $pop2); 
   shift(@pop2); shift(@pop2); 
   @ppop2 = (@ppop2, @pop2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $pop3 = $_; 
   @pop3 = split(' ', $pop3); 
   shift(@pop3); shift(@pop3); 
   @ppop3 = (@ppop3, @pop3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $pop4 = $_; 
   @pop4 = split(' ', $pop4); 
   shift(@pop4); shift(@pop4); 
   @ppop4 = (@ppop4, @pop4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $pop5 = $_; 
   @pop5 = split(' ', $pop5); 
   shift(@pop5); shift(@pop5); 
   @ppop5 = (@ppop5, @pop5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $pop6 = $_; 
   @pop6 = split(' ', $pop6); 
   shift(@pop6); shift(@pop6); 
   @ppop6 = (@ppop6, @pop6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
   $pop7 = $_; 
   @pop7 = split(' ', $pop7); 
   shift(@pop7); shift(@pop7); 
   @ppop7 = (@ppop7, @pop7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $pop8 = $_; 
   @pop8 = split(' ', $pop8); 
   shift(@pop8); shift(@pop8); 
   @ppop8 = (@ppop8, @pop8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $pop9 = $_; 
   @pop9 = split(' ', $pop9); 
   shift(@pop9); shift(@pop9); 
   @ppop9 = (@ppop9, @pop9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $pop10 = $_; 
   @pop10 = split(' ', $pop10); 
   shift(@pop10); shift(@pop10); 
   @ppop10 = (@ppop10, @pop10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $pop11 = $_; 
   @pop11 = split(' ', $pop11); 
   shift(@pop11); shift(@pop11); 
   @ppop11 = (@ppop11, @pop11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $pop12 = $_; 
   @pop12 = split(' ', $pop12); 
   shift(@pop12); shift(@pop12); 
   @ppop12 = (@ppop12, @pop12); 
   } 
   case 13 { 
   $pop13 = $_; 
   @pop13 = split(' ', $pop13); 
   shift(@pop13); shift(@pop13); 
   @ppop13 = (@ppop13, @pop13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $pop14 = $_; 
   @pop14 = split(' ', $pop14); 
   shift(@pop14); shift(@pop14); 
   @ppop14 = (@ppop14, @pop14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $pop15 = $_; 
   @pop15 = split(' ', $pop15); 
   shift(@pop15); shift(@pop15); 
   @ppop15 = (@ppop15, @pop15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $pop16 = $_; 
   @pop16 = split(' ', $pop16); 
   shift(@pop16); shift(@pop16); 
   @ppop16 = (@ppop16, @pop16); 
   } 
   case 17 { 
   $pop17 = $_; 
   @pop17 = split(' ', $pop17); 
   shift(@pop17); shift(@pop17); 
   @ppop17 = (@ppop17, @pop17); 
   } 
   case 18 { 
   $pop18 = $_; 
   @pop18 = split(' ', $pop18); 
   shift(@pop18); shift(@pop18); 
   @ppop18 = (@ppop18, @pop18); 
   } 
   case 19 { 
   $pop19 = $_; 
   @pop19 = split(' ', $pop19); 
   shift(@pop19); shift(@pop19); 
   @ppop19 = (@ppop19, @pop19); 
   } 
   case 20 { 
   $pop20 = $_; 
   @pop20 = split(' ', $pop20); 
   shift(@pop20); shift(@pop20); 
   @ppop20 = (@ppop20, @pop20); 
   } 
   case 21 { 
   $pop21 = $_; 
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   @pop21 = split(' ', $pop21); 
   shift(@pop21); shift(@pop21); 
   @ppop21 = (@ppop21, @pop21); 
   } 
  }  
 } 
 if (/(A|P)M C(S|D)T/) { 
# The date and time are set. 
  $cdate = $_; 
  @cdate = split(' ', $cdate); 
 }  
} 
 
# These variables are used to keep track of the date 
my $verify_date; my $am = "10"; my $gfs_am = "07"; 
my $validdate; my $forecast_date; 
my $day; my $month; my $year; 
my $dday; my $mmonth; 
my $org_cdate4 = $cdate[4]; my $org_cdate5 = $cdate[5]; my $org_cdate6 = 
$cdate[6];  
# my $org_cdate5 = $cdate[5]; my $org_cdate6 = $cdate[6];  
 
 
# The year is set 
 $year = substr("$cdate[6]", 2, 2); 
# The month is set 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JAN'){ $month = '01';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'FEB'){ $month = '02';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAR'){ $month = '03';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'APR'){ $month = '04';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAY'){ $month = '05';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUN'){ $month = '06';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUL'){ $month = '07';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'AUG'){ $month = '08';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'SEP'){ $month = '09';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'OCT'){ $month = '10';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'NOV'){ $month = '11';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'DEC'){ $month = '12';}  
# The day is set 
 if ($cdate[5] == 1){ $day = '01';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 2){ $day = '02';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 3){ $day = '03';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 4){ $day = '04';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 5){ $day = '05';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 6){ $day = '06';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 7){ $day = '07';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 8){ $day = '08';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 9){ $day = '09';} 
 if ($cdate[5] >=10){ $day = $cdate[5];} 
 
# These variables are used to keep track of the date 
my $org_year = $cdate[6]; my $org_month = $month; my $org_day = $day;  
my $org_rtp_year = $year; my $rtp_year = $year; 
$forecast_date = "$cdate[6]/$month/$day"; 
$verify_date = $year.$month.$day.$am; 
 
# These variables are various letters used to keep track of loops. 
my $j = 0; my $k = 0; my $m = 0; my $n = 0; my $d = 1; my $z = 0; 
 
 
# Major changed required to use this program at a different office ----------- 
# This array contains the names of all the PFM sites in the OAX CWA. 
my @ver_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","VALLEY","MILLARD","OFFUTT","
COUNCIL_BLUFFS","COLUMBUS","ALBION","WAYNE","FREMONT","TE
KAMAH","BLAIR","BEATRICE","PLATTSMOUTH","NEBRASKA_CITY","
FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CLARINDA"); 
 
# Same as the above array except not all caps. (Yes, it makes a difference) 
my @prec_locations = 
("Omaha","Lincoln","Norfolk","Valley","Millard","Offutt","Council_Bluffs","Co
lumbus","Albion","Wayne","Fremont","Tekamah","Blair","Beatrice","Plattsmout
h","Nebraska_City","Falls_City","Harlan","Red_Oak","Shenandoah","Clarinda"); 
 
# This array contains the names of all the GFS sites in the OAX CWA. 
my @gfs_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","MILLARD","OFFUTT","COUNCIL_B
LUFFS","COLUMBUS","FREMONT","TEKAMAH","BEATRICE","NEBRAS
KA_CITY","FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CL
ARINDA"); 
 
# The temperatures are combined into one big array. 
# If more locations are added, then this array will need editing. 
my @ver_temps = (@ttemp1, @ttemp2, @ttemp3, @ttemp4, @ttemp5, @ttemp6, 
@ttemp7, @ttemp8, @ttemp9, @ttemp10, @ttemp11, @ttemp12, @ttemp13, 
@ttemp14, @ttemp15, @ttemp16, @ttemp17, @ttemp18, @ttemp19, @ttemp20, 
@ttemp21); 
 
# The POPs are combined into one big array. 
# If more locations are added, then this array will need editing. 
my @ver_pops = (@ppop1, @ppop2, @ppop3, @ppop4, @ppop5, @ppop6, 
@ppop7, @ppop8, @ppop9, @ppop10, @ppop11, @ppop12, @ppop13, 
@ppop14, @ppop15, @ppop16, @ppop17, @ppop18, @ppop19, @ppop20, 
@ppop21); 
 
# Variables used to keep track of various parameters. 
my $rtp; my @rtp; my $rtp_date;  
my $prec; my @prec; my $precip; 
my $mae;  
# These two arrays are used to keep track of morning/afternoon and max and min 
temperatures. 
my @ap = ("4pm", "6am"); my @minmax = ("max", "min"); 
 
# These variables are used to read in other files and keep track of line numbers 
my @file1; my $line_count1 = 0; 
my @file2; my $line_count2 = 0; 
my @file3; 
 
# This loop organizes and prints the PFM data. 
for ($k=0; $k<$#ver_locations+1; $k++) { 
 for ($j=0; $j<($#ttemp1+1); $j++){ 
  $validdate = "$cdate[6]/$month/$day";  
  $rtp_date = $rtp_year.$month.$day; 
  $m = ($k * ($#ttemp1+1) + $j); 
  $n = $j + 1; 
  $precip = "0 0 0"; 
   
  precipitation(); 
  mean_algebric_error($ver_temps[$m]); 
  $file1[$line_count1] = "$ver_locations[$k] 
$forecast_date 4am $validdate $ap[$z] $n day $d $ver_temps[$m] $ver_pops[$m] 
$rtp[2] $precip $mae"; 
  $line_count1++; 
  if ($j == 0 or $j == 2 or $j == 4 or $j == 6 or $j == 
8 or $j == 10 or $j == 12){ 
   $cdate[5]++; $d++; $day++, $z = 2; 
  } 
  $z--; 
  calculate_date(); 
 } 
# These lines reset the date and other important variables to their intial values 
$cdate[4] = $org_cdate4; $cdate[5] = $org_cdate5; $cdate[6] = $org_cdate6; 
$year = $cdate[6]; $month = $org_month; $day = $org_day; $rtp_year = 
$org_rtp_year; 
$d = 1; $z = 0; 
} 
 
# The program determines whether GFS data is available or not. 
my $fileopen = 0; 
$fileopen = 1 if -e "Models/gfs.$rtp_year$month$day$gfs_am.mex.new"; 
 
# The GFS data is read in 
if ($fileopen eq 1) { 
 open GFS, "Models/gfs.$rtp_year$month$day$gfs_am.mex.new"; 
 while(<GFS>) { 
  $file2[$line_count2] = $_; 
  $line_count2++; 
 } 
} 
# If there is no GFS data, then it is filled in with Ms 
else { 
 for ($k = 0; $k<$#gfs_locations+1; $k++) { 
  for ($j = 0; $j<13; $j++) { 
   $file2[$line_count2] = 
"$gfs_locations[$k] M M"; 
   $line_count2++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
$line_count1 = 0; $line_count2 = 0; 
my $line1; my @line1; my $line2; my @line2; 
my $gfs_mae; 
 
while ($file1[$line_count1]) { 
 $line1 = $file1[$line_count1]; 
 $line2 = $file2[$line_count2]; 
 @line1 = split(' ', $line1); 
 @line2 = split(' ', $line2); 
 if ($line1[0] eq $line2[0]){ 
  if ($line1[10] eq 'M'){ 
   $gfs_mae = 'M'; 
  } 
  elsif ($line2[1] ne 'M') { 
   $gfs_mae = $line2[1] - $line1[10]; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_mae = 'M'; 
  } 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line1 $line2[1] $line2[2] 
$gfs_mae"; 
  $line_count2++; 
  } 
 else { 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line1 M M M "; 
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 } 
 $line_count1++;  
} 
 
# Period Brier Score Calcuation -------------------------- 
 
# A file is opened and the forecasted dates and temperatures are printed out to it 
open FH, "> pfm.$verify_date.txt" or die $!; 
 
$line_count1 = 0; 
my $pfm_brier; my $gfs_brier;  
my $line3; my @line3; 
my $p = 0; my $e = 0; my $f; 
my $prec_date; 
 
while ($file3[$line_count1]) { 
 $line2 = $file3[$line_count1]; 
 @line2 = split(' ', $line2); 
 $line_count1++ if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 $line1 = $file3[$line_count1] if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 @line1 = split(' ', $line1) if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 $line_count1--; 
 if ($line2[4] eq '4pm') { 
  $prec = $line2[13]; 
  $pfm_brier = (($line2[9]/100) - $prec) ** 2; 
  $pfm_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", $pfm_brier); 
  if ($line2[16] eq 'M') { 
   $gfs_brier = 'M'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_brier = (($line2[16]/100) - 
$prec) ** 2; 
   $gfs_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", 
$gfs_brier); 
  } 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line2 $pfm_brier 
$gfs_brier"; 
  print FH "$file3[$line_count1]\n"; 
 } 
 else { 
  if ($line1[11] == 1 or $line1[12] == 1) { 
   $prec = 1; 
  } 
  else { $prec = 0;} 
 
  $pfm_brier = (($line2[9]/100) - $prec) ** 2; 
  $pfm_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", $pfm_brier); 
  if ($line2[16] eq 'M') { 
   $gfs_brier = 'M'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_brier = (($line2[16]/100) - 
$prec) ** 2; 
   $gfs_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", 
$gfs_brier); 
  }  
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line2 $pfm_brier 
$gfs_brier"; 
  print FH "$file3[$line_count1]\n"; 
 } 
 $prec = 0; 
 $line_count1++ if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
} 
close FILE; 
# End of 1 day Brier calculation -------------------------- 
 
 
# Calculate_date determines the correct year, month, and day 
sub calculate_date { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($month) { 
  case '01' {  
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'FEB'; $month = '02'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '02' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) { 
    if ($cdate[5] > 28){ 
$cdate[4] = 'MAR'; $month = '03'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($cdate[5] > 29){ 
$cdate[4] = 'MAR'; $month = '03'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' } 
   } 
  }  
  case '03' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'APR'; $month = '04'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '04' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'MAY'; $month = '05'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '05' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'JUN'; $month = '06'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '06' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'JUL'; $month = '07'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '07' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'AUG'; $month = '08'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '08' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'SEP'; $month = '09'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '09' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'OCT'; $month = '10'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '10' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'NOV'; $month = '11'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '11' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'DEC'; $month = '12'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '12' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){  
    $cdate[4] = 'JAN';  
    $month = '01';  
    $cdate[5] = 1;  
    $day = '01';  
    $rtp_year++; 
$year++; $cdate[6]++; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
# End of routine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
# Calculate day before -------------------------------------------- 
sub day_before { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($mmonth) { 
  case '01' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '12'; $day 
= '31'; $year--; 
    if ($year eq 7 or $year 
eq 8 or $year eq 9) { 
     $year 
= "0$year"; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  case '02' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '01'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '03' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) {  
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '28'; } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '29'; } 
   } 
  } 
  case '04' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '03'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '05' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '04'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '06' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '05'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '07' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '06'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '08' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '07'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '09' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '08'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '10' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '09'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '11' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '10'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '12' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '11'; $day 
= '30';} 
  } 
 } 
 $mmonth = $month; 
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 $dday = $day; 
} 
# End of day before subroutine ------------------------------------ 
 
# Leap Year routine -------------------------------------------- 
sub leap_year { 
 my $lyear = shift; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 4; 
 return 1 if $lyear % 100; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 400; 
 return 1; 
} 
# End of routine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
# Precipitation routine ---------------------------------------- 
sub precipitation { 
 my $vvaliddate = $validdate; 
 my @vvaliddate = split('/',$validdate); 
 my $prec1 = 0; my $prec2 = 0; my $prec3 = 0; 
 my $dday = $day; my $mmonth = $month; 
 
 if ($prec_locations[$k] eq 'Valley'){ 
  $precip = '0 0 0'; 
 } 
 else{ 
  open FILE, 
"Precip/prec.precip_$prec_locations[$k].txt" or die $!; 
  while (<FILE>) { 
   $prec = $_; @prec = split(' ', $prec); 
   if ($validdate eq $prec[0]){ 
    $prec1 = "$prec[1]"; 
    $prec2 = "$prec[2]"; 
    $prec3 = "$prec[3]"; 
   } 
  } 
 $precip = "$prec1 $prec2 $prec3"; 
 $prec1 = 0; $prec2 = 0; $prec3 = 0; 
 $cdate[6] = $vvaliddate[0]; $month = $vvaliddate[1]; $day = 
$vvaliddate[2]; 
 $validdate = $vvaliddate; 
 } 
} 
 
 
# End of routine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
# Mean Algebric Error calculation ------------------------------ 
sub mean_algebric_error { 
 
if (-e "RTP/rtp$rtp_date.txt") { 
 open FILE, "RTP/rtp$rtp_date.txt" or die $!; 
 while (<FILE>) { 
  if (/$ver_locations[$k]/ and /$minmax[$z]/){ 
   $rtp = $_; @rtp = split(' ', $rtp); 
  } 
 } 
  
 my $temp = shift; 
  if ($rtp[2] eq 'M' or $rtp[2] eq 'N' or $rtp[2] eq '/') { 
   $mae = 'M' 
  } 
  else { 
   $mae = $temp - $rtp[2]; 
   return $mae; 
  } 
 } 
 else { 
  $rtp[2] = 'M'; $mae = 'M'; 
 } 
} 
# End of subroutine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program: pfm_pm.plx 
 
#! perl 
# pfm_pm.plx 
# This program reads in PFM*.22 text files (afternoon forecasts), processed 
model data, 
# and observations.  In the end, this program outputs pfm.*22.txt files. 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# The PFM*22.txt file is opened 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n"; 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!; 
 
# The initilization of several variables and arrays to store data 
my $lineno = 1; 
 
my $place; 
my $key; my $value; my $case; 
 
my $temp1; my @temp1; my @ttemp1; 
my $temp2; my @temp2; my @ttemp2; 
my $temp3; my @temp3; my @ttemp3; 
my $temp4; my @temp4; my @ttemp4; 
my $temp5; my @temp5; my @ttemp5; 
my $temp6; my @temp6; my @ttemp6; 
my $temp7; my @temp7; my @ttemp7; 
my $temp8; my @temp8; my @ttemp8; 
my $temp9; my @temp9; my @ttemp9; 
my $temp10; my @temp10; my @ttemp10; 
my $temp11; my @temp11; my @ttemp11; 
my $temp12; my @temp12; my @ttemp12; 
my $temp13; my @temp13; my @ttemp13; 
my $temp14; my @temp14; my @ttemp14; 
my $temp15; my @temp15; my @ttemp15; 
my $temp16; my @temp16; my @ttemp16; 
my $temp17; my @temp17; my @ttemp17; 
my $temp18; my @temp18; my @ttemp18; 
my $temp19; my @temp19; my @ttemp19; 
my $temp20; my @temp20; my @ttemp20; 
my $temp21; my @temp21; my @ttemp21; 
 
my $pop1; my @pop1; my @ppop1; 
my $pop2; my @pop2; my @ppop2; 
my $pop3; my @pop3; my @ppop3; 
my $pop4; my @pop4; my @ppop4; 
my $pop5; my @pop5; my @ppop5; 
my $pop6; my @pop6; my @ppop6; 
my $pop7; my @pop7; my @ppop7; 
my $pop8; my @pop8; my @ppop8; 
my $pop9; my @pop9; my @ppop9; 
my $pop10; my @pop10; my @ppop10; 
my $pop11; my @pop11; my @ppop11; 
my $pop12; my @pop12; my @ppop12; 
my $pop13; my @pop13; my @ppop13; 
my $pop14; my @pop14; my @ppop14; 
my $pop15; my @pop15; my @ppop15; 
my $pop16; my @pop16; my @ppop16; 
my $pop17; my @pop17; my @ppop17; 
my $pop18; my @pop18; my @ppop18; 
my $pop19; my @pop19; my @ppop19; 
my $pop20; my @pop20; my @ppop20; 
my $pop21; my @pop21; my @ppop21; 
 
my $cdate; my @cdate; 
 
# -------LOCATIONS ARE DECLARED---------------------------------------------- 
my %locations = ("1", "OMAHA-DOUGLAS", 
  "2", "LINCOLN-LANCASTER", 
  "3", "NORFOLK-MADISON", 
  "4", "VALLEY-DOUGLAS", 
  "5", "MILLARD-DOUGLAS", 
  "6", "OFFUTT-SARPY", 
  "7", "COUNCIL", 
  "8", "COLUMBUS-PLATTE", 
  "9", "ALBION-BOONE", 
  "10", "WAYNE-WAYNE", 
  "11", "FREMONT-DODGE", 
  "12", "TEKAMAH-BURT", 
  "13", "BLAIR-WASHINGTON", 
  "14", "BEATRICE-GAGE", 
  "15", "PLATTSMOUTH-CASS", 
  "16", "NEBRASKA CITY-OTOE", 
  "17", "FALLS CITY-RICHARDSON", 
  "18", "HARLAN-SHELBY", 
  "19", "RED OAK-MONTGOMERY", 
  "20", "SHENANDOAH-FREMONT", 
  "21", "CLARINDA-PAGE" 
); 
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# The file is read in one line at a time. 
while (<FILE>) { 
 # Search parameters are defined to fill in variables. 
 while (($key, $value) = each(%locations)){ 
  $place = $value; 
 if (/$place/) { 
  $case = $key 
  } 
 } 
 
# ---------------TEMPERATURE IS READ IN---------------------------------------- 
 
 if (/MAX/) { 
  if (/HEAT/ or /CHILL/) { } 
  else { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($case) { 
   case 1 { 
   $temp1 = $_; 
   @temp1 = split(' ', $temp1); 
   shift(@temp1); 
   @ttemp1 = (@ttemp1, @temp1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $temp2 = $_; 
   @temp2 = split(' ', $temp2); 
   shift(@temp2); 
   @ttemp2 = (@ttemp2, @temp2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $temp3 = $_; 
   @temp3 = split(' ', $temp3); 
   shift(@temp3); 
   @ttemp3 = (@ttemp3, @temp3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $temp4 = $_; 
   @temp4 = split(' ', $temp4); 
   shift(@temp4); 
   @ttemp4 = (@ttemp4, @temp4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $temp5 = $_; 
   @temp5 = split(' ', $temp5); 
   shift(@temp5); 
   @ttemp5 = (@ttemp5, @temp5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $temp6 = $_; 
   @temp6 = split(' ', $temp6); 
   shift(@temp6); 
   @ttemp6 = (@ttemp6, @temp6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
   $temp7 = $_; 
   @temp7 = split(' ', $temp7); 
   shift(@temp7); 
   @ttemp7 = (@ttemp7, @temp7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $temp8 = $_; 
   @temp8 = split(' ', $temp8); 
   shift(@temp8); 
   @ttemp8 = (@ttemp8, @temp8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $temp9 = $_; 
   @temp9 = split(' ', $temp9); 
   shift(@temp9); 
   @ttemp9 = (@ttemp9, @temp9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $temp10 = $_; 
   @temp10 = split(' ', $temp10); 
   shift(@temp10); 
   @ttemp10 = (@ttemp10, @temp10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $temp11 = $_; 
   @temp11 = split(' ', $temp11); 
   shift(@temp11); 
   @ttemp11 = (@ttemp11, @temp11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $temp12 = $_; 
   @temp12 = split(' ', $temp12); 
   shift(@temp12); 
   @ttemp12 = (@ttemp12, @temp12); 
   } 
   case 13 { 
   $temp13 = $_; 
   @temp13 = split(' ', $temp13); 
   shift(@temp13); 
   @ttemp13 = (@ttemp13, @temp13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $temp14 = $_; 
   @temp14 = split(' ', $temp14); 
   shift(@temp14); 
   @ttemp14 = (@ttemp14, @temp14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $temp15 = $_; 
   @temp15 = split(' ', $temp15); 
   shift(@temp15); 
   @ttemp15 = (@ttemp15, @temp15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $temp16 = $_; 
   @temp16 = split(' ', $temp16); 
   shift(@temp16); 
   @ttemp16 = (@ttemp16, @temp16); 
   } 
   case 17 { 
   $temp17 = $_; 
   @temp17 = split(' ', $temp17); 
   shift(@temp17); 
   @ttemp17 = (@ttemp17, @temp17); 
   } 
   case 18 { 
   $temp18 = $_; 
   @temp18 = split(' ', $temp18); 
   shift(@temp18); 
   @ttemp18 = (@ttemp18, @temp18); 
   } 
   case 19 { 
   $temp19 = $_; 
   @temp19 = split(' ', $temp19); 
   shift(@temp19); 
   @ttemp19 = (@ttemp19, @temp19); 
   } 
   case 20 { 
   $temp20 = $_; 
   @temp20 = split(' ', $temp20); 
   shift(@temp20); 
   @ttemp20 = (@ttemp20, @temp20); 
   } 
   case 21 { 
   $temp21 = $_; 
   @temp21 = split(' ', $temp21); 
   shift(@temp21); 
   @ttemp21 = (@ttemp21, @temp21); 
   } 
  } 
  }  
 } 
 if (/POP 12HR/) { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($case) { 
   case 1 { 
   $pop1 = $_; 
   @pop1 = split(' ', $pop1); 
   shift(@pop1); shift(@pop1); 
   @ppop1 = (@ppop1, @pop1); 
   } 
   case 2 { 
   $pop2 = $_; 
   @pop2 = split(' ', $pop2); 
   shift(@pop2); shift(@pop2); 
   @ppop2 = (@ppop2, @pop2); 
   } 
   case 3 { 
   $pop3 = $_; 
   @pop3 = split(' ', $pop3); 
   shift(@pop3); shift(@pop3); 
   @ppop3 = (@ppop3, @pop3); 
   } 
   case 4 { 
   $pop4 = $_; 
   @pop4 = split(' ', $pop4); 
   shift(@pop4); shift(@pop4); 
   @ppop4 = (@ppop4, @pop4); 
   } 
   case 5 { 
   $pop5 = $_; 
   @pop5 = split(' ', $pop5); 
   shift(@pop5); shift(@pop5); 
   @ppop5 = (@ppop5, @pop5); 
   } 
   case 6 { 
   $pop6 = $_; 
   @pop6 = split(' ', $pop6); 
   shift(@pop6); shift(@pop6); 
   @ppop6 = (@ppop6, @pop6); 
   } 
   case 7 { 
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   $pop7 = $_; 
   @pop7 = split(' ', $pop7); 
   shift(@pop7); shift(@pop7); 
   @ppop7 = (@ppop7, @pop7); 
   } 
   case 8 { 
   $pop8 = $_; 
   @pop8 = split(' ', $pop8); 
   shift(@pop8); shift(@pop8); 
   @ppop8 = (@ppop8, @pop8); 
   } 
   case 9 { 
   $pop9 = $_; 
   @pop9 = split(' ', $pop9); 
   shift(@pop9); shift(@pop9); 
   @ppop9 = (@ppop9, @pop9); 
   } 
   case 10 { 
   $pop10 = $_; 
   @pop10 = split(' ', $pop10); 
   shift(@pop10); shift(@pop10); 
   @ppop10 = (@ppop10, @pop10); 
   } 
   case 11 { 
   $pop11 = $_; 
   @pop11 = split(' ', $pop11); 
   shift(@pop11); shift(@pop11); 
   @ppop11 = (@ppop11, @pop11); 
   } 
   case 12 { 
   $pop12 = $_; 
   @pop12 = split(' ', $pop12); 
   shift(@pop12); shift(@pop12); 
   @ppop12 = (@ppop12, @pop12); 
   } 
   case 13 { 
   $pop13 = $_; 
   @pop13 = split(' ', $pop13); 
   shift(@pop13); shift(@pop13); 
   @ppop13 = (@ppop13, @pop13); 
   } 
   case 14 { 
   $pop14 = $_; 
   @pop14 = split(' ', $pop14); 
   shift(@pop14); shift(@pop14); 
   @ppop14 = (@ppop14, @pop14); 
   } 
   case 15 { 
   $pop15 = $_; 
   @pop15 = split(' ', $pop15); 
   shift(@pop15); shift(@pop15); 
   @ppop15 = (@ppop15, @pop15); 
   } 
   case 16 { 
   $pop16 = $_; 
   @pop16 = split(' ', $pop16); 
   shift(@pop16); shift(@pop16); 
   @ppop16 = (@ppop16, @pop16); 
   } 
   case 17 { 
   $pop17 = $_; 
   @pop17 = split(' ', $pop17); 
   shift(@pop17); shift(@pop17); 
   @ppop17 = (@ppop17, @pop17); 
   } 
   case 18 { 
   $pop18 = $_; 
   @pop18 = split(' ', $pop18); 
   shift(@pop18); shift(@pop18); 
   @ppop18 = (@ppop18, @pop18); 
   } 
   case 19 { 
   $pop19 = $_; 
   @pop19 = split(' ', $pop19); 
   shift(@pop19); shift(@pop19); 
   @ppop19 = (@ppop19, @pop19); 
   } 
   case 20 { 
   $pop20 = $_; 
   @pop20 = split(' ', $pop20); 
   shift(@pop20); shift(@pop20); 
   @ppop20 = (@ppop20, @pop20); 
   } 
   case 21 { 
   $pop21 = $_; 
   @pop21 = split(' ', $pop21); 
   shift(@pop21); shift(@pop21); 
   @ppop21 = (@ppop21, @pop21); 
   } 
  }  
 } 
 if (/(A|P)M C(S|D)T/) { 
  $cdate = $_; 
  @cdate = split(' ', $cdate); 
 }  
} 
 
my $verify_date; my $pm = "22"; my $gfs_pm = "19"; 
my $validdate; my $forecast_date; 
my $day; my $month; my $year; 
my $dday; my $mmonth; 
my $org_cdate4 = $cdate[4]; my $org_cdate5 = $cdate[5]; my $org_cdate6 = 
$cdate[6];  
 
# The year is set 
 $year = substr("$cdate[6]", 2, 2); 
 
# The month is set 
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JAN'){ $month = '01';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'FEB'){ $month = '02';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAR'){ $month = '03';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'APR'){ $month = '04';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'MAY'){ $month = '05';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUN'){ $month = '06';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'JUL'){ $month = '07';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'AUG'){ $month = '08';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'SEP'){ $month = '09';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'OCT'){ $month = '10';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'NOV'){ $month = '11';}  
 if ($cdate[4] eq 'DEC'){ $month = '12';}  
 
 if ($cdate[5] == 1){ $day = '01';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 2){ $day = '02';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 3){ $day = '03';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 4){ $day = '04';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 5){ $day = '05';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 6){ $day = '06';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 7){ $day = '07';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 8){ $day = '08';}  
 if ($cdate[5] == 9){ $day = '09';} 
 if ($cdate[5] >=10){ $day = $cdate[5];} 
 
my $org_year = $cdate[6]; my $org_month = $month; my $org_day = $day; 
my $org_rtp_year = $year; my $rtp_year = $year; 
$forecast_date = "$cdate[6]/$month/$day"; 
$verify_date = $year.$month.$day.$pm; 
my $j = 0; my $k = 0; my $m = 0; my $n = 0; my $d = 0; 
 
my @ver_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","VALLEY","MILLARD","OFFUTT","
COUNCIL_BLUFFS","COLUMBUS","ALBION","WAYNE","FREMONT","TE
KAMAH","BLAIR","BEATRICE","PLATTSMOUTH","NEBRASKA_CITY","
FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CLARINDA"); 
 
my @prec_locations = 
("Omaha","Lincoln","Norfolk","Valley","Millard","Offutt","Council_Bluffs","Co
lumbus","Albion","Wayne","Fremont","Tekamah","Blair","Beatrice","Plattsmout
h","Nebraska_City","Falls_City","Harlan","Red_Oak","Shenandoah","Clarinda"); 
 
my @ver_temps = (@ttemp1, @ttemp2, @ttemp3, @ttemp4, @ttemp5, @ttemp6, 
@ttemp7, @ttemp8, @ttemp9, @ttemp10, @ttemp11, @ttemp12, @ttemp13, 
@ttemp14, @ttemp15, @ttemp16, @ttemp17, @ttemp18, @ttemp19, @ttemp20, 
@ttemp21); 
 
my @ver_pops = (@ppop1, @ppop2, @ppop3, @ppop4, @ppop5, @ppop6, 
@ppop7, @ppop8, @ppop9, @ppop10, @ppop11, @ppop12, @ppop13, 
@ppop14, @ppop15, @ppop16, @ppop17, @ppop18, @ppop19, @ppop20, 
@ppop21); 
 
my @gfs_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","MILLARD","OFFUTT","COUNCIL_B
LUFFS","COLUMBUS","FREMONT","TEKAMAH","BEATRICE","NEBRAS
KA_CITY","FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CL
ARINDA"); 
 
my $rtp; my @rtp; my $rtp_date; 
my $prec; my @prec; my $precip; 
my $mae; 
my @ap = ("6am", "4pm"); my @minmax = ("min", "max"); 
# z is the counter for the ap and minmax arrays. 
my $z =0; 
 
my @file1; my $line_count1 = 0; 
my @file2; my $line_count2 = 0; 
my @file3; 
 
for ($k=0; $k<21; $k++) { 
 for ($j=0; $j<($#ttemp1+1); $j++){ 
  if ($j == 0 or $j == 2 or $j == 4 or $j == 6 or $j == 
8 or $j == 10 or $j == 12){  
   $cdate[5]++; $d++; $day++; 
   $z = 0; 
  } 
  calculate_date(); 
 
  $validdate = "$cdate[6]/$month/$day"; 
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  $rtp_date = $rtp_year.$month.$day; 
  $m = ($k * ($#ttemp1+1) + $j); 
  $n = $j + 1; 
  $precip = "0 0 0"; 
   
  precipitation(); 
  mean_algebric_error(); 
  $file1[$line_count1] = "$ver_locations[$k] 
$forecast_date 4pm $validdate $ap[$z] $n day $d $ver_temps[$m] $ver_pops[$m] 
$rtp[2] $precip $mae\n"; 
  $line_count1++; 
  $z++; 
 } 
$cdate[4] = $org_cdate4; $cdate[5] = $org_cdate5; $cdate[6] = $org_cdate6; 
$year = $cdate[6]; $month = $org_month; $day = $org_day; $rtp_year = 
$org_rtp_year; 
$d = 0; 
} 
 
my $fileopen = 0; 
$fileopen = 1 if -e "Models/gfs.$rtp_year$month$day$gfs_pm.mex.new"; 
 
if ($fileopen eq 1) { 
 open GFS, "Models/gfs.$rtp_year$month$day$gfs_pm.mex.new"; 
 while(<GFS>) { 
  $file2[$line_count2] = $_; 
  $line_count2++; 
 } 
} 
else { 
 for ($k = 0; $k<$#gfs_locations+1; $k++) { 
  for ($j = 0; $j<14; $j++) { 
   $file2[$line_count2] = 
"$gfs_locations[$k] M M"; 
   $line_count2++; 
  } 
 } 
} 
$line_count1 = 0; $line_count2 = 0; 
 
my $line1; my @line1; my $line2; my @line2; 
my $gfs_mae; 
 
while ($file1[$line_count1]) { 
 $line1 = $file1[$line_count1]; 
 $line2 = $file2[$line_count2]; 
 @line1 = split(' ', $line1); 
 @line2 = split(' ', $line2); 
 if ($line1[0] eq $line2[0]){ 
  if ($line1[10] eq 'M'){ 
   $gfs_mae = 'M'; 
  } 
  elsif ($line2[1] ne 'M') { 
   $gfs_mae = $line2[1] - $line1[10]; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_mae = 'M'; 
  } 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line1 $line2[1] $line2[2] 
$gfs_mae"; 
  $line_count2++; 
 } 
 else { 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line1 M M M "; 
 } 
 $line_count1++;  
} 
 
# Period Brier Score Calcuation -------------------------- 
 
# A file is opened and the forecasted dates and temperatures are printed out to it 
open FH, "> pfm.$verify_date.txt" or die $!; 
 
$line_count1 = 0; 
my $pfm_brier; my $gfs_brier;  
my $line3; my @line3; 
my $p = 0; my $e = 0; my $f; 
my $prec_date; 
 
while ($file3[$line_count1]) { 
 $line2 = $file3[$line_count1]; 
 @line2 = split(' ', $line2); 
 $line_count1++ if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 $line1 = $file3[$line_count1] if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 @line1 = split(' ', $line1) if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
 $line_count1--; 
 if ($line2[4] eq '4pm') { 
  $prec = $line2[13]; 
  $pfm_brier = (($line2[9]/100) - $prec) ** 2; 
  $pfm_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", $pfm_brier); 
  if ($line2[16] eq 'M') { 
   $gfs_brier = 'M'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_brier = (($line2[16]/100) - 
$prec) ** 2; 
   $gfs_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", 
$gfs_brier); 
  } 
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line2 $pfm_brier 
$gfs_brier"; 
  print FH "$file3[$line_count1]\n"; 
 } 
 else { 
  if ($line1[11] == 1 or $line1[12] == 1) { 
   $prec = 1; 
  } 
  else { $prec = 0;} 
 
  $pfm_brier = (($line2[9]/100) - $prec) ** 2; 
  $pfm_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", $pfm_brier); 
  if ($line2[16] eq 'M') { 
   $gfs_brier = 'M'; 
  } 
  else { 
   $gfs_brier = (($line2[16]/100) - 
$prec) ** 2; 
   $gfs_brier = sprintf("%3.2f", 
$gfs_brier); 
  }  
  $file3[$line_count1] = "@line2 $pfm_brier 
$gfs_brier"; 
  print FH "$file3[$line_count1]\n"; 
 } 
 $prec = 0;  
 $line_count1++ if exists $file3[$line_count1]; 
} 
close FILE; 
# End of 1 day Brier calculation -------------------------- 
 
# Calculate_date determines the correct year, month, and day 
sub calculate_date { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($month) { 
  case '01' {  
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'FEB'; $month = '02'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '02' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) { 
    if ($cdate[5] > 28){ 
$cdate[4] = 'MAR'; $month = '03'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($cdate[5] > 29){ 
$cdate[4] = 'MAR'; $month = '03'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' } 
   } 
  } 
  case '03' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'APR'; $month = '04'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '04' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'MAY'; $month = '05'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '05' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'JUN'; $month = '06'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '06' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'JUL'; $month = '07'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '07' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'AUG'; $month = '08'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '08' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'SEP'; $month = '09'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '09' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'OCT'; $month = '10'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '10' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){ $cdate[4] = 
'NOV'; $month = '11'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '11' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 30){ $cdate[4] = 
'DEC'; $month = '12'; $cdate[5] = 1; $day = '01' }} 
  case '12' { 
   if ($cdate[5] > 31){  
    $cdate[4] = 'JAN';  
    $month = '01';  
    $cdate[5] = 1;  
    $day = '01';  
    $rtp_year++; 
$year++; $cdate[6]++; 
   } 
  } 
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 } 
} 
#------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
# Calculate day before -------------------------------------------- 
sub day_before { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($mmonth) { 
  case '01' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '12'; $day 
= '31'; $year--; 
    if ($year eq 7 or $year 
eq 8 or $year eq 9) { 
     $year 
= "0$year"; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  case '02' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '01'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '03' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) {  
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '28'; } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '29'; } 
   } 
  } 
  case '04' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '03'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '05' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '04'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '06' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '05'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '07' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '06'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '08' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '07'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '09' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '08'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '10' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '09'; $day 
= '30'; }} 
  case '11' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '10'; $day 
= '31'; }} 
  case '12' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '11'; $day 
= '30';} 
  } 
 } 
 $mmonth = $month; 
 $dday = $day; 
} 
# End of day before subroutine ------------------------------------ 
 
 
 
# Leap year routine------------------------------------------------ 
sub leap_year { 
 my $lyear = shift; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 4; 
 return 1 if $lyear % 100; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 4; 
 return 1; 
} 
# End of Leap year routine ---------------------------------------- 
 
# Precipitation routine ---------------------------------------- 
sub precipitation { 
 my $vvaliddate = $validdate; 
 my @vvaliddate = split('/',$validdate); 
 my $prec1 = 0; my $prec2 = 0; my $prec3 = 0; 
 my $dday = $day; my $mmonth = $month; 
 
 if ($prec_locations[$k] eq 'Valley'){ 
  $precip = '0 0 0'; 
 } 
 else{ 
  open FILE, 
"Precip/prec.precip_$prec_locations[$k].txt" or die $!; 
  while (<FILE>) { 
   $prec = $_; @prec = split(' ', $prec); 
   if ($validdate eq $prec[0]){ 
    $prec1 = "$prec[1]"; 
    $prec2 = "$prec[2]"; 
    $prec3 = "$prec[3]"; 
   } 
  } 
 $precip = "$prec1 $prec2 $prec3"; 
 $prec1 = 0; $prec2 = 0; $prec3 = 0; 
 $cdate[6] = $vvaliddate[0]; $month = $vvaliddate[1]; $day = 
$vvaliddate[2]; 
 $validdate = $vvaliddate; 
 } 
} 
# Mean Algebric Error calculation --------------------------------- 
sub mean_algebric_error { 
 
if (-e "RTP/rtp$rtp_date.txt") {  
 open FILE, "RTP/rtp$rtp_date.txt" or die $!; 
  while (<FILE>) { 
   if (/$ver_locations[$k]/ and 
/$minmax[$z]/){ 
    $rtp = $_; @rtp = 
split(' ', $rtp); 
   } 
  } 
  if ($rtp[2] eq 'M' or $rtp[2] eq 'N' or $rtp[2] eq '/'){ 
   $mae = 'M' 
  } 
  else { 
   $mae = $ver_temps[$m] - $rtp[2]; 
  } 
 } 
 else { 
  $rtp[2] = 'M'; $mae = 'M'; 
 } 
} 
# End of Mean Algebric Error calcuation -------------------------- 
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Program: statistics.plx 
 
#! perl 
# statistics.plx 
# This program reads in pfm.*.txt files and computes numerous amounts of 
statistics. 
# This program outputs files in the follow format: stat.pfm.*.txt 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
# The pfm*.txt files are opened 
print "Processing file: @ARGV\n"; #  This line is used to print the 
filename that was read in. 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!;   #  This open line 
allows for files to be opened one at a time. 
 
# These variable are used to set the date from the input file 
my $year; my $month; my $day; my $ap; my @ap = ("10","22"); 
 
$year = substr("@ARGV", 4, 2); 
$month = substr("@ARGV", 6, 2); 
$day = substr("@ARGV", 8, 2); 
$ap = substr("@ARGV", 10, 2); 
 
my $org_year = $year; my $org_month = $month; my $org_day = $day;  
my $dday = $day; my $mmonth = $month; my $date; 
 
my $line_count = 0; my @file; 
 
$date = $year.$month.$day; 
my @ver_locations = 
("OMAHA","LINCOLN","NORFOLK","VALLEY","MILLARD","OFFUTT","
COUNCIL_BLUFFS","COLUMBUS","ALBION","WAYNE","FREMONT","TE
KAMAH","BLAIR","BEATRICE","PLATTSMOUTH","NEBRASKA_CITY","
FALLS_CITY","HARLAN","RED_OAK","SHENANDOAH","CLARINDA"); 
 
my @prec_locations = 
("Omaha","Lincoln","Norfolk","Valley","Millard","Offutt","Council_Bluffs","Co
lumbus","Albion","Wayne","Fremont","Tekamah","Blair","Beatrice","Plattsmout
h","Nebraska_City","Falls_City","Harlan","Red_Oak","Shenandoah","Clarinda"); 
 
# 3 Day Mean absolute error ---------------------- 
open FILE, "pfm.$date$ap.txt" or die $!;  
open FH, "> stat.@ARGV" or die $!; 
 
my $read; my @read; my $period; 
my $pfm_mae3 = 0; my $gfs_mae3 = 0;  
my @pfm_mae; my @gfs_mae;  
my $pfm_mae; my $gfs_mae; my $gfs_count = 0; my $pfm_count = 0; 
 
while (<FILE>) { 
 $read = $_; 
 @read = split(' ', $read); 
 $period = $read[5]; 
 $pfm_mae[$period] = $read[14]; 
 $gfs_mae[$period] = $read[17]; 
 $pfm_mae[$period] = abs($pfm_mae[$period]) if $read[14] ne 
'M'; 
 $gfs_mae[$period] = abs($gfs_mae[$period]) if $read[17] ne 'M'; 
 $pfm_count++ if $pfm_mae[$period] eq 'M'; 
 $gfs_count++ if $gfs_mae[$period] eq 'M'; 
 $pfm_mae[$period] = 0 if $pfm_mae[$period] eq 'M'; 
 $gfs_mae[$period] = 0 if $gfs_mae[$period] eq 'M'; 
 if ($period eq 5 and $ap eq '10' and $pfm_count ne 5) { 
  $pfm_mae3 = ($pfm_mae[1] + $pfm_mae[2] + 
$pfm_mae[3] + $pfm_mae[4] + $pfm_mae[5]) / (5 - $pfm_count); 
  $gfs_mae3 = ($gfs_mae[1] + $gfs_mae[2] + 
$gfs_mae[3] + $gfs_mae[4] + $gfs_mae[5]) / (5 - $gfs_count) if$gfs_count ne 5; 
  $pfm_mae3 = trunc($pfm_mae3); 
  $gfs_mae3 = trunc($gfs_mae3); 
 } 
 if ($ap eq '10' and $gfs_count eq 5) { $gfs_mae3 = 'M'; }  
 if ($period eq 6 and $ap eq '22' and $pfm_count ne 6) { 
  $pfm_mae3 = ($pfm_mae[1] + $pfm_mae[2] + 
$pfm_mae[3] + $pfm_mae[4] + $pfm_mae[5] + $pfm_mae[6]) / (6 - 
$pfm_count); 
  $gfs_mae3 = ($gfs_mae[1] + $gfs_mae[2] + 
$gfs_mae[3] + $gfs_mae[4] + $gfs_mae[5] + $gfs_mae[6]) / (6 - $gfs_count) if 
$gfs_count ne 6; 
  $pfm_mae3 = trunc($pfm_mae3); 
  $gfs_mae3 = trunc($gfs_mae3); 
 } 
 if ($ap eq '22' and $gfs_count eq 6) { $gfs_mae3 = 'M'; }  
 $file[$line_count] = "@read $pfm_mae3 $gfs_mae3"; 
 $line_count++; 
 $pfm_mae3 = 0; $gfs_mae3 = 0;  
 $pfm_count = 0 if $period > 6; 
 $gfs_count = 0 if $period > 6; 
} 
# End of 3 Day Mean Absolute Error Calcuation ------------- 
 
# Beginning of 7 Day Brier Score calculation ---------------------- 
use List::Util qw(sum); 
 
my @pfm_b7; my $pfm_BS7 = 0; 
my @gfs_b7; my $gfs_BS7 = 0; 
 
# The following lines calculate the FCS Score and NewScore -------- 
$line_count = 0; my $prec_count1 = 0; my $prec_count2 = 0; 
my $line6; my @line6; my $prec_count3 = 0; my $prec_count4 = 0; 
my $pnewscore = 0; my $gnewscore = 0; 
my $a; my $b; my $c = 0; my $d = 0; my $e = 0; my $f = 0; my $g; my $org_b; 
my $pfm_t1 = 0; my $pfm_t2; my $pfm_t3 = 0; my $pfm_t4 = 0;  
my $gfs_t1 = 0; my $gfs_t2; my $gfs_t3 = 0; my $gfs_t4 = 0;  
my $sigt = 20; my $pfcs = 0; my $gfcs = 0; 
my @pfm_prec; my @gfs_prec; 
my $forecast; my @forecast; my $verify_ma; my $vday; my $vjday; my $fjday; 
my $org_fjday; 
my $verify_date; my $hh; my $obs; 
 
$year = substr("@ARGV", 4, 2); 
$month = substr("@ARGV", 6, 2); 
$day = substr("@ARGV", 8, 2); 
$ap = substr("@ARGV", 10, 2); 
 
if ($ap eq '10') {$b = 0;} 
else {$b = 1;} 
 
$dday = $day; $mmonth = $month; 
$org_year = $year; $org_month = $month; $org_day = $day; $org_b = $b; 
 
if ($ap eq '10'){ 
 for ($g = 0; $g<6; $g++){ 
  $dday++; $day++; 
  calculate_date(); 
 } 
 verification_date(); 
} 
else { 
 for ($g = 0; $g<7; $g++){ 
  $dday++; $day++; 
  calculate_date(); 
 } 
 verification_date(); 
} 
sub verification_date{ 
 $year = "20$year"; 
 $verify_date = "$year/$month/$day"; 
 calculate_date(); 
 $vjday = julian_day($day); 
 $vday = $dday; 
} 
 $vjday = octal_fix($vjday); 
  
$dday = $org_day; $day = $org_day; $month = $org_month; $mmonth = 
$org_month; $year = $org_year; 
$fjday = julian_day($day); 
$org_fjday = $fjday; 
 
use Switch; 
switch($ap){ 
 case '10' { 
  $vjday = $vjday + 0.5; 
  $verify_ma = "4pm"; 
  calcs(); 
 } 
 case '22' { 
  $verify_ma = "6am"; 
  for ($hh = 0; $hh < 2; $hh++){ 
   calcs(); 
   $verify_ma = "4pm"; 
   $line_count = 0; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
# End of 7 Day Brier Score Calcuation ----------------------------- 
# End of FCS and NewScore calculations----------------------------- 
# GFS FCS and New Score calculations ------------------------------ 
 
# Beginning of 7 Day Temperature FCS calculation ------------------ 
$line_count = 0; $sigt = 3; 
 
$year = substr("@ARGV", 4, 2); 
$month = substr("@ARGV", 6, 2); 
$day = substr("@ARGV", 8, 2); 
$ap = substr("@ARGV", 10, 2); 
 
if ($ap eq '10') {$b = 0;} 
else {$b = 1;} 
 
$dday = $day; $mmonth = $month; 
$org_year = $year; $org_month = $month; $org_day = $day; $org_b = $b; 
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if ($ap eq '10'){ 
 for ($g = 0; $g<6; $g++){ 
  $dday++; $day++; 
  calculate_date(); 
 } 
 verification_date(); 
} 
else { 
 for ($g = 0; $g<7; $g++){ 
  $dday++; $day++; 
  calculate_date(); 
 } 
 verification_date(); 
} 
 $vjday = octal_fix($vjday); 
  
$dday = $org_day; $day = $org_day; $month = $org_month; $mmonth = 
$org_month; $year = $org_year; 
$fjday = julian_day($day); 
$org_fjday = $fjday; 
 
use Switch; 
switch($ap){ 
 case '10' { 
  $vjday = $vjday + 0.5; 
  $verify_ma = "4pm"; 
  tfcs(); 
 } 
 case '22' { 
  $verify_ma = "6am"; 
  for ($hh = 0; $hh < 2; $hh++){ 
   tfcs(); 
   $verify_ma = "4pm"; 
   $line_count = 0; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
# End of 7 Temperature FCS Calcuation ----------------------------- 
 
 
# This routine will calculate the mean absolute error of every PFM 
# site for each period.   
# Example: Period 1 Mean absolute error for every PFM site -------- 
$line_count--; 
my $line7; my @line7; my $count3; my $h; my $i; my $k; 
my $pfm_per; my @pfm_per; my @line8; 
my $gfs_per; my @gfs_per; 
my $line8; 
 
$line7 = $file[$line_count]; 
@line7 = split(' ', $line7); 
$count3 = $line7[5]; 
$line_count = 0; 
 
for ($h = 1; $h < $count3+1; $h++) { 
 for ($i = 0; $i < $#file+1; $i++) { 
  $line7 = $file[$i]; 
  @line7 = split(' ', $line7); 
  if ($line7[5] eq $h and $line7[10] ne 'M') { 
   @pfm_per = (abs($line7[14]), 
@pfm_per); 
   @line8 = (@line8, $i); 
  } 
  elsif ($line7[10] eq 'M' and $line7[5] eq $h) { 
   @line8 = (@line8, $i); 
  } 
  if ($line7[5] eq $h and $line7[17] ne 'M') { 
   @gfs_per = (abs($line7[17]), 
@gfs_per); 
  } 
 } 
 if ($#pfm_per eq -1) { 
  $pfm_per = 'M'; 
 } 
 else { 
  $pfm_per = sum(@pfm_per)/@pfm_per; 
  $pfm_per = trunc($pfm_per); 
 } 
 if ($#gfs_per eq -1) { 
  $gfs_per = 'M'; 
 } 
 else { 
  $gfs_per = sum(@gfs_per)/@gfs_per; 
  $gfs_per = trunc($gfs_per); 
 } 
# This for loop assigns the Period Mean Absolute Error to the 
# correct line value 
 for ($k = 0; $k < $#line8+1; $k++){ 
  $file[$line8[$k]] = "$file[$line8[$k]] $pfm_per 
$gfs_per"; 
 } 
 @pfm_per = (); @gfs_per = (); @line8 = (); 
} 
# End of Period PFM Mean Absolute Error calculation --------------- 
 
# This loop will calculate the 24 hour temperature swing ---------- 
my $line9; my @line9; my $line10; my @line10; 
my $dif24 = 0; $line_count = 0; 
$year = $org_year; $month = $org_month; $day = $org_day; 
$mmonth = $org_month; $dday = $org_day; 
 
while ($file[$line_count]) { 
 $line9 = $file[$line_count]; 
 @line9 = split(' ', $line9); 
  
 if ($line9[5] eq 1 or $line9[5] eq 2) { 
  if (-e "RTP/rtp$year$month$day.txt") { 
  open RTP, "RTP/rtp$year$month$day.txt"; 
  while(<RTP>){ 
   if ($line9[4] eq '6am' or $ap eq '22'){ 
    if (/$line9[0]/){ 
     if 
(/min/){ 
     
 $line10 = $_; 
     
 @line10 = split(' ', $line10); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
   if ($line9[4] eq '4pm' and $ap eq 
'22'){ 
    if (/$line9[0]/){ 
     if 
(/max/){ 
     
 $line10 = $_; 
     
 @line10 = split(' ', $line10); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  else { $line10 = "M M M "; @line10 = split(' ', 
$line10);} 
# To check the 24 HR swing for the Period 1 forecast, the previous day's 
observations 
# need to be check so a day is subtracted so that the appropriate file can be 
opened. 
  $dday--; $day--; 
  $dday = octal_fix($dday); 
  $day = $dday; 
  day_before(); 
 
  if (-e "RTP/rtp$year$month$day.txt") { 
  open RTP, "RTP/rtp$year$month$day.txt"; 
  while(<RTP>){ 
   if ($line9[4] eq '4pm' and $ap ne 
'22'){ 
    if (/$line9[0]/){ 
     if 
(/max/){ 
     
 $line10 = $_; 
     
 @line10 = split(' ', $line10); 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  else { $line10 = "M M M "; @line10 = split(' ', 
$line10);} 
  $day = $org_day; $dday = $day; $year = $org_year; 
  $month = $org_month; $mmonth = $month; 
  if ($line9[10] eq 'M' or $line10[2] eq 'M') { 
   $dif24 = 'M' 
  } 
  else { 
   $dif24 = $line9[10] - $line10[2]; 
  } 
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $dif24"; 
 } 
 else { 
  $line10 = $file[$line_count-2]; 
  @line10 = split(' ', $line10); 
  if ($line10[10] eq 'M' or $line9[10] eq 'M'){ 
   $dif24 = 'M' 
  } 
  else { 
   $dif24 = ($line9[10] - $line10[10]); 
  } 
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $dif24"; 
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 } 
 $line_count++; 
} 
# End of 24 hour temperature swing calculation -------------------- 
 
# Differences from Climate Max and Minx are calculated ------------ 
my $line11; my @line11; my $line12, my @line12; my $line13, my @line13; 
my $loc; my @cli_day; my $cli_dif1; my $cli_dif2; my $cli_file; 
$line_count = 0; 
 
while ($file[$line_count]) { 
 $line11 = $file[$line_count]; 
 @line11 = split(' ', $line11); 
 $loc = $line11[0]; 
 $loc = lc($loc); 
 if ("$line11[4]" eq "6am") { $cli_file = "$loc.min.low.txt";} 
 else { $cli_file = "$loc.max.high.txt";} 
 
 if (-e "Records/$cli_file") { 
  open CLI, "Records/$cli_file"; 
  
  while (<CLI>){ 
   $line12 = $_; 
   @line12 = split (' ', $line12); 
   @cli_day = split('/', $line11[3]); 
   $line12[0] = octal_fix($line12[0]); 
   if ($cli_day[2] eq $line12[0]) { 
    if ("$line11[10]" ne 
"M") { 
     if 
("$line11[4]" eq "6am") { 
     
 $cli_dif1 = $line12[$cli_day[1]] - $line11[10]; 
     } 
     else { 
     
 $cli_dif1 = $line11[10] - $line12[$cli_day[1]]; 
     } 
    } 
    else { 
    
 $cli_dif1 = "M"; 
    } 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $cli_dif1"; 
    last if ($cli_day[2] eq 
$line12[0]); 
   } 
  }  
 } 
 else {  
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] M"; 
 } 
 
 if ("$line11[4]" eq "6am") { $cli_file = "$loc.min.high.txt";} 
 else { $cli_file = "$loc.max.low.txt";} 
 
 if (-e "Records/$cli_file") { 
  open REC, "Records/$cli_file"; 
  
  while (<REC>){ 
   $line13 = $_; 
   @line13 = split (' ', $line13); 
   @cli_day = split('/', $line11[3]); 
   $line13[0] = octal_fix($line13[0]); 
   if ($cli_day[2] eq $line13[0]) { 
    if ("$line11[10]" ne 
"M") { 
     if 
("$line11[4]" eq "6am") { 
     
 $cli_dif2 = $line11[10] - $line13[$cli_day[1]]; 
     } 
     else { 
     
 $cli_dif2 = $line13[$cli_day[1]] - $line11[10]; 
     } 
    } 
    else { 
    
 $cli_dif2 = "M"; 
    } 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $cli_dif2"; 
    print FH 
"$file[$line_count]\n"; 
    $line_count++; 
    last if ($cli_day[2] eq 
$line13[0]); 
   } 
  }  
 } 
 else {  
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] M"; 
  print FH "$file[$line_count]\n"; 
  $line_count++; 
 } 
} 
 
# End of Climate Max and Min calculations ------------------------- 
 
# This subroutine calculates T1, a value for the FCS score -------- 
sub t1 { 
 
my $pfm_t1a; my $pfm_t1b; my $pfm_t1c; 
my $gfs_t1a; my $gfs_t1b; my $gfs_t1c; 
 
 while ($c<($#pfm_prec)) { 
  $c++; 
  if ($c+1 > $#pfm_prec) { 
   $pfm_t1b = $pfm_prec[$c] - ($obs); 
  } 
  else { 
   $pfm_t1a = abs($pfm_prec[$c] - 
$pfm_prec[$c-1]); 
   $pfm_t1b = abs($pfm_prec[$c] - 
$pfm_prec[$c+1]); 
   $pfm_t1c = abs($pfm_prec[$c] - 
$pfm_prec[$c-1]); 
  } 
  if ($pfm_t1a < $sigt or $pfm_t1b < $pfm_t1c) { 
   $pfm_t1++; 
  }  
 } 
 if ($#gfs_prec > 2) { 
  while ($e<($#gfs_prec)) { 
   $e++; 
   if ($e+1 > $#gfs_prec) { 
    $gfs_t1b = 
$gfs_prec[$e] - ($obs); 
   } 
   else { 
    $gfs_t1a = 
abs($gfs_prec[$e] - $gfs_prec[$e-1]); 
    $gfs_t1b = 
abs($gfs_prec[$e] - $gfs_prec[$e+1]); 
    $gfs_t1c = 
abs($gfs_prec[$e] - $gfs_prec[$e-1]); 
   } 
   if ($gfs_t1a < $sigt or $gfs_t1b < 
$gfs_t1c) { 
    $gfs_t1++; 
   }  
  } 
 
 } 
} 
# End of subroutine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
# This subroutine calculates T2, a value for the FCS score -------- 
sub t2 { 
 $pfm_t2 = abs($pfm_prec[$#pfm_prec] - $pfm_prec[0])/ $sigt; 
 if ($#gfs_prec ne -1) { 
  $gfs_t2 = abs($gfs_prec[$#gfs_prec] - 
$gfs_prec[0])/ $sigt; 
 } 
} 
# End of subroutine ----------------------------------------------- 
# This subroutine calculates T3, a value for the FCS score -------- 
sub t3 { 
 $pfm_t3--; 
 $gfs_t3--; 
} 
 
# End of subroutine ----------------------------------------------- 
# This subroutine calculates T4, a value for the FCS score -------- 
sub t4 { 
my $pfm_t4a; my $gfs_t4a; 
 while ($d<($#pfm_prec)) { 
  $d++; 
  $pfm_t4a = abs($pfm_prec[$d] - $pfm_prec[$d-1]) 
/ $sigt; 
  $pfm_t4 = $pfm_t4 + $pfm_t4a; 
 } 
 if ($#gfs_prec ne -1) { 
  while ($f<($#gfs_prec)) { 
   $f++; 
   $gfs_t4a = abs($gfs_prec[$f] - 
$gfs_prec[$f-1]) / $sigt; 
   $gfs_t4 = $gfs_t4 + $gfs_t4a; 
  } 
 } 
} 
# End of subroutine ----------------------------------------------- 
 
# Calculate the appropriate date ---------------------------------- 
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sub calculate_date { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($mmonth) { 
  case '01' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '02'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '02' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) {  
    if ($dday > 28){ 
$month = '03'; $day = '01'; } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($dday > 29){ 
$month = '03'; $day = '01'; } 
   } 
   } 
  case '03' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '04'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '04' { if ($dday > 30){ $month = '05'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '05' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '06'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '06' { if ($dday > 30){ $month = '07'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '07' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '08'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '08' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '09'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '09' { if ($dday > 30){ $month = '10'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '10' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '11'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '11' { if ($dday > 30){ $month = '12'; $day = 
'01'; }} 
  case '12' { if ($dday > 31){ $month = '01'; $day = 
'01'; $year++; } 
   if ($year eq 7 or $year eq 8 or $year 
eq 9) { $year = "0$year"; } 
  } 
 } 
 $mmonth = $month; 
 $dday = $day; 
# This switch is needed to take care of some simple octal number problems that 
occured 
# and I couldn't quite account for.  This fixes that. 
 $dday = octal_fix($dday); 
# Used to have a switch here 
 $day = $dday; 
} 
# End of calculate date ------------------------------------------- 
 
# Calculate day before -------------------------------------------- 
sub day_before { 
 my $leap; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($mmonth) { 
  case '01' { 
   if ($dday < 1){ $month = '12'; $day 
= '31'; $year--; 
    if ($year eq 7 or $year 
eq 8 or $year eq 9) { 
     $year 
= "0$year"; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  case '02' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '01'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '03' { 
   $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
   if ($leap eq 0) {  
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '28'; } 
   } 
   else { 
    if ($dday < 1){ 
$month = '02'; $day = '29'; } 
   } 
  } 
  case '04' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '03'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '05' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '04'; $day = 
'30'; }} 
  case '06' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '05'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '07' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '06'; $day = 
'30'; }} 
  case '08' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '07'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '09' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '08'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '10' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '09'; $day = 
'30'; }} 
  case '11' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '10'; $day = 
'31'; }} 
  case '12' { if ($dday < 1){ $month = '11'; $day = 
'30'; }} 
 } 
 
 $mmonth = $month; 
 $dday = $day; 
} 
# End of day before subroutine ------------------------------------ 
 
# Leap year calculation ------------------------------------------- 
sub leap_year { 
 my $lyear = shift; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 4; 
 return 1 if $lyear % 100; 
 return 0 if $lyear % 400; 
 return 1; 
} 
# End of Leap Year subroutine ------------------------------------ 
 
# Truncating subroutine ------------------------------------------ 
sub trunc { 
 my $num = shift; 
 $num = sprintf("%3.2f", $num); 
 return $num; 
} 
# End of Truncating subroutine------------------------------------ 
 
sub calcs { 
my $checker = 0; 
for ($a = 0; $a<21; $a++) { 
 $date = $year.$month.$day; 
 while ($fjday ne $vjday) { 
  $date = $year.$month.$day; 
  my $file = "pfm.$year$month$day$ap[$b].txt"; 
  if (-e "$file") { 
  open FILE, $file; 
  while (<FILE>) { 
   if (/$ver_locations[$a]/) { 
    $forecast = $_; 
    @forecast = split(' ', 
$forecast); 
    if ($forecast[3] eq 
"$verify_date" and $forecast[4] eq "$verify_ma") { 
    
 $pfm_prec[$prec_count1] = $forecast[9]; 
    
 $pfm_b7[$prec_count1] = $forecast[18]; 
    
 $prec_count1++; $pfm_t3++; 
     if 
($forecast[16] ne 'M'){ 
     
 $gfs_prec[$prec_count2] = $forecast[16]; 
     
 $gfs_b7[$prec_count2] = $forecast[19]; 
     
 $prec_count2++; $gfs_t3++; 
     } 
     if 
($forecast[5] == 1) { 
     
 $obs = $forecast[13] * 100; 
     
 t1(); t2(); t3(); t4(); 
     
 $pfm_BS7 = sum(@pfm_b7)/@pfm_b7; 
     
 $pfm_BS7 = sprintf("%3.3f", $pfm_BS7); 
     
 $pfcs = ($pfm_t1+$pfm_t2)/($pfm_t3+$pfm_t4); 
     
 $pfcs = trunc($pfcs); 
     
 $pnewscore = 1 / ((1/(1-$pfm_BS7)) + (1/$pfcs) - 1); 
     
 $pnewscore = trunc($pnewscore); 
     
 if ($#gfs_prec < 2) { 
     
  $gfs_BS7 = 'M'; 
     
  $gfcs = 'M'; 
     
  $gnewscore = 'M'; 
     
 } 
     
 else { 
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  $gfs_BS7 = sum(@gfs_b7)/@gfs_b7; 
     
  $gfs_BS7 = sprintf("%3.3f", $gfs_BS7); 
     
  $gfcs = ($gfs_t1+$gfs_t2)/($gfs_t3+$gfs_t4); 
     
  $gfcs = trunc($gfcs); 
     
  $gnewscore = 1 / ((1/(1-$gfs_BS7)) + (1/$gfcs) - 1); 
     
  $gnewscore = trunc($gnewscore); 
     
 } 
     } 
     if ($ap 
== '10' or "$verify_ma" eq "6am") { 
     
 $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $pfm_BS7 $gfs_BS7 
$pfcs $gfcs $pnewscore $gnewscore"; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
     elsif 
($forecast[5] == 2 and "$verify_ma" eq "4pm") { 
     
 $file[$line_count] = $file[$line_count]; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
     else {
  
     
 my $a_fix = $file[$line_count]; 
     
 my @a_fix = split(' ', $a_fix); 
     
 pop(@a_fix); pop(@a_fix); pop(@a_fix); 
     
 pop(@a_fix); pop(@a_fix); pop(@a_fix); 
     
 $file[$line_count] = "@a_fix $pfm_BS7 $gfs_BS7 $pfcs $gfcs 
$pnewscore $gnewscore"; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
    } 
    elsif ($forecast[5] == 
1 and "$verify_ma" eq "6am") { 
    
 $line_count++; 
    
 $checker = 1 if not exists $file[$line_count]; 
     use 
Switch; 
     switch 
($checker) { 
     
 case '0' { 
     
  my $check = $file[$line_count]; 
     
  my @check = split(' ', $check); 
     
  $line_count--;  
     
  if ("$check[0]" ne "$ver_locations[$a]") { 
     
   $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $pfm_BS7 $gfs_BS7 $pfcs $gfcs $pnewscore $gnewscore"; 
     
   $line_count++; 
     
   } 
     
  } 
     
 case '1' { 
     
  $line_count--;  
     
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $pfm_BS7 
$gfs_BS7 $pfcs $gfcs $pnewscore $gnewscore"; 
     
  $line_count++; 
     
 } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  else { 
   if ("$verify_ma" eq "6am" or $ap == 
10) { 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $pfm_BS7 $gfs_BS7 $pfcs $gfcs $pnewscore $gnewscore"; 
    $line_count++; 
   } 
   else { 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count]"; 
    $line_count++; 
     
   } 
  } 
  if ($b eq 0) { $b++; $fjday = $fjday + 0.5;} 
  else { $b--; $day++; $dday++; $fjday = $fjday + 
0.5; calculate_date();} 
   
  $fjday = octal_fix($fjday); 
#USED TO HAVE A SWITCH HERE 
  my $jul_year = leap_year("20$org_year"); 
  if ($jul_year == 1) { if ($fjday > 366.5) { $fjday = 
$day;} } 
  if ($jul_year == 0) { if ($fjday > 365.5) { $fjday = 
$day;} } 
  $pfcs = 0; $pnewscore = 0; $gfcs = 0; $gnewscore = 
0; 
  $pfm_BS7 = 0 ; $gfs_BS7 = 0; 
 } 
 @pfm_b7 = (); @gfs_b7 = (); @pfm_prec = (); @gfs_prec = (); 
 $pfm_t1 = 0; $pfm_t2 = 0; $pfm_t3 = 0; $pfm_t4 = 0; 
 $gfs_t1 = 0; $gfs_t2 = 0; $gfs_t3 = 0; $gfs_t4 = 0; 
 $c = 0; $d = 0; $e = 0; $f = 0; $prec_count1 = 0; $prec_count2 = 0; 
 $b = $org_b; 
 $day = $org_day; $dday = $org_day;  
 $month = $org_month; $mmonth = $org_month; 
 $fjday = $org_fjday; $year = $org_year; 
} 
} 
 
 
sub tfcs { 
my $checker = 0; 
for ($a = 0; $a<21; $a++) { 
 $date = $year.$month.$day; 
 while ($fjday ne $vjday) { 
  $date = $year.$month.$day; 
  my $file = "pfm.$year$month$day$ap[$b].txt"; 
  if (-e "$file") { 
  open FILE, $file; 
  while (<FILE>) { 
   if (/$ver_locations[$a]/) { 
    $forecast = $_; 
    @forecast = split(' ', 
$forecast); 
    if ($forecast[3] eq 
"$verify_date" and $forecast[4] eq "$verify_ma") { 
    
 $pfm_prec[$prec_count1] = $forecast[8]; 
    
 $prec_count1++; $pfm_t3++; 
     if 
($forecast[16] ne 'M'){ 
     
 $gfs_prec[$prec_count2] = $forecast[15]; 
     
 $prec_count2++; $gfs_t3++; 
     } 
     if 
($forecast[5] == 1) { 
     
 $obs = $forecast[10] if $forecast[10] ne 'M'; 
     
 $obs = $forecast[8] if $forecast[10] eq 'M'; 
     
 t1(); t2(); t3(); t4(); 
     
 $pfcs = ($pfm_t1+$pfm_t2)/($pfm_t3+$pfm_t4); 
     
 $pfcs = trunc($pfcs); 
 
     
 if ($#gfs_prec < 2) { 
     
  $gfs_BS7 = 'M'; 
     
  $gfcs = 'M'; 
     
  $gnewscore = 'M'; 
     
 } 
     
 else { 
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  $gfcs = ($gfs_t1+$gfs_t2)/($gfs_t3+$gfs_t4); 
     
  $gfcs = trunc($gfcs); 
     
 } 
     } 
     if ($ap 
== '10' or "$verify_ma" eq "6am") { 
     
 $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $pfcs $gfcs"; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
     elsif 
($forecast[5] == 2 and "$verify_ma" eq "4pm") { 
     
 $file[$line_count] = $file[$line_count]; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
     else {
  
     
 my $a_fix = $file[$line_count]; 
     
 my @a_fix = split(' ', $a_fix); 
     
 pop(@a_fix); pop(@a_fix); 
     
 $file[$line_count] = "@a_fix $pfcs $gfcs"; 
     
 $line_count++; 
     } 
    } 
    elsif ($forecast[5] == 
1 and "$verify_ma" eq "6am") { 
    
 $line_count++; 
    
 $checker = 1 if not exists $file[$line_count]; 
     use 
Switch; 
     switch 
($checker) { 
     
 case '0' { 
     
  my $check = $file[$line_count]; 
     
  my @check = split(' ', $check); 
     
  $line_count--;  
     
  if ("$check[0]" ne "$ver_locations[$a]") { 
     
   $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $pfcs $gfcs"; 
     
   $line_count++; 
     
   } 
     
  } 
     
 case '1' { 
     
  $line_count--;  
     
  $file[$line_count] = "$file[$line_count] $pfcs 
$gfcs"; 
     
  $line_count++; 
     
 } 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  } 
  else { 
   if ("$verify_ma" eq "6am" or $ap == 
10) { 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count] $pfcs $gfcs"; 
    $line_count++; 
   } 
   else { 
    $file[$line_count] = 
"$file[$line_count]"; 
    $line_count++; 
     
   } 
  } 
  if ($b eq 0) { $b++; $fjday = $fjday + 0.5;} 
  else { $b--; $day++; $dday++; $fjday = $fjday + 
0.5; calculate_date();} 
   
  $fjday = octal_fix($fjday); 
  my $jul_year = leap_year("20$org_year"); 
  if ($jul_year == 1) { if ($fjday > 366.5) { $fjday = 
$day;} } 
  if ($jul_year == 0) { if ($fjday > 365.5) { $fjday = 
$day;} } 
  $pfcs = 0; $gfcs = 0; 
 } 
 @pfm_prec = (); @gfs_prec = (); 
 $pfm_t1 = 0; $pfm_t2 = 0; $pfm_t3 = 0; $pfm_t4 = 0; 
 $gfs_t1 = 0; $gfs_t2 = 0; $gfs_t3 = 0; $gfs_t4 = 0; 
 $c = 0; $d = 0; $e = 0; $f = 0; $prec_count1 = 0; $prec_count2 = 0; 
 $b = $org_b; 
 $day = $org_day; $dday = $org_day;  
 $month = $org_month; $mmonth = $org_month; 
 $fjday = $org_fjday; $year = $org_year; 
} 
} 
 
# Julian Date calculator ----------------------------------------- 
# This subroutine is used to calculate the julian date. 
sub julian_day { 
 my $leap = leap_year("20$year"); 
 my $jd_day = shift; 
 if ($leap eq 0) {  
  use Switch; 
  switch ($month) { 
   case '01' {$jd_day = $day + 0;} 
   case '02' {$jd_day = $day + 31;} 
   case '03' {$jd_day = $day + 59;} 
   case '04' {$jd_day = $day + 90;} 
   case '05' {$jd_day = $day + 120;} 
   case '06' {$jd_day = $day + 151;} 
   case '07' {$jd_day = $day + 181;} 
   case '08' {$jd_day = $day + 212;} 
   case '09' {$jd_day = $day + 243;} 
   case '10' {$jd_day = $day + 273;} 
   case '11' {$jd_day = $day + 304;} 
   case '12' {$jd_day = $day + 334;} 
  } 
  return $jd_day;  
 } 
 else { 
  use Switch; 
  switch ($month) { 
   case '01' {$jd_day = $day + 0;} 
   case '02' {$jd_day = $day + 31;} 
   case '03' {$jd_day = $day + 60;} 
   case '04' {$jd_day = $day + 91;} 
   case '05' {$jd_day = $day + 121;} 
   case '06' {$jd_day = $day + 152;} 
   case '07' {$jd_day = $day + 182;} 
   case '08' {$jd_day = $day + 213;} 
   case '09' {$jd_day = $day + 244;} 
   case '10' {$jd_day = $day + 274;} 
   case '11' {$jd_day = $day + 305;} 
   case '12' {$jd_day = $day + 335;} 
  } 
  return $jd_day;  
 } 
} 
# End of Julian Date subroutine ---------------------------------- 
 
# Octal Number Fix subroutine ------------------------------------ 
# This subroutine is used to fix a problem with octal numbers 
# examples (01,02,03) that perl can't handle 
sub octal_fix { 
 my $oct_fix = shift; 
 use Switch; 
 switch ($oct_fix) { 
  case 1 { $oct_fix = '01';} 
  case 2 { $oct_fix = '02';} 
  case 3 { $oct_fix = '03';} 
  case 4 { $oct_fix = '04';} 
  case 5 { $oct_fix = '05';} 
  case 6 { $oct_fix = '06';} 
  case 7 { $oct_fix = '07';} 
  case 8 { $oct_fix = '08';} 
  case 9 { $oct_fix = '09';} 
 } 
 return $oct_fix; 
} 
# End Octal Number Fix subroutine -------------------------------- 
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Program: allinone.plx 
 
#! perl -w 
# pfm_am.plx 
# This program combines all files with the prefix stat.pfm. into one giant file. 
use warnings; 
use strict; 
 
# Created by Paul Fajman 
# Version 1.0 
 
open FILE, "@ARGV" or die $!; 
 
my $line; 
open FH, ">> allinone.txt" or die $!; 
 
# The file is read in, then printed 
while (<FILE>){ 
 $line = $_; 
 print FH $line; 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program: verification.bat 
 
:: This batch file automates the compilation of all the progams used in the Fajman 
Verification System. 
:: Created by Paul Fajman 
:: Version 1.0 
 
@echo off 
 
:: Precipitation section ------------------------------- 
cd C:\Perl\Programs\PFM\Precip 
 
 
echo Precipitation files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%A in (precip_*.txt) do perl precipitation.plx %%A 
 
:: End of Precipitation section ------------------------ 
 
:: RTP section ----------------------------------------- 
cd C:\Perl\Programs\PFM\RTP 
 
echo. 
echo RTP files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%B in (RTPOAX*.txt) do perl official_rtp.plx %%B 
:: End of RTP section ---------------------------------- 
 
:: GFS MEX section ------------------------------------- 
cd C:\Perl\Programs\PFM\Models 
 
echo. 
echo GFS MEX files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%C in (*.mex) do perl official_gfs.plx %%C 
:: End of GFS MEX section ------------------------------ 
 
 
:: PFM MORNING section --------------------------------- 
cd C:\Perl\Programs\PFM 
 
echo. 
echo PFM AM files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%D in (PFMOAX*10.txt) do perl pfm_am.plx %%D 
:: END OF PFM MORNING section -------------------------- 
 
 
:: PFM AFTERNOON section ------------------------------- 
 
echo. 
echo PFM PM files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%E in (PFMOAX*22.txt) do perl pfm_pm.plx %%E 
:: END OF PFM AFTERNOON section ------------------------ 
 
 
:: Statistics section ---------------------------------- 
 
echo. 
echo Statistic files waiting to be compiled 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
FOR %%F in (pfm.*.txt) do perl statistics.plx %%F 
:: END statistics section ------------------------------ 
 
 
:: Combine Stats section ------------------------------- 
 
echo. 
echo Statistic files will now be combined into one file called allinone.txt 
Pause 
echo ----------------------------- 
 
del allinone.txt 
FOR %%G in (stat.pfm.*.txt) do perl allinone.plx %%G 
echo Verification Programs have completed. 
Pause 
:: END Combine Stats section --------------------------- 
